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Supervisor’s Foreword

I am delighted that Springer has chosen to recognise Sara Correia Carreira’s work
by publishing it as part of the Springer Theses series. Sara joined the Bristol Centre
for Functional Nanomaterials (BCFN), where I am the Director, in 2011, and chose
to undertake her Ph.D. research project in my research group, and that of
Prof. Walther Schwarzacher, also within the School of Physics. As is so often the
case, our initial project proposal, of functionalisation of magnetoferritin with lipid
molecules, turned out to be less straightforward than anticipated, and so a new
direction was sought. The result of this is the work presented in this book, which
represents a true interdisciplinary project, and for which Sara was very much the
driving force.

The ability to label cells magnetically, either for applications in imaging, or for
manipulation and separation is a rich vein of interdisciplinary research, with
potential impacts in MRI scanning, regenerative medicine, diagnostics and patho-
gen detection. However, often the act of loading superparamagnetic iron oxide
nanoparticles (SPIONS) onto cells in sufficient quantity has adverse effects on cell
survival, and in many cases to achieve sufficient concentrations to be of use can
take more than 24 h to achieve. Sara had studied magnetoferritin, a SPION which
could be nucleated within the core of the naturally occurring iron storage protein,
ferritin, as a possible route to developing biocompatible monodisperse magnetic
particles. She realised that the ability to alter the surface chemistry of the protein
cage within which the SPION sat may be the key to developing a rapid and
non-cytotoxic label which could herald a significant improvement over current
labelling strategies. She achieved this by cationising the surface of the protein,
vastly increasing its positive charge which had the effect of making this new protein
SPION attach strongly to membrane surfaces through electrostatic interactions. The
result of this meant that cells could be labelled effectively at low doses, so that cell
viability was not compromised, and labelling times were reduced from a number of
days down to less than one minute.

Armed with this knowledge, Sara set out to show how this labelling strategy
might be applied. She chose human mesenchymal stem cells as her initial target and
was able to show that the binding of her protein SPION not only effectively labelled
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the cells but that this magnetisation persisted for a period of weeks. In addition,
MRI studies showed significantly enhanced T2 contrast enhancement. Most criti-
cally, the cells could be differentiated into different tissue types, including cartilage,
which is something that had not been demonstrated with previous SPION labelling
techniques.

Sara then showed that this labelling method could have applications in the
capture and concentration of bacteria from dilute samples—an issue in many
diagnostic devices where a very small population of bacteria of interest may be
present in a large sample volume. She showed that common bacteria, including
E. coli and S. aureus, could be labelled with her SPION and captured in a magnetic
column with 99.97% efficiency and that E. coli could be concentrated from
extremely dilute solutions and cultured. Each of these steps which Sara was able to
elucidate has an impact on our ability to develop diagnostic tools which may help in
the fight to overcome antibiotic resistance.

The methodology which Sara has developed shows great versatility and flexi-
bility in its applications. The non-specific nature of the electrostatic binding means
that it is (as she has shown) applicable to a number of cell types, whilst the ability to
manipulate the surface chemistry affords the opportunity to introduce more specific
functionalisation if required. Additionally, the ferritin protein cage within which the
SPION resides is not limited to an iron nanoparticle—it is relatively facile to
envisage this cage as a vector which can be loaded with a number of different
functional molecules, opening up applications far broader than could possibly be
described in one thesis.

What has made Sara stand out for me as a student is more than just her technical
ability. At BCFN, we have been actively trying to grow a culture of true inter-
disciplinarity, with students having a wide network of academics and their peers to
draw upon for inspiration; Sara embodies this through her proactivity and the
interactions she has initiated with students from other BCFN cohorts, and our wider
network which have enabled her to complete this work. We are particularly
indebted to BCFN alumnus Dr. James Armstrong and his supervisor, Dr. Adam
Perriman, whom Sara worked with on the stem cell project, and Dr. Jim Spencer,
with whom she undertook the bacteria work. On a personal note, Sara was my first
Ph.D. student and has set a very high benchmark for those who will come after her!
The BCFN have been very fortunate to have had the chance to train a student of her
calibre, and this is reflected in the work presented in this volume.

Bristol, UK
May 2017

Dr. Annela Seddon
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Abstract

Magnetic cell labelling with superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs)
facilitates many important biotechnological applications, such as cell imaging and
remote manipulation. However, to achieve adequate cellular loading of SPIONs,
long incubation times (24 h and more) or high exposure concentrations are often
employed, which can adversely affect cell function. This work aimed at developing
a facile surface functionalisation strategy that enables rapid and versatile cell
magnetisation using low exposure concentrations. It was found that chemical
cationisation of magnetoferritin produced a novel, highly membrane-active SPION
that magnetised human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) and two bacterial species
using incubation times as short as one minute.

In hMSCs, magnetisation persisted for several weeks in culture and provided
significant T2 contrast enhancement during magnetic resonance imaging. Exposure
to cationised magnetoferritin did not adversely affect the viability, membrane
integrity, proliferation and multi-lineage differentiation capacity of hMSCs.
Significantly, chondrogenesis was not inhibited, which is a differentiation pathway
that is often affected by SPION exposure.

A one-minute incubation with cationised magnetoferritin also magnetised the
gram-negative bacterium Escherichia coli and the gram-positive Staphylococcus
aureus, such that these bacteria could be captured in a magnetic column with an
efficiency of at least 99.97%. Importantly, Escherichia coli could be concentrated
from a very dilute suspension (<102 cfu mL−1), which is an important
pre-processing step for rapid, microfluidics-based pathogen detection.

The combination of synthetic ease and flexibility, the rapidity of labelling and
absence of cytotoxicity make this novel SPION system an easily accessible and
versatile platform for a range of cell-based therapies in regenerative medicine, as
well as an attractive tool for rapid pathogen isolation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

In this chapter the concepts that form the basis of this work will be introduced, as
well as the motivations for and the structure of the thesis. First, the physical
characteristics of magnetic nanoparticles will be discussed, alongside biomedical
applications of these materials. Then, the biology of the two cell types, which were
used in this work, is introduced (mesenchymal stem cells and bacteria). This is
followed by a discussion of motivations and strategies for cell labelling with
magnetic nanoparticles. After that, an introduction to magnetoferritin is given, as
well as the chemical basis of protein cationisation, which is an important method
employed in this work. Finally, the motivations underlying the thesis are sum-
marised and an overview is given over the hypotheses tested.

1.1 Magnetism

Several good textbooks on the physical principles of magnetism and magnetic
materials are available, e.g. the works of Spaldin [1] and Krishnan [2] give an
excellent introduction to fundamentals and applications.

1.1.1 Origins of Magnetism

The magnetic properties of materials are a consequence of magnetic moments
associated with individual electrons. These magnetic moments arise from the orbital
motion of electrons around the nucleus and the electron spin around its own axis
(Fig. 1.1). Thus, each electron in an atom is essentially a small magnet with a
permanent orbital and spin magnetic moment.

The fundamental magnetic moment is the Bohr magneton lB which is of
magnitude 9.27 � 10−24 Am2. For each electron in an atom the spin magnetic
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moment is ± lB (plus for spin up, minus for spin down), and the orbital spin
contribution is lBml, with ml being the magnetic quantum number of the electron.
Thus, the net magnetic moment of an individual atom can be approximated as the
sum of the magnetic moments of its electrons. For an atom with completely filled
electron shells or sub-shells (e.g. helium, neon and argon atoms), there is total
cancellation of both orbital and spin moments of its electrons, and they have no
macroscopic magnetic moment and are difficult to magnetise. All other materials
are “magnetic” to some extent and can be classified according to the response of
their individual atomic moments to an applied magnetic field, or their magnetic
susceptibility.

1.1.2 Magnetic Susceptibility

If an external field of magnitude H is applied to a material, the individual atomic
moments in the material contribute to the overall magnetic response, or magnetic
induction, B:

B ¼ l0 � ðHþMÞ ð1:1Þ

where l0 is the permeability of free space and the magnetisation, M, is the magnetic
moment, l, per unit volume V. The volumetric magnetic susceptibility, v, describes
the magnetisation induced in a material by H:

M ¼ v � H ð1:2Þ

with v being dimensionless because both M and H are expressed in Am−1. The
classification of materials according to their magnetic susceptibility is discussed in
the next sections.

1.1.3 Diamagnetic and Paramagnetic Materials

Most materials display little magnetism, which persists only when an external
magnetic field, H, is applied. These are classified either as paramagnetic or

Fig. 1.1 Origin of the atomic
magnetic moment. Magnetic
moment associated with
(a) the orbital motion of an
electron around the atomic
nucleus and (b) the spinning
electron
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diamagnetic. In diamagnetic materials, electron spins become aligned such that the
direction of the overall induced magnetic moment is opposite to that of H, and v is
of the order of −10−5 (Fig. 1.2a). In paramagnetic materials the induced magneti-
sation aligns with H and v ranges from 10−5 to 10−2 (Fig. 1.2b) [3].

1.1.4 Ferro-, Ferri- and Antiferromagnetic Materials

Some materials are magnetic even without an applied field due to long-range order
of their individual, unpaired electron spin moments. These materials are classified
as ferromagnetic, ferrimagnetic or antiferromagnetic, depending on the nature
of the coupling interaction between the electrons in the material. The coupling
interactions cause the spin magnetic moments of neighbouring atoms to align with
each other even in the absence of an external magnetic field. This alignment can
exist over large volume regions of the crystal, which are called domains
(Fig. 1.3a). When an external field is applied, these materials can be strongly
magnetised, with v reaching values of the order of 105 [3]. The maximum mag-
netisation, or saturation magnetisation, is achieved when all magnetic moments in
a piece of material are aligned with H. Unlike paramagnetic materials, the mag-
netisation, M, is not linearly proportional to H but displays a characteristic sig-
moidal shape (Fig. 1.2c). Moreover, as H is reversed the curve does not retrace its
original path, but displays a degree of hysteresis. At zero field, a residual mag-
netisation exists which is called remanence; the material remains magnetised even
in the absence of H. To reduce the magnetisation to zero, an H field of a magnitude
-Hc must be applied in the opposite direction to that of the original field. This
characteristic is called coercivity and Hc the coercive field. When ferri- or

Fig. 1.2 Magnetisation, M, of different classes of materials in response to an external magnetic
field, H. Note that the magnitudes of M are not drawn to scale. a Diamagnetic materials: the
induced magnetic moment opposes the external field. b Paramagnetic materials: induced
magnetisation aligns with and is proportional to the external field. c Ferromagnetic materials:
characteristic sigmoidal shape of the magnetisation curve displaying a certain degree of hysteresis.
Mr: remanent magnetisation at H = 0, Hc: coercive field required to achieve M = 0
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ferromagnetic materials are shrunk to the order of a few tens of nanometres, su-
perparamagnetic behaviour is observed, which will be discussed in the next
section.

1.1.5 Superparamagnetic Materials

Superparamagnetism is a type of magnetism that occurs in small ferro- or ferri-
magnetic particles of dimensions between 3 to 15 nm [4]. These nanoparticles
consist of a single domain, in which electronic spin vectors add up such that they
form a total magnetic dipole moment [5]. Due to crystal structure or particle shape,
there may be a particular direction along which the nanoparticle’s magnetic moment
aligns. If there is one preferred direction, those particles are said to have uniaxial
anisotropy, and there will be two minimum energy states with anti-parallel moment
orientations (Fig. 1.3b). To change from one low-energy orientation to the
anti-parallel one, a certain energy barrier, DE, has to be overcome, whereby:

DE ¼ K � V ð1:3Þ

K is the anisotropy energy density and V is the volume of the particle. The direct
proportionality between DE and V is the underlying reason for superparamagnetic
behaviour in particles with small V. For these particles DE becomes comparable to
the thermal energy at, for instance, room temperature. Therefore, thermal energy is
sufficient to “flip” the magnetisation between its two preferred orientations.

Apart from the temperature, it is important to consider another factor when
observing the superparamagnetic state, namely the relaxation time, s, of the
nanoparticle’s net magnetisation. This is the average time required to perform a
“flip” between the two preferred directions:

Fig. 1.3 Magnetic domains. a In a bulk of ferromagnetic material, spin magnetic moments
(arrows) of neighbouring atoms align with each other in microscopic domains. Adjacent domains
are separated by domain walls (lines), across which the direction of magnetisation gradually
changes. b Nano-sized ferromagnetic particles (circles) comprise a single magnetic domain. In a
nanoparticle with uniaxial anisotropy there are two minimum energy states with anti-parallel
moment orientations (arrows), which are separated by an energy barrier DE
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s ¼ s0 � exp DE
kBT

� �
ð1:4Þ

where s0 is a pre-exponential factor that describes the length of time scales char-
acteristic for the probed material (often of a magnitude around 10−9–10−12 s), [6]
and kBT describes the thermal energy, with kB being the Boltzmann constant and
T the absolute temperature. Therefore, it has to be considered that observations of
superparamagnetism are not only dependent on the temperature, but also on the
measurements time, sm, of the experimental technique used to observe the mate-
rial’s magnetic properties. In typical experiments sm can range from slow timescales
of 102 s for DC magnetisation to fast timescales of 10−8 s for 57Fe Mössbauer
spectroscopy [7]. If sm >> s the flipping rate is fast compared to the measurement
time, such that a time-averaged net moment of zero will be observed (superpara-
magnetic state). But if sm << s a quasi-static, blocked state is observed (Fig. 1.4a).
Equation 1.4 indicates a relationship between the relaxation time s and the tem-
perature T. A blocking temperature, TB, can be defined as the temperature
between blocked and superparamagnetic state, at which s = sm.

Above the TB, the net magnetic moment of an assembly of nanoparticles aver-
ages to zero. However, in an applied field there will be an alignment of magnetic
moments along the external field leading to a net magnetisation. Plotting the
magnetisation as a function of the applied field’s magnitude, yields a magnetisation
curve, to which the Langevin function can be fitted (Fig. 1.4b) [8]. This curve
looks similar in shape to the magnetisation curve of bulk ferromagnetic materials
(Fig. 1.2c), but is characterised by the absence of hysteresis, and therefore has
negligible remanence and coercivity, when recorded above TB.

Fig. 1.4 Observing superparamagnetic behaviour. a The net magnetisation direction (arrows) of
nanoparticles (circles) below the blocking temperature, TB, is quasi static (1), whereas above TB
the moment reversals are so rapid that (if no field is applied) the time-averaged net moment is zero.
b Magnetisation, M, of a superparamagnetic material in response to an applied field, H, recorded
above TB
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1.2 Magnetic Nanoparticles

1.2.1 Nanoparticles

Nanoparticles are defined as materials with three external dimensions of equal,
nanoscale magnitude, i.e. ranging from 1 to 100 nm [9]. Due to their size,
nanoparticles can interact on a cellular, subcellular, or genetic scale (Fig. 1.5). In
nature nanoparticles exist in abundance, e.g. as proteins, but since the late 1980s,
fabrication of a variety of man-made nanoparticles has rapidly evolved [9]. These
can be made from well-established materials, however, their small dimension gives
rise to unique electronic, optical, and magnetic properties [10–12]. Therefore,
nanoparticles have opened up new possibilities in a range of fields, e.g. in the
energy sector [13] or in the biomedical arena [14]. With the rise of this new class of
materials, concerns regarding their safety have been voiced [15] and continue to be
monitored. In the following sections, protocols for magnetic nanoparticle synthesis
and functionalisation will be briefly outlined, and aspects of potential toxicity will
be discussed.

Fig. 1.5 Size of nanoparticles in relation to biological objects. Due to their small size,
nanoparticles can come into close proximity with cells and cellular components, such as proteins
and DNA. GNPs: glyco- nanoparticles (gold nanoparticles functionalised with carbohydrates).
PEG: polyethyleneglycol (a common polymer coating to increase the circulation time of
nanoparticles in the blood stream). Image re-printed with permission from Marradi et al. [16]
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1.2.2 Synthesis and Functionalisation of Magnetic
Nanoparticles

A wide variety of magnetic nanoparticles with different composition, size and shape
can be synthesised. These include iron oxides such as Fe3O4 [17] and c-Fe2O3 [18],
pure metals, such as Co [19] and Fe [20], and alloys, such as CoPt3 [21] and FePt
[22] Synthesis protocols that achieve shape-controlled, stable and monodisperse
magnetic nanoparticles include co-precipitation, thermal decomposition and
hydrothermal synthesis [23]. Co-precipitation is a facile synthesis route, which can
be carried out in water, whereas thermal decomposition takes place in organic sol-
vents, and hydrothermal synthesis in an ethanol-water mixture. In all these methods,
capping agents are added which cover the particles’ surface and prevent agglom-
eration. This is necessary, because the small size of nanoparticles results in a large
surface area and thus a high total surface energy. This is thermodynamically unstable
and therefore nanoparticles tend to agglomerate to minimise the surface energy [24].
Colloidal stability of magnetic nanoparticles is either achieved through electrostatic
or steric repulsion. For example, magnetite nanoparticles synthesised through
co-precipitation have been stabilised electrostatically by introducing charged cap-
ping agents, [25] while nanoparticles synthesised by thermal decomposition are
generally stabilised in an organic solvent by fatty acids or surfactants [26].

Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs) are well suited for
biomedical applications because of their low toxicity [27]. Furthermore, surface
coatings can be designed to add a variety of functions to the SPION (Fig. 1.6). For
example, biocompatible coatings and coatings that increase blood circulation times
can be used for systemic injection into animals or humans [28]. Specific ligands can

Fig. 1.6 Surface functionalisation of SPIONs. a Colloidal stability is achieved by electrostatic (1)
or steric (2) repulsion. b Possible SPION coatings for biomedical applications. Polymers (1) confer
biocompatibility. Ligands such as antibodies (2) transferrin (3) or RGD-peptide (4) achieve
targeted delivery. Therapeutics can be covalently (5) or electrostatically (6) attached and released
by specific triggers, such as pH change. Fluorescent molecules (7) render SPIONs a multimodal
imaging probe
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be attached to develop targeted magnetic nanoparticle systems, [29] and fluorescent
molecules can turn them into multimodal imaging probes [30]. Finally, therapeutic
agents can be covalently or electrostatically bound to the SPION surface, and
stimuli-responsive release can be achieved by incorporating pH sensitive linkers
[31]. Thus, magnetic nanoparticles can be customised for specific purposes which is
particularly appealing for biological and biomedical applications. Some of these
applications will be discussed in more detail in Sect. 1.3.

1.2.3 Potential Toxicity of Magnetic Nanoparticles

From Fig. 1.5 it is apparent that nanoparticles can interact with many components
of the cell due to their small size. This opens up attractive possibilities to interact
with cells on many levels, but at the same time it bears the potential to cause
damage to integral parts of the cell. Although humans have been exposed to
nanoparticles throughout their evolution, e.g. to carbon-based nanoparticles gen-
erated during combustion, the advent of industrialisation and the recently increasing
manufacture of man-made nanomaterials have certainly added and will continue to
add to the exposure burden. In 2005, Oberdörster et al. [15] proposed the estab-
lishment of “nanotoxicology” as a new discipline to systematically study effects of
nanomaterials on human health and the environment. Since then, numerous studies
have sought to elucidate mechanisms of nanoparticle toxicity, and aimed at
developing appropriate testing strategies [32]. Nanoparticles can cause toxic effects
in a variety of ways, e.g. by disrupting the cell membrane, [33, 34] interfering with
cell signalling, [35] affecting protein structure and function, [36, 37] or causing
DNA damage (Fig. 1.7) [38]. Therefore, toxicity assessments should always
include the measurement of a variety of cell functions (often referred to as “end-
points”) in response to nanoparticle exposure.

Regarding the toxic potential of magnetic nanoparticles, it has been found that
the metal core as well as the surface coating can mediate adverse effects. The metal
core is believed to cause toxicity mainly through the generation of reactive oxygen
species (ROS), which can form when the particles are degraded by the cells and
metal ions are released into the cytosol [39]. An excess of ROS can lead to the
destruction of cellular proteins, lipids and nucleic acids and thus impair normal cell
function or even lead to cell death [40]. Exposure to iron oxide-based magnetic
nanoparticles can also become problematic because the release of the metal can
cause imbalances in the body’s iron homeostasis and iron overload has shown to
cause severe liver and heart toxicity [41]. There is also the possibility that the
surface coating mediates toxicity rather than the metal core, as has been shown for
some short-chain polymers [42] and poly-cationic coatings [43]. Accordingly, it is
often found that different surface coatings have different effects on the cell function
that is being measured [44, 45].

Several factors have been shown to affect the toxic potential of magnetic
nanoparticles, the most obvious being exposure dose and time. Most studies find
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that toxic effects of magnetic nanoparticles are aggravated when cells are exposed
to high doses and experience prolonged contact [46–48]. The size and shape can
also influence toxic outcomes, [49, 50] which could be due to differences in uptake
efficiencies and resulting differences in the effective exposure dose. Furthermore,
different cell types may exhibit different responses to magnetic nanoparticles. For
example, exposure to the same concentration of SPIONs has shown to cause sig-
nificant toxicity in neuronal and lung cells but only little toxicity on other cell types,
such as heart and kidney cells [51]. This has been attributed to differences in cell
uptake, and thus again, differences in exposure burden.

1.3 Biomedical Applications of Magnetic Nanoparticles

Magnetic nanoparticles are excellent tools for a variety of biomedical applications.
Being nano-sized, they can get into close contact with biological units, such as cells
and proteins (see Fig. 1.5). Furthermore, their superparamagnetic behaviour (see
Sect. 1.1.5) is an important prerequisite for their use in biomedicine because
magnetically-induced agglomeration, which could lead to adverse effects, does not
occur due to the absence of net magnetisation within the biological temperature
range (around 310 K). As has been touched upon in Sect. 1.2.2, the surface of

Fig. 1.7 Possible routes of nanoparticle toxicity. In the extracellular environment, nanoparticles
may catalyse the formation of damaging reactive oxygen species (ROS) (1), disrupt the cell
membrane (2), bind to ion channels (3), or cell surface receptors (4), which may impact on cell
signalling cascades. Once the nanoparticles have been internalised, they may interfere with
elements of the cytoskeleton (5), either directly or through the formation of ROS. Similarly,
mitochondrial damage (7) can affect cell metabolism, and nanoparticles may penetrate into the
cell’s nucleus and cause DNA damage (8). Spheres: nanoparticles; stars: ROS
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magnetic nanoparticles can be functionalised with biomolecules that can address
specific structures of cells or tissues, or that have therapeutic value. For example,
antibody-conjugated magnetic nanoparticles can tag specific cell types, such that
they can be isolated from an heterogeneous cell populations using magnetic cell
separation [52]. The capacity to immobilise or guide magnetic nanoparticles using
an external magnetic field combined with the permeability of human tissue to
magnetic fields also opens up the possibility for the remote control of these particles
and any cargo that they may carry. Thus, cell labelling with magnetic nanoparticles
has enabled remote cell manipulation [53, 54] and targeted actuation, [55–57] as
well as magnetically guided drug delivery [58]. Magnetised cells can also be sus-
pended in the culture medium using an external magnetic field, which enables
scaffold-free three-dimensional cell culture [59]. Another interesting possibility lies
in the ability to heat up magnetic nanoparticles by placing them in a time-varying
magnetic field. Cancerous cells are particularly sensitive to temperatures in excess
of 41 °C, [60] and therefore magnetically-induced hyperthermia offers a possibility
to treat tumours either in conjunction with chemotherapy [61] or by thermo-ablation
[62]. Finally, the great susceptibility of superparamagnetic nanoparticles to applied
magnetic fields allows for applications such as contrast generation in magnetic
resonance imaging, or magnetic capture and release of cells, which will be dis-
cussed in more detail in the following sections.

1.3.1 Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a medical imaging technique, which uses
non-ionising radiation. Instead, the patient is placed inside a large coil, which
creates a magnetic field that is capable of aligning the magnetic moments of the
body’s ubiquitous hydrogen nuclei (protons) present in fluids and tissues. Broadly
speaking, an MR image can be generated because different tissues have different
proton compositions and therefore a different magnetic signature, which can be
translated into a greyscale image. Many pathologies can thus be diagnosed, such as
oedema or tumours because their fluid content is often altered compared to healthy
tissue (Fig. 1.8a) [63, 64]. The images are produced using a sequence of
radiofrequency and gradient pulses with carefully controlled timings and durations.
The sequence timings affect image contrast, and adjustment of these timings can
achieve good contrast between individual tissue types. However, some image-based
diagnoses benefit from further contrast enhancement between normal and abnormal
tissue. This can be achieved with contrast agents, such as paramagnetic gadolinium
ion complexes or SPIONs [65] SPION-based contrast agents become magnetically
saturated by the external magnetic field applied in the MRI scanner and thereby
generate a significant local magnetic field, which perturbs the magnetic signal from
surrounding protons. This leads to a change in signal intensity compared to
neighbouring tissue that does not contain any contrast agent, so that the resulting
image contrast between the two is enhanced.
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Depending on their size and surface functionalisation, SPIONs are selectively
taken up by different tissues, such that they enhance contrast in these regions. For
example, 30 nm SPIONs accumulate more rapidly in liver and spleen compared to
10 nm ones, which have a longer half-life in the blood stream and can be taken up
by reticuloendothelial cells (e.g. macrophages) of lymph nodes and bone marrow
[67]. Notably, the function of the reticuloendothelial system (RES) of tumour tissue
is reduced compared to healthy tissue, such that circulating contrast agents are more
efficiently taken up by the RES of healthy tissues compared to abnormal ones.
Thus, malignant lymph nodes and tumours can be identified (Fig. 1.8b) [68, 69].
MRI can also be used to track transplanted, magnetically labelled cells in vivo with
high spatial resolution, [70, 71] which helps to gain understanding of cell migration
and therapeutic outcome in stem cell-based therapies (see also Sect. 1.4.4).

1.3.2 Magnetic Cell Separation

Magnetic cell separation (MACS) is a technique for the separation, concentration or
removal of magnetically labelled cells from an aqueous sample by means of an
applied magnetic field. With MACS, it is possible to isolate particular cell types
from a mixed cell population, [52, 72] or concentrate pathogens for disease
detection [73, 74].

Early magnetic separation techniques used micron-sized beads with diameters
well in excess of 0.5 lm to achieve significant cell magnetisation, [75] but prob-
lems with cytotoxicity and agglomeration of cells due to magnetisation effects led to
the exploration of SPIONs for these types of application [52]. The process involves
conjugation of antibodies onto the SPION surface, which bind to specific cell
surface markers, such that the particular cell type expressing this marker can be

Fig. 1.8 MRI of a liver tumour. a Prior to SPION injection, a fuzzy dark area is visible in the
liver. b After SPION injection, healthy liver tissue appears dark and the outline of the bight,
abnormal tissue is clearly visible. Image adapted with permission from McRobbie et al. [66]
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separated from a mixture of cells using a magnet. Therefore, it has been possible to
specifically magnetise cancer cells, [76, 77] particular stem cell populations, [78] or
bacteria [79] using antibody conjugated magnetic particles. Although antibody
conjugation imparts specificity to MACS, this specificity may not always be
required. Simpler surface functionalisations of the SPION surface, such as small
molecules or charged functional groups, can be very effective in binding SPIONs to
bacterial surfaces or chelating toxic metal ions, such that these contaminants can be
removed using a magnetic field [74, 80].

Magnetic separators can be as simple as a permanent magnet placed against a
test tube to cause agglomeration of the magnetically tagged cells in suspension,
followed by the removal of the supernatant (Fig. 1.9a) [81]. However, this method
may suffer from slow agglomeration rates, which reduce separation efficiency.
Magnetic separator designs that produce high magnetic field gradients can increase
separation efficiency by trapping magnetised cells as they flow through a channel or
a column. For example, magnetically labelled cells can be separated from
non-labelled cells using a fluid phase fractionation setup. A cell suspension is
passed through a region to which a magnetic field gradient is applied, and the cells
are separated because of their different magnetophoretic mobilities (Fig. 1.9b). In a
simpler setup, a column is packed with a magnetisable matrix, e.g. steel beads, and
the cell suspension is passed through it while a magnetic field is applied. The
close-packing of the steel beads means that magnetically labelled cells passing
through the column are always close to high magnetic field gradients that

Fig. 1.9 Magnetic cell separator setups. a A magnet placed against a vial containing a suspension
of magnetically labelled bacteria. Magnetised bacteria have agglomerated on the side of the vial,
next to the magnet Image adapted with permission from from Huang et al. [81]. Copyright 2010,
American Chemical Society. b Magnetophoretic fluid phase fractionation setup, in which
magnetically labelled cells are separated from unlabelled cells because of their different
magnetophoretic mobilities. Image adapted with permission from Zborowski et al. [82]. Copyright
1995, American Chemical Society. c Magnetic cell separation using columns packed with steel
beads. The columns are placed in a permanent magnet (1), such that magnetically labelled cells are
immobilised. To elute the trapped cells, the column is removed from the magnet and a plunger is
used to push the cells out with a volume of elution buffer (2). Images (1) and (2) taken from the
Miltenyi Biotec website (www.miltenyibiotec.com)
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immobilise and concentrate them in the column. When the magnet is removed, the
cells demagnetise due to the superparamagnetic nature of the SPIONs, such that
they can be eluted from the column (Fig. 1.9c). Using this method, a sample can
either be depleted from a magnetically labelled cell population (negative selection),
or the magnetically labelled cells can be isolated from a mixed population (positive
selection) and used for subsequent culture of this specific cell type [52].

1.4 Stem Cells

Many excellent textbooks and review articles on stem cell biology and applications
of stem cells in regenerative medicine are available. Books by Lanza [83] and
Stocum [84] give a thorough overview over these topics, and reviews by Fuchs
et al. [85] Wu et al. [86] and Tabar et al. [87] cover specialised topics such as the
stem cell niche and recent progress in regenerative medicine.

1.4.1 Characteristics and Classification

Stem cells are characterised by their capacity to perform numerous cell division
cycles that result in the formation of identical daughter cells (self-renewal), and by
their ability to give rise to a variety of specialised cell types (differentiation) [88].
The “original” stem cell of each individual is the zygote, or fertilised egg. From the
zygote, the embryo first develops into a mass of pluripotent embryonic stem cells,
which have the capacity to differentiate into any specialised cell type of the adult
individual. As development progresses, these embryonic stem cells develop into
more restricted foetal stem cells that give rise to particular cell types that eventually
make up tissues and organs. A reservoir of these stem cells is retained in the tissues
after birth to enable repair and regeneration following injury or disease. These adult
stem cells share some characteristics with their embryonic predecessors, in that they
have the capacity for self-renewal and differentiation. However, they are not
pluripotent anymore, they are multipotent, i.e. they can differentiate into particular
cell lineages. Examples of adult stem cells are haematopoietic stem cells, which
give rise to red and white blood cells, [89] and mesenchymal stem cells, which were
used in this study and are discussed in more detail in the next section.

1.4.2 Mesenchymal Stem Cells

Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are multipotent stem cells that can be found in
several adult tissues, such as bone marrow and adipose tissue [90, 91]. Human
MSCs (hMSCs) can be identified and isolated based on the presence (or absence) of
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specific surface markers [92]. Isolated hMSCs can be kept in an in vitro culture
where they retain their differentiation capacity [93] and only reach senescence after
approximately 15 population doublings [94]. Cultured hMSCs can differentiate into
a variety of cell types, such as bone, [95] cartilage, [96] fat [97] and muscle cells
[98], given specific biochemical or mechanical cues [99, 100] (Fig. 1.10). The
differentiation pathway includes a series of pre-programmed, genetically regulated
events, including lineage commitment, lineage progression and eventual differen-
tiation and maturation of the specialised cell type [88].

1.4.3 hMSC-Based Therapies

Regenerative medicine aims at harnessing the capacity of stem cells to regenerate
and rejuvenate tissues [101]. The foundation for this branch of medicine reaches
back to the early 1980s and the discovery that embryonic stem cells can be derived
from the inner cell mass of mouse embryos, both in vivo and in vitro [102, 103].
Human embryonic stem cells were first cultured in vitro in 1998, [104] however, the
use of embryonic stem cells has faced ethical controversy, [105] and transplantation
of these cells bears the risk of immune system rejection and teratoma formation (i.e.
formation of a tumour composed of tissues not normally present at the site) [106].
Adult stem cells, such as hMSCs, are a good alternative to embryonic stem cell
therapy, because they are less ethically controversial and it is possible to derive

Fig. 1.10 Differentiation pathways of mesenchymal stem cells (MSC). MSC have the capacity to
proliferate and differentiate into different cell types depending on the environmental conditions.
Image adapted with permission from DiMarino et al. [100]
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autologous cells (i.e. from the patient’s own body), which reduces the risk of
immune rejection.

hMSCs have the potential to repair a variety of damaged tissues, either by direct
injection or by engineering functional tissue constructs that can be implanted into
an injured area. Locally or systemically injected hMSC can regenerate damaged
tissue either directly by differentiating into rejuvenated tissue, or indirectly by
secreting cytokines that reduce inflammation and apoptosis (i.e. programmed cell
death) [107]. Thus, hMSCs have been shown to regenerate damage due to stroke
[108] and myocardial infarction, [109] and alleviate symptoms of Parkinson’s
disease [110]. It is also possible to grow MSCs on scaffolds and differentiate them
in vitro into particular tissue types that can be implanted. This tissue engineering
approach has been used to heal bone defects [111], osteoarthritic cartilage damage
[112] or even replace a main bronchus [113].

1.4.4 Magnetic Nanoparticles in MSC-Based Therapies

Although MSCs are promising candidates for regenerative medicine interventions,
their migration, survival, integration into newly formed tissue and eventual fate are
poorly understood. Therefore, a non-invasive method for tracking implanted MSCs
in animal models or human trials is essential to understand and predict therapeutic
outcomes. MRI is a good method to achieve this, because it offers high spatial
resolution, uses non-ionising radiation and can detect the migration of transplanted
cells over time [114, 115]. MRI tracking requires that implanted MSCs are labelled
with a contrast agent, and SPIONs are good candidates due to their low toxicity and
their large contrast enhancing effect. Remarkably, single cells labelled with SPIONs
can be tracked in vivo using MRI, [71] and tracking of SPION-labelled MSCs is
possible over several weeks [116] or even months (Fig. 1.11) [117].

Incorporating magnetic nanoparticles into stem cells also enables their remote
manipulation. For example, magnetic fields can be used to guide magnetically
tagged stem cells to particular sites [118]. Furthermore, magnetic nanoparticles can
activate stem cell differentiation through mechanical stimulation. For this applica-
tion, SPIONs are functionalised with antibodies or peptides that can attach to
mechanosensitive cell surface receptors or ion channels. By applying a magnetic
field, a force can be exerted on the particles and consequently on the receptors,
which results in receptor activation and a subsequent cell signalling cascade in
MSCs [119]. Thus, it has been shown that bone formation can be promoted in
MSCs tagged with magnetic nanoparticles and subjected to an external magnetic
field, both in vitro and in vivo [56, 120].
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1.5 Bacteria

Bacteria are a large group of single-celled organisms, which lack a
membrane-enclosed nucleus and mitochondria, and are typically 1–8 lm in length.
Many bacterial species live commensally in humans (i.e. they profit from living
in/on humans without affecting them), [121] or provide health benefits, e.g. by
aiding digestion [122] or preventing growth of harmful bacteria [123]. However,
there are also pathogenic species that can cause a variety of life-threatening
infectious diseases, such as cholera or tuberculosis [124]. Bacteria can be divided
into two major groups: Gram positive and Gram negative. The distinction between
both groups is based on the Gram stain (crystal violet), which stains bacteria based
on the composition of their cell wall [125]. An excellent introduction into the
biology of bacteria can be found in Brock Biology of Microorganisms [126].

Fig. 1.11 Tracking of SPION-labelled MSCs transplanted into a rabbit’s knee joint with an
induced cartilage defect. a Image obtained before MSC injection. b Image obtained within 1 h of
injection into the knee joint. Areas of low signal intensity (i.e. dark spots) indicate the presence of
SPION-labelled MSCs. c, d Images obtained 4 and 8 weeks after injection. e, f Images obtained
12 weeks after injection. Reproduced from Jing et al. [117]. Copyright 2008. Elsevier
Masson SAS. All rights reserved
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1.5.1 Gram-Positive Bacteria

Gram-positive bacteria can be identified by Gram staining, because their cell wall
retains the crystal violet stain in its thick peptidoglycan layer. This peptidoglycan
layer covers the cytoplasmic membrane and contains a variety of acidic,
carbohydrate-based polymers, such as teichoic acids, that play important roles in
cell adhesion [127] and immune activation (Fig. 1.12a) [128]. Gram-positive bac-
teria lack the outer membrane/lipoplysaccharide (LPS) layer that is characteristic of
gram-negative cells and that is associated with mediating pathogenicity. Therefore,
fewer gram-positive species act as pathogens. The absence of the outer membrane
also makes them more susceptible to antibiotics, however, they possess drug efflux
pumps which mediate antibiotic resistance [129].

1.5.2 Gram-Negative Bacteria

Gram-negative bacteria do not retain the crystal violet stain that is used in Gram
staining. The gram-negative cell wall is a multi-layered structure, in which a thin
peptidoglycan layer lies between an inner and outer membrane (Fig. 1.12b) [130].
During Gram staining, an alcohol wash is applied which de-colourises the cells
because their peptidoglycan layer is too thin to retain the stain. A counterstain is
added that re-colourises the bacteria, such that they can be visualised [131]. The
outer membrane of gram-negative bacteria contains lipopolysaccharides, which are
the main mediators of pathogenesis because they elicit a strong immune response
that leads to inflammation [128]. Gram-negative bacteria are in general more
resistant to antibiotics compared to gram-positive bacteria [132]. This has been

Fig. 1.12 Bacterial cell walls. a Gram-positive cell walls are characterised by their thick
peptidoglycan (PG) layer covering the plasma membrane and containing acidic polysaccharide
chains, such as teichoic acids. b Gram-negative cells walls are characterised by their outer
membrane containing lipopolysachharides (LPS), and a much thinner PG layer. P:
membrane-bound proteins
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partly attributed to their outer membrane, which acts as a permeability barrier, [133]
as well as to the presence of multiple drug efflux pumps, which move antibiotic
molecules out of the cell [134].

1.6 Cell Labelling with SPIONs

1.6.1 Internalisation and Long-Term Fate

SPIONs are widely used in biological applications due to their favourable magnetic
properties and their low toxicity [27]. SPIONs can be used in vivo, in which case
they are either injected systemically, e.g. for MRI contrast, or locally, e.g. for
hyperthermia treatment of tumours. They can also be used to magnetically label
cells in vitro for applications such as MACS or cell tracking with MRI. For in vivo
applications, it is important to understand the fate of injected SPIONs, and in vitro
magnetic labelling relies on achieving adequate cellular loading with SPIONs.
Therefore, many studies have been concerned with the uptake mechanism in vitro
and long-term fate of SPIONs in vivo.

Cellular uptake of nanoparticles in general is believed to occur predominantly
via endocytosis. Endocytosis is a form of active transport, by which cells internalise
molecules and particles from their surroundings. Under its broad definition,
endocytosis includes a variety of uptake mechanisms, which include phagocytosis
(“cell eating”), pinocytosis (“cell drinking”), clathrin-dependent (or
receptor-mediated) endocytosis and clathrin-independent endocytosis (Fig. 1.13).
Phagocytosis is mainly conducted by specialised cells, e.g. macrophages, which
engulf large solid particles (> 700 nm) such as pathogens [135]. Most other cell
types internalise smaller particles ranging from a few to several hundred
nanometres through pinocytosis [136].

Clathrin-mediated endocytosis has been identified as the primary mechanism for
the cellular uptake of nanoparticles (including SPIONs) but recently a range of
clathrin-independent pathways have also been identified [137]. Significantly, it has
been shown that the physico-chemical properties of nanoparticles (e.g. size, shape,
surface functionalisation) influence the endocytotic pathway by which they are
internalised [138, 139]. For SPIONs in particular, cellular internalisation can also
be manipulated using applied magnetic fields, which may alter the internalisation
pathway [140].

Clathrin-mediated endocytosis can be broken down into the following steps:
contact of the nanoparticle with the cell surface, cell membrane invagination, for-
mation of a clathrin-coated pit (clathrins being proteins that assemble into a net like
basket around the membrane invagination), detachment of the newly formed,
membrane-bound endocytotic vesicle (endosome), and transport of this vesicle into
the cytosol [141].
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For charged nanoparticles, internalisation via macropinocytosis seems to be an
important mechanism [138]. During macropinocytosis, extracellular fluid and its
contents are captured by membrane protrusions and internalised into cells in large,
heterogeneous vesicles [142]. It has been shown that anionic SPIONs are mainly
located on the cell surface after a 15 min exposure (Fig. 1.14a), and can be found
inside the cell in large vesicles after 1 h exposure (Fig. 1.14b). Once internalised,
SPION-filled vesicles can fuse with one another and subsequently with lysosomes,
which contain varying amounts of hydrolases leading to the degradation of inter-
nalised particles [143]. It has been suggested that the released iron is then stored in
intracellular ferritin [144]. SPION-filled vesicles have been shown to be transferred
to daughter cells during mitosis (Fig. 1.14c), [145] indicating that cellular iron
content is further and further diluted through cell division.

Regarding the long-term fate of SPIONs in vivo, a recent paper has shed light on
the morphological and structural changes of gold nanoparticles coated with iron
oxide up to one year after their injection into mice [146]. Most nanoparticles were
localised in the liver and spleen of the animals, and the degradation of the iron
oxide layer over time was dependent on the surface coating. Dissolution of the iron
oxide coating in the spleen was observed from day 14 post-injection, and one year
after administration more than 10% of polymer-coated iron oxide still persisted in

Fig. 1.13 A selection of possible endocytosis pathways for the internalisation of SPIONs.
a Macropinocytosis characterised by membrane protrusions enveloping particles from the fluid
phase. b Pinocytosis characterised by membrane invagination and uptake for particles from the
fluid phase. c Caveolin- dependent endocytosis; the vesicle is coated with the protein caveolin.
d Clathrin-dependent endocytosis. Particles bind to receptors on the cell surface (1), and a clathrin
molecules form a net-like basket around the membrane invagination (clathrin coated pit) (2).
Dynamin pinches the vesicle off the membrane and the coated vesicle is transported into the
cytosol (3). Here, clathrin is recylced back to the cell membrane and the vesicle fuses with other
endosomes (i.e.membrane-bound compartments) to form larger (late) endosomes (4). These may
fuse with lysosomes (5), in which particles may be degraded
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the liver and 2% in the spleen. Significantly, it was shown that the elimination of
iron was due to local, intracellular transformation and dissolution rather than
excretion of intact particles from the organ.

1.6.2 Strategies to Enhance Internalisation

Cell labelling with SPIONs can be achieved by attachment to the cell surface, [52,
55] or internalisation of the particles via endocytosis. Many endocytosis pathways
require that SPIONs make contact with the cell membrane before being inter-
nalised. Therefore, internalisation efficiency of SPIONs is greatly influenced by
cell-particle interactions, [147] which depend on cell membrane characteristics and
SPION surface properties such as charge, hydrophobicity, or the presence of tar-
geting ligands. In addition to these interactions at the bio-nano-interface, other
features such as nanoparticle size, shape and roughness also influence cell uptake
[148, 149]. In general, weak cell membrane-SPION-interactions lead to low
internalisation efficiencies that can be compensated for by increasing incubation
times or SPION concentrations [150]. However, these conditions can adversely
affect cell viability, [46, 47] and cell types with low internalisation capacity, such as
lymphocytes, exhibit limited SPION uptake even after prolonged incubation times
(i.e. 40 h) [151]. Alternatively, external magnetic fields can be used to enhance
SPION uptake. External fields can accelerate the sedimentations of SPIONs on the
cell surface and thereby facilitate the first step required for cell uptake, [152] or the

Fig. 1.14 Cellular uptake of SPIONs. a Citrate-coated SPIONs (ca. 30 nm diameter) can be found
on the surface of endothelial progenitor cells and partially internalised after 15 min. b After one
hour large SPION-filled endosomes can be identified. c SPION-filled endosomes aligned inside a
HeLa cell after applying a 0.1 T magnetic field (white arrows). Microtubules of the mitotic spindle
(MS) are stained with a green fluorescent dye. SPION-filled endosomes can be seen on both sides
of the MS, indicating that they will be distributed equally between daughter cells after cell division
is complete. Image adapted with permission from Wilhelm et al. [145]
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magnetic force can pull SPIONs directly through the cell membrane (Fig. 1.15)
[140, 153].

Chemical functionalisation of the SPION surface is a strategy that has been
extensively used to increase cellular uptake and to reduce labelling times to a few
hours. A selection of SPION functionalisations and specifically their cellular uptake
efficiency in stem cells has been summarised in Table 1.1. For instance, targeting
molecules, such as antibodies, are used to promote receptor-mediated endocytosis
[46, 154]. Transfection agents, such as lipids and dendrimers, [43, 155–157] or
conjugated cell-penetrating peptides [158–161] have also been shown to signifi-
cantly enhance labelling efficiency. However, antibody and peptide conjugations
are limited by complex synthetic preparation and safety concerns over the use of
xenogeneic molecules (e.g. in the case of HIV-derived tat peptide), while trans-
fection agents can induce nanoparticle precipitation [162] and may adversely affect
cell function [43]. Accordingly, there is a need for a simple surface functionali-
sation methodology that can produce a biocompatible SPION capable of rapidly
magnetising a variety of cell types.

The ideal SPION would achieve high intracellular iron loading within a short
incubation time and using low concentrations of extracellular SPIONs. These
conditions are also likely to circumvent toxic effects due to prolonged SPION
exposure or elevated SPION concentration. Charge-functionalisation of SPIONs
with for example citrate ions or a silica shell has yielded anionic nanoparticles that
are internalised very efficiently via adsorption mediated endocytosis (Fig. 1.15)
[167, 168]. Thus, short incubation times of charge-functionalised nanoparticles in
the range of 20 min to one hour have shown to achieve sufficient magnetisation of a
variety of cell types for use in MRI [145, 164]. Cationic charge-functionalisation

Fig. 1.15 Strategies to enhance cellular uptake of SPIONs. Targeting molecules can promote
receptor-mediated endocytosis (1), external magnetic fields can enhance internalisation either by
aiding sedimentation of SPIONs on the cell surface or by pulling the particles directly through the
cell membrane (2), cell penetrating peptides can shuttle SPIONs through the cell membrane (3),
and charge functionalisation leads to electrostatic adsorption of SPIONs to the cell membrane (4)
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using polymers can achieve even higher iron loading into MSCs within 1 h incu-
bation, [166] presumably due to the fact that the cell surface contains a multitude of
anionic domains that enable adsorption-mediated endocytosis of cationised
SPIONs. However, cationic SPION-functionalisation mainly employs the conju-
gation of polycationic transfection agents, most of which induce cytotoxic effects
even at low doses, [43, 169] and are therefore not approved for clinical use (with
the exception of protamine sulphate) [170].

Table 1.1 A selection of previously reported SPION functionalisations, incubation times and
cellular iron contents

SPION
functionalisation

Exposure
time (h)

Dose
(lg mL−1)

Cell type Cellular Fe
(pg cell−1)

References

Dextran 24 50 Human MSC 0.2 Arbab [163]

2 250 Human HPC 2.5 Daldrup-Link
[46]

0.5 108 Human MSC 0.5 Suh [160]

Dendrimers
(MD-100)

48 25 Rat OPC 9 Bulte [155]

Dendrimers
(Superfect)

2 25 human MSC 30 Frank [156]

Cell penetrating
peptide (tat)

1 2–40 Mouse NPC 8-30 Lewin [159]

Poly-(L-lysine) 24 25 Human MSC 20 Mailander
[150]

2 25 Human MSC 16 Frank [156]

Protamine
sulphate

24 50 Human MSC 10 Arbab [163]

0.5 108 Human MSC 2 Suh [160]

Carboxydextran 24 25 Human MSC 3 Mailander
[150]

Citrate 0.5 (+ 1 h
chase)

28 - 560 Human EPC 2-10 Wilhelm
[164]

Transferrin 2 250 HUMAN
HPC

10 Daldrup-Link
[46]

Liposome 24 20 Mouse HPC 14 Schwarz
[157]

2 100 Human HPC 2 Daldrup-Link
[46]

2 25 Human MSC 8 Frank [156]

Cationic polymer
(PDMAAm)

72 15 Human MSC 37 Babic [165]

Cationic polymer
(PEI-SA)

1 3.5 Rat MSC 50 Guo [166]

Legend: MSC mesenchymal stem cell, HPC haematopoietic progenitor cell, OPC oligodendrocyte
progenitor cell, NPC neural progenitor cell, EPC endothelial progenitor cell, PDMAAm poly-(N,
N’-dimethyl acrylamide), PEI-SA polyethylenimine-stearic acid
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1.6.3 Bacterial Cell Labelling

Magnetic labelling of bacteria enables the extraction of pathogens from aqueous
samples, which offers the possibility to recover reporter microbes from a test
environment, [171] or to isolate and pre-concentrate pathogens from large volumes
[74]. This is an important step in microfluidics-based diagnostic procedures,
because clinical samples of blood or urine have a volume of around 10–20 mL but
microfluidic devices can only handle 50 to 200 ll. To this end, SPIONs have been
functionalised with Vancomycin, a small molecule probe that targets the bacterial
cell wall of gram-positive cells, and to some extent the gram-negative cell surface
[74, 172]. Thus, it has been shown that several bacterial species could be mag-
netically captured even at very low concentrations and detected either using
scanning electron microscopy [172, 173] or fluorescence microscopy, [174] and
identified using mass spectrometry [175]. However, this application does not
necessarily require the specificity that Vancomycin offers, but can also be achieved
by charge-functionalising SPIONs with amine- and carboxyl- groups [80, 81].

1.7 Ferritin

Ferritin is a fascinating protein and many excellent reviews give a thorough insight
into its biology and biochemistry, e.g. Harrison et al. [176] and Theil et al. [177].
A brilliant summary of technological applications of ferritin is given by Uchida
et al. [178].

1.7.1 Structure and Function

Iron is poorly soluble in aqueous environments at physiological pH and highly toxic
due to its ability to form reactive oxygen species [179]. Nevertheless, it is a vital
element for almost every living organism. Therefore, a means for storing as well as
solubilising iron is essential, and iron storage proteins like ferritin and ferritin-like
proteins are ubiquitous among bacteria, plant and animal species [176]. Although
there are considerable differences in the amino acid sequence, the overall structure
and function of ferritin is highly conserved across tissues and species [180].

The outer diameter of mammalian ferritin is approximately 12 nm, and the entire
protein consists of 24 subunits arranged in octahedral 432 symmetry. The cavity
they enclose has a diameter of 6–8 nm and is connected to the exterior via 3–4 Å
wide channels formed along the threefold cage symmetry axes [181]. An iron-rich
core of up to 7 nm in diameter can be mineralised inside the cavity. If no core is
present, the protein is referred to as apoferritin (ApoF) (Fig. 1.16).
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Ferritin subunits may be classified as heavy (H) or light (L), depending on their
amino acid sequence. The ratio of H to L units of ferritins varies between tissues
and species, and affects the capacity to incorporate iron in the ferritin cavity.
Generally, L-rich ferritins are found in iron storing organs such as liver and spleen.
These ferritins contain a relatively high number of iron atoms (1500
atoms/molecule or more). H-rich ferritins are found in heart and brain, and have a
relatively low average iron content (less than 1000 iron atoms/molecule) [183]. Up
to 4500 iron atoms can be accommodated in the ferritin cavity, and different species
can adjust the ratio of H- to L-chains in their tissue specific ferritins to meet
individual needs [184]. Each subunit contains a 5 nm long four- a-helix bundle
with a fifth a-helix across one end and a loop on the other (Fig. 1.17a). Twelve
pairs of subunits bind “head to foot” to form the entire 24-mer protein (Fig. 1.17b).
This hierarchical composition results in great stability towards heat and acids [185].

Fig. 1.16 Schematic of mammalian ferritin. The protein is composed of 24 monomer subunits
and has an outer diameter of approximately 12 nm. The subunits enclose a cavity, in which an
iron-rich core can be mineralised. The “empty” ferritin cage is referred to as apoferritin. Image
re-printed with permission from Yamashita et al. [182]

Fig. 1.17 Ferritin subunit
composition. A representation
of the human heavy chain
subunit (PDB reference:
2FHA) was chosen to
illustrate the protein structure.
a The subunit is composed of
a four- a-helix bundle with a
fifth a-helix across one end
and a loop on the other.
b Subunits bind “head to
foot” and twelve of these pairs
make up the 24-mer protein
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1.7.2 Mineralisation of the Native Ferrihydrite Core

The process of bio-mineralisation of ferric oxides inside the ferritin cavity varies
slightly between species, [177] but is thought to be mainly electrostatically driven.
In mammalian cells, Fe(II) ions accesses the ferritin cavity via hydrophilic channels
formed between subunit interfaces (Fig. 1.18a) [186, 187]. The channels are lined
with negatively charged amino acid residues which cause an electrostatic potential
that guides the positively charged metal ions towards the inside of the protein cage
(Fig. 1.18c) [188]. Ferroxidase sites are located at the exit of these channels on the
inside of the cavity. Here, Fe(II) is oxidised to Fe (III) in the presence of molecular
oxygen through a reaction that can be represented as:

4 Fe2þ þO2 þ 6 H2O ! 4 Fe ðOÞOHþ 8 Hþ

Fig. 1.18 Mechanism of iron mineralisation in the ferritin cavity. a Outside view of the entry to
an hydrophilic channel around the three-fold axis. The sections of the protein subunit structures
that form part of the channel are highlighted in red. b Inside view of a ferritin protein cage, the
four-fold axis is indicated in red. The protein cage exerts control over mineral growth through
clustering of nucleation sites around this four-fold symmetry axes. c Close up of an iron entry
channel and nearby ferroxidase site. The blue and pink stick figures represent aspartic acid residues
from the two neighbouring subunits. (D) Close-up of a nucleation channel that receives Fe(III)
precursors from the ferroxidase sites and transports them to nucleation sites. Green spheres: Fe(II)
ions; red spheres: Fe(III) mineral precursors. Thr: threonine, Glu: glutamic acid, Asp: aspartic
acid, Ser: serine. Image adapted with permission from Theil [181]
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It is believed that Fe(III) precursors move through nucleation channels between
the ferroxidase sites and nucleation sites (Fig. 1.18d) [189]. Mineralisation of the
ferrihydrite core is facilitated by those nucleation sites, which are located at the four
fold symmetry axes (Fig. 1.18b). Thus, nucleation occurs oriented by four sites,
leading to the formation of a highly ordered ferrihydrite core [Fe(O)OH] whose
growth is limited to 5–7 nm by the size of the surrounding protein cage [190].
Ferroxidation sites are mainly situated on H- subunits, whereas L-subunits are
catalytically inactive [176]. The L-subunits have a greater negative charge on the
interior surface, which forms part of the nucleation sites (mainly containing aspartic
acid and glutamic acid) [191]. In the ferrihydrite core, iron is completely seques-
tered and rendered inert [192].

1.7.3 Ferritin in the Cellular Iron Metabolism

In humans, approximately 1 mg of iron is absorbed daily from the diet, yet 20–22 mg
of iron cycle into and out of the red blood cell pool [193]. Thus, most of the body’s
iron is located in the blood, such that blood loss results in a rapid depletion of iron.
Replacement does not come from intestinal absorption, which would be insufficient
given the low amounts that are taken up daily, but rather from ferritin stores.

Initially, iron is absorbed from the diet through the intestine and carried throughout
the body chelated to the serum protein transferrin [194]. Iron-carrying transferrin
binds to specific transferrin receptors on the cell surface and is internalised via
receptor-mediated endocytosis [195]. Iron is released as soluble Fe(II) from trans-
ferrin through acidification in the endosome and eventually transported into the
cytosol. There, it is available to iron-utilising proteins, and sequestered by ferritin for
storage (Fig. 1.19). Cellular iron homeostasis is then regulated by the coordinated
production of transferrin receptors and ferritin: cells requiring more iron up-regulate
the expression of transferrin receptor and down-regulate ferritin expression [196].
Conversely, when excess iron is present, the expression of transferrin receptors is
decreased and levels of ferritin increase. Cellular uptake of SPIONs has shown to
elicit this response, too, with transferrin expression being decreased and ferritin
expression increased after exposure [197]. How iron is mobilised from ferritin is
largely unclear, but it has been proposed that this occurs mainly through transfer of
ferritin to lysosomes and subsequent lysosomal proteolysis [198].

1.8 Magnetoferritin

As discussed in Sect. 1.7.2, ferritin takes up Fe(II) and forms nano-sized ferric
oxide mineral cores inside the protein cavity. In vitro, ApoF can incorporate a
variety of metal ions such as Pd, [199, 200] Ag, [201] Ni, [202, 203] Co, [202] Cu,
[201] Cr, [203] and Mn, [204] and direct the formation of several metal oxide
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nanoparticles [178, 205, 206]. Uchida et al. [178] suggested that the surface charge
directed mineralisation inside ApoF cages may explain ferritin’s low specificity for
iron in vitro, and consequently the possibility to mineralise other metal cations. The
first synthetic mineralisation of a maghemite core inside the ApoF cavity has been
named magnetoferritin (MF) [207, 208]. Since then, a variety of magnetic cores
based on metals such as Ni, Co and Pd have been reconstituted inside ApoF cages
[199, 202, 203, 209, 210].

1.8.1 Magnetoferritin Synthesis

The fact that mineralisation sites are present within the confinement of the ferritin
cavity can be used for size-controlled synthesis of cores whose magnetic properties
can be tuned according to their size, as well as their composition. Size dependent
magnetic property control has been demonstrated by changing the size of the
protein cage or by changing the loading factor (i.e. the number of metal atoms per
ferritin cage) inside the protein cavity, [211–213] and the composition of the core
nanoparticle can be tuned by adding varying amounts of different metal salts during
the mineralisation reaction [209, 214]. Common protocols for the synthesis of MF
involve sequentially adding metal salts and hydrogen peroxide to ApoF solutions

Fig. 1.19 Schematic of cellular iron metabolism. Iron is absorbed from the diet and transported as
Fe(III) throughout the body chelated to transferrin (TFR). Cells can take up iron-loaded transferrin
via receptor mediated endocytosis. In the acidified environment of the endosome, iron ions,
transferrin and the transferrin receptor dissociate. Transferrin and the transferrin receptor can be
recycled, and Fe(II) ions are released into the cytosol, where they can be utilised in cell metabolism
or stored in ferritin
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[207, 215–218]. Synthesis is usually carried out at elevated temperatures (e.g. 65 °
C) and under nitrogen atmosphere to achieve controlled oxidation of the metal salts
and achieve mineralisation of a particular iron oxide phase (e.g. magnetite). The
disassembly of ferritin subunits in aqueous solution at low pH (*pH 2) and sub-
sequent re-assembly upon raising the pH is an alternative way to incorporate
magnetic nanoparticles (4 and 6 nm) [219] and MRI contrast agents such as
gadolinium-complexes [220] inside the protein shell. Loading of other functional
molecules inside the ferritin cavity holds great promise for alternative delivery
methods of anti-cancer drugs, [221, 222], photosensitisers that facilitate tumour
treatment, [223] quantum dots [224] and radionuclides [225].

1.8.2 Applications of Magnetoferritin

The earliest application for MF was investigated in the field of MRI contrast agents.
Early experiments showed that MF possessed a r2/r1 ratio one order of magnitude
higher than similarly sized iron oxides synthesised in the absence of ferritin [215].
Since then, more detailed studies into tailoring the magnetic properties of MF
contrast agents have been undertaken [213, 216, 226]. It has been shown that the r1
and r2 relaxivity of MF increased with increasing particle size. About 6 nm par-
ticles (which corresponds to about 5000 iron atoms per ferritin cage) had contrast
enhancing properties comparable to those of commercially available ultra-small
superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticle (USPION) contrast agents [213].

Furthermore, Uchida and co-workers have investigated the potential of using the
MF protein shell to display peptides which target specific tissues. They genetically
engineered ferritin cages to display RGD-4C which is known to bind to particular
cell integrins (membrane receptors). Integrins are overexpressed in certain cancer
cells (e.g. melanoma cells), [227] and loading such RGD-modified ferritins with a
superparamagnetic core may be used to image cancerous tissue. Additionally,
RGD-4C MF could also be used to image inflammatory events induced by mac-
rophages (e.g. atherosclerotic plaque progression) because of the increased uptake
of these modified magnetic protein nanoparticles by macrophages [226]. It is also
possible to conjugate carbohydrates to the MF surface, which have a strong affinity
to their corresponding carbohydrate binding lectins and may therefore be used as a
probe in functional MRI [219]. A multimodal imaging platform can also be
achieved by conjugating quantum dots to MF [228]. Finally, magnetoferritin can be
used as a histological stain, because the iron oxide core catalyses the oxidation of
peroxidase substrates, yielding a coloured product. Interestingly, tumour tissues can
be identified with a great degree of specificity if a recombinant human heavy chain
ferritin cage is used to produce magnetoferritin, because this particular protein cage
binds to tumour cells that overexpress transferrin receptor 1 [229].

Apart from its use in the biomedical field, surface functionalised MF may also be
used in environmental applications such as the decontamination of radioactive
waste water. For example, a caesium specific chelating agent was attached to the
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MF surface, and caesium-loaded MF could be sequestered from the aqueous
solution by magnetic separation [230]. This principle could potentially be employed
to remove other contaminants from waste water.

1.9 Chemical Protein Cationisation

Chemical cationisation of proteins has been shown to increase cellular delivery of
otherwise poorly internalised proteins via adsorption-mediated endocytosis, and has
therefore attracted much attention with regard to increasing delivery of protein
based drugs and active molecules [231]. Protein cationisation is commonly
achieved by carbodiimide-mediated coupling of diamines to negatively charged
carboxyl groups on the protein surface [232]. To avoid crosslinking between pro-
teins, an excess of diamine is added. Ethylenediamine is one of the most commonly
used molecules for chemical protein cationisation, because its short chain length
avoids steric bulk effects and hydrophobic interactions [233–235]. However,
cationisation with ethylenediamine may lead to changes in native protein structure
and consequent loss of biological activity, so that careful evaluation of the catio-
nised product is recommended. Figure 1.20 shows a schematic of this cationisation
reaction, which was also employed in this work to cationise MF.

Fig. 1.20 Reaction schematic of protein cationisation used in this work. Carboxyl groups on the
protein surface (1) react with the crosslinker 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide
(EDC) (2) to form an O-acylisourea active ester intermediate (3). Nucleophile attack from an
amine group of N,N-dimethyl-1,3-propanediamine (DMPA) (4) results in the formation of a
peptide bond with the protein’s carboxyl group (5) and release of an EDC by-product in the form
of a soluble urea derivative (6). It should be noted that the O-acylisourea intermediate is unstable
in aqueous solution and hydrolyses within a few minutes [236], leading to the regeneration of the
carboxyl-group
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1.9.1 Cationisation of Ferritin

Mammalian ferritins have a net negative charge at neutral pH, which is mainly due
to the presence of aspartic and glutamic acid residues on the protein surface (see
Fig. 1.21) [176]. Chemical cationisation of ferritin with DMPA has first been
described in 1972 [237], with the aim to develop a TEM stain for cell membranes.
In this early study, a variety of mammalian cells were fixed and sectioned for TEM,
and sections were then “stained” with cationised ferritin. Using TEM, the authors
found that cationised ferritin extensively adsorbed to the cell membrane, such that
the cell surface could be visualised due to the electron-dense ferritin cores. Later,
cationised ferritin was also used to develop a stain for anionic domains of bacterial
cell membranes [238]. More recently, ferritin and other proteins were chemically
cationised with DMPA to facilitate electrostatic attachment of surfactants to the
cationised protein surface to produce solvent-free protein liquids [239].

1.10 Motivations for the Present Work

For magnetic cell separation, cell tracking with MRI and many other applications
requiring the labelling of cells with magnetic material, sufficient cell uptake is
crucial to achieve adequate cell magnetisation. At the same time, toxic effects due to
the exposure to magnetic nanoparticles have to be avoided. Considering previous

Fig. 1.21 Solvent-accessible surface area representations of mammalian ferritin subunits (1.4 Å
probe radius). Acidic (red), basic (yellow) and neutral (grey) amino acid residues are depicted for
a the light chain (PDB reference: 2W0O) and b the heavy chain (PDB reference: 2FHA). Number
of cationisable sites (aspartate and glutamate residues): 27 on the light chain, 32 on the heavy
chain. Horse spleen apoferritin used in this study consists to 90% of the light chain [240]
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work discussed in Sect. 1.6.2, cationic charge-functionalisation has been identified
as a strategy to achieve rapid and efficient uptake of SPIONs. Conventionally,
labelling times have ranged from 1 to 24 h or more, but it is yet unknown if
sufficient cell magnetisation can be achieved within shorter incubation times,
possibly in the range of a few minutes. Therefore, the work presented here
investigates the potential rapidity of magnetic labelling using cationised MF
(cat-MF) and incubation times as short as one minute. Although a cationised par-
ticle surface has a great potential for rapid labelling, its toxic potential must be
considered. Thus, the toxicity of cat-MF is also explored in this work. Finally,
another advantage of charge-functionalisation is that efficient labelling is mediated
by non-specific, electrostatic interactions. Therefore, efficient labelling may be
extended to a variety of cell types, which is explored in this work using stem cells,
and the bacteria E. coli and S. aureus.

1.10.1 Experimental Approaches and Rationales

The first step taken in this work was the synthesis of a novel cationised SPION
derived from MF. A major advantage of MF is the ease with which its magnetic
properties can be controlled, for example by tuning the size of the mineralised
nanoparticle, [212, 213] or by doping it with metals such as cobalt [209, 214].
Furthermore, the surrounding protein shell affords aqueous solubility and a large
canvas of addressable amino acids that can be chemically [219, 241] or genetically
modified [227, 242, 243].

Both ferritin and MF have previously shown to be suitable for MACS [82, 241]
and contrast enhancement in MRI [215, 244]. Ferritin has a lower magnetic moment
compared to MF, [241] so using ferritin-labelled cells for MACS requires the
application of high magnetic field strengths (4 T) [245]. To achieve these high
fields, superconducting magnets need to be employed, which is and expensive and
somewhat unpractical method in day-to-day lab work. MF has a higher magnetic
moment, and thus commercially available permanent magnets can be used to
capture MF-labelled cells. Antibody conjugation to MF has been explored and used
to isolate specific cell types from a mixture of cell populations using a ferrograph,
i.e. a device that uses a technique in which magnetically labelled particles or cells in
suspension form a deposition pattern under a controlled flow and magnetic field
[241]. Regarding contrast enhancement in MRI, MF has been shown to perform as
well as commercially available ultra-small SPION-based contrast agents, [213] and
functionalisation of the MF surface with targeting ligands has led to contrast
generation in specific areas such as tumours or atherosclerotic plaques [226, 227].

Cationisation of the MF surface is a facile functionalisation route that has not yet
been explored. It is to be expected that cationisation efficiencies are similar to those of
ferritin, because the protein shell is not affected by synthetic mineralisation [205].
Given the ample evidence for an improvement in cell uptake efficiency of cationised
nanoparticles and proteins discussed in Sects. 1.6.2 and 1.9, cell magnetisation and
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iron content should be enhanced in cells exposed to cat-MF compared to native MF.
The cationisation protocol developed here entails the conjugation of amine groups to
the protein surface, which should result in a relatively lower positive surface charge
compared to poly-cationic transfection agents. This may reduce any potential adverse
effects that often result from high cationic charge densities, [147] but may still
achieve rapid cell magnetisation using low extracellular iron concentrations via
adsorption to anionic domains on the cell surface (e.g. proteoglycans). The basic
concept underlying this work is summarised in Fig. 1.22.

1.11 Thesis Structure and Hypotheses Tested
in This Work

The remaining chapters of this thesis describe the experimental methods used in this
work (Chap. 2), followed by a summary of characterisation results obtained for MF
and cat-MF (Chap. 3).

In Chap. 4, it was tested whether cationisation of MF had the capacity to rapidly
and efficiently magnetise stem cells. As part of this hypothesis, effects of cat-MF
concentration and exposure time were considered, and the persistence of mag-
netisation up to five weeks after labelling was assessed. For these experiments,
magnetisation efficiency was evaluated using MACS and MRI. Additionally, it was

Fig. 1.22 Schematic of magnetoferritin synthesis, functionalisation and proposed labelling
mechanism, not drawn to scale. a Apoferritin (1) is incubated with iron and cobalt salts to produce
magnetoferritin (2). Carbodiimide-mediated crosslinking of N,N’-dimethyl-1,3-propanediamine
(DMPA) to surface carboxyl groups yields cationised magnetoferritin (3). Solvent accessible
surface area representations show the distribution of acidic (red) and basic (yellow) amino acid
residues present on the protein surface. b Rapid cell labelling is mediated by electrostatic
interactions (dashed line) between basic residues present at the cationised protein surface (4) and
anionic groups on proteoglycans (e.g. heparan sulphate residues (5)) within the glycocalyx of the
cytoplasmic membrane. Image re-printed with permission from Correia Carreira et al. [246]
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also tested if rapid magnetic labelling was mediated through electrostatic adsorption
of cat-MF onto anionic proteoglycans present on the cell surface.

In Chap. 5 it was tested whether cat-MF exposure induced adverse effects on
mesenchymal stem cells, particularly with a view to the fact that cationic
nanoparticles are known to be more toxic than their anionic or neutral counterparts
[247, 248]. To test whether this was the case, a variety of toxicological profiling
tools was employed, which assessed cell viability, membrane integrity, and cell
proliferation and differentiation capacity.

In Chap. 6 it was tested if cat-MF could also be used to magnetise other cell
types within short incubation times. Assuming that electrostatic interactions
between the cationic particle surface and anionic domains on the cell surface
mediate the rapidity and efficiency of the labelling process, it was hypothesised that
bacteria can be equally efficiently magnetised, and subsequently removed or con-
centrated from water samples using MACS.

Finally, the global conclusion of this work and future opportunities will be
summarised in Chap. 7.
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Chapter 2
Materials and Methods

This chapter contains the theory and protocols of experimental techniques used in
this work, as well as details on the materials and methods for each experiment that
was performed. First, general materials and methods are summarised, followed by a
description of more specialised methods such as chromatography techniques and
nanoparticle characterisation methods. The protocol for MF synthesis and cation-
isation is included, as well as basic protocols for stem cell culture. After that,
experiments carried out to investigate stem cell labelling with cat-MF are described,
followed by the methods that were used to assess cat-MF toxicity. Finally, bacterial
culture protocols are described, as well as the experiments conducted to investigate
cat-MF labelling of bacteria.

2.1 General Materials

Unless otherwise stated, chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (UK) and
used as received. Deionised water (dH2O) was obtained from a Merck Millipore
ultrapure water system, with a resistivity of approximately 18 MX cm.

2.2 General Methods

2.2.1 Buffer Preparation

Theory
Buffer solutions prevent a rapid change in pH when acids or bases are added, such
that the pH of a solution can be maintained at a near constant value. This is
important in, for example, biochemical applications because many proteins and
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enzymes only retain their structure and function over a narrow pH range [1]. There
are a variety of buffering agents, such as Tris, HEPES and MES that have different
buffering ranges. Mixtures of acids and their conjugate base can also be used to
make a buffer solutions, as is the case with phosphate buffers (Fig. 2.1).

Buffer solutions resist pH change because of the equilibrium between the acid
(HA) and conjugate base (A−) form of the buffering agent or the acid-base pair.

HA�Hþ þA�

When acid is added, the additional protons are “captured” by the conjugate base
form of the buffer agent and the equilibrium shifts towards the left hand side. The
opposite is true when base is added. At a certain pH value, the concentration of acid
and conjugate base is equal. This is described by the pKa value. Thus, the pH
changes relatively slowly in the buffer region of pH = pKa ± 1.

Method
Buffer salts were dissolved in 80–90% of the final volume of dH2O, the pH was
adjusted with dilute hydrochloric acid (HCl) or sodium hydroxide solutions
(NaOH) to the desired value, and the buffer solution made up to the final volume
with dH2O. Stock solutions were prepared for all buffers, which were diluted to the
desired concentrations as required for individual experiments.

HEPES buffer was prepared as a 500 mM stock solution using 119 g of 4-
(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) in one litre dH2O and
the pH adjusted to 8.6 with NaOH.

Tris buffer was prepared as a 500 mM stock solution by dissolving 60.5 g of tris
(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris) in one litre dH2O, and the pH adjusted to pH
8.0, 7.6, or 7.0 using HCl.

Phosphate buffer (pH 7) was prepared from 57.2 g monosodium phosphate and
74.2 g disodium phosphate in one litre dH2O to yield a 1 M stock solution.

MES buffer (pH 5) was prepared as a 200 mM stock by dissolving 39 g of 2-
(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES) in one litre dH2O and adjusting the pH
with NaOH.

Fig. 2.1 Chemical formulae of buffering agents and their pKa values at 25 °C. a HEPES, b Tris,
c MES, and d phosphate buffer components: monosodium phosphate (1) and its conjugated base
disodium phosphate (2)
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2.2.2 UV/Visible Spectroscopy

Theory
UV/visible spectroscopy is commonly performed on molecules in solution, and can
be used to determine electronic transitions in those molecules, [2] or to assess
scattering intensity from a suspension of bacteria [3]. Irradiation with a certain
wavelength (k) of the UV/visible spectrum can lead to strong absorption of the
light’s energy and subsequent excitation of the molecule’s valence electrons to
higher energy states. The molecule is said to have an absorption maximum at this
wavelength. If the absorption maximum is unknown, samples can be scanned with a
range of wavelengths. Plotting the measured absorbance against wavelength reveals
the characteristic absorbance peaks for the molecule(s) present in the solution. The
level of absorption at the absorption maximum is proportional to the molecule’s
concentration, and can be used for quantification [4].

Absorption measurements are also employed to determine the turbidity in a
bacterial suspension, which gives an indication of cell density and therefore bac-
terial number. These measurements are actually based on the amount of light
scattered from the bacteria, rather than absorption of light. To maximise light
scattering, UV/visible spectroscopy is performed using wavelengths that are not
absorbed by the molecules in the bacterial cell.

Absorption is measured using a spectrophotometer. In general, this machine
consists of two devices: a spectrometer that can produce a desired range of
wavelengths of light, and a photometer that detects the amount of photons trans-
mitted through the sample. The amount of transmitted light depends on the path
length through the sample and the concentration of molecules in solution. Thus, the
path length needs to be kept constant if the concentration is to be determined. The
transmittance, T, is the fraction of light that passes through the sample and can be
calculated as follows:

T ¼ It
I0

ð2:1Þ

where It is the intensity of the transmitted light and I0 is the intensity of the light
before it passed through the cuvette. Transmittance is related to absorption, A, by
the expression:

A ¼ �log ðTÞ ð2:2Þ

The more light is transmitted, the lower the absorbance and vice versa. For
example, if 80% of the light is transmitted through the sample, the absorption value
will be approximately 0.1, whereas if only 50% of the light is transmitted, the
absorption will be 0.3 (Fig. 2.2a). In the case of measuring the turbidity of a sample
to give an indication of cell number, light scattering results in fewer photons
reaching the detector, i.e. a loss in transmittance and therefore an increased
absorbance value (Fig. 2.2b).
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Method
UV/visible spectroscopy of bacterial cultures was performed in an Ultrospec 2100
Pro spectrophotometer (Amersham Biosciences, UK) using k = 600 nm. For the
measurements, 0.7 mL of background solution (sterile dH2O or culture medium) or
bacterial solution were pipetted into disposable semi-micro cuvettes (VWR, UK)
and placed in the spectrophotometer. Absorbance of the background solution was
subtracted from the absorbance of the bacterial culture.

All other UV/visible spectroscopy measurements were performed in microtitre
plates to allow high-throughput measurement of large numbers of samples. The
samples were placed in individual wells and irradiated sequentially in a SpectraMax
M5e spectrophotometer (Molecular Devices, UK) using an appropriate wavelength.
Background solutions were included in the measurement and subtracted from the
samples’ absorbance values.

2.2.3 Fluorescence Spectroscopy

Theory
Fluorescence spectroscopy is used to measure light emission from fluorophores in
solution. Orbital electrons in the fluorophore are excited into high energy electronic
states by the absorption of incident photons. When the electrons relax back to the
ground state they lose energy through emission of a photon of longer wavelength
(lower energy) than the absorbed one (Fig. 2.3a). This so-called Stokes shift is due
to non-radiative relaxation, meaning that the electrons lose some of their energy
through molecular vibrations, before they return to the ground state [5]. In
fluorescence spectroscopy, the sample is irradiated with light of a specific wave-
length (excitation). Emitted photons are collected with a detector placed perpen-
dicular to the excitation beam (Fig. 2.3b).

Fig. 2.2 UV/Visible spectroscopy setups. a Measuring absorbance using a wavelength at which
the molecule has an absorption maximum. The level of absorption is proportional to the molecule’s
concentration. b Measuring the absorption in a bacterial suspension with a wavelength that is not
absorbed by any components of the bacterial cell. The degree of scattering is reflected in the
absorbance read-out
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Method
Fluorescence spectroscopy measurements were performed in microtitre plates to
allow high-throughput measurement of large numbers of samples. The samples
were placed in individual wells and irradiated sequentially in a SpectraMax M5e
spectrophotometer (Molecular Devices, UK) using an adequate excitation and
emission wavelength.

2.2.4 Bradford Assay

Theory
The Bradford assay is a colorimetric method to determine protein concentration
using the dye Coomassie Brilliant Blue G250 [6]. The dye exists in three forms,
which have distinct colours: cationic (red), neutral (green) and anionic (blue).
Under acidic conditions, the dye is predominantly in the doubly protonated (ca-
tionic) form, with an absorbance maximum at k = 470 nm. When the dye is added
to a protein solution it binds to basic amino acids (mainly arginine residues) and is
converted to the de-protonated (anionic) form with an absorbance maximum at
k = 595 nm (Fig. 2.4). By measuring the absorbance at k = 595 nm of a series of
protein standards, the protein concentration of an unknown sample can be
determined.

Fig. 2.3 Fluorescence spectroscopy. a Photons of a certain wavelength can excite the orbital
electrons from a fluorophore to higher energy states. The excited electrons can lose some of their
energy due to molecular vibrations, such that when they relax back to the ground state, they emit
photons with a longer wavelength (less energy) than the absorbed photons. b Basic setup to
measure fluorescence. The sample is irradiated with light of a specific wavelength (excitation), and
emitted photons are collected with a detector placed perpendicular to the excitation beam
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Method
Ferritin standards were prepared from horse spleen ferritin solution, for which the
protein concentration had been determined by the supplier. Standards of 0.06,
0.125, 0.25, 0.5 and 1 mg mL−1 were prepared in phosphate buffer (50 mM, pH 7).
Unknown samples of MF or cat-MF were diluted in phosphate buffer (50 mM, pH
7) until their colour approximately matched the colour of the 0.5 mg mL−1 stan-
dard. This was done to ensure the sample absorption would lie within the absorption
values of the standard curve. 10 lL of each standard and unknown sample was
pipetted out in triplicate into wells of a 96 well plate, 200 lL of Bradford reagent
was added to each well and the plate was incubated at room temperature for 8 min.
Absorbance at k = 595 nm was measured using UV/visible spectroscopy and used
to calculate the protein concentration of the unknown MF or cat-MF samples. The
mean absorbance of the ferritin standards was plotted as a function of protein
concentration and the slope and intercept of the linear fit were used to calculate the
concentration of the unknown protein sample.

To evaluate whether cationised residues on the cat-MF surface interfered with
the Bradford assay, 0.06, 0.125, 0.25, 0.5 and 1 mg mL−1 of MF and cat-MF were
prepared in phosphate buffer (50 mM, pH 7), and the Bradford assay was carried
out as described above. Absorbance values and slopes of the linear fit were similar
and variations of absorbance values between MF and cat-MF were within error
(Fig. 2.5). Therefore, it was concluded that cationisation did not affect the accuracy
of the Bradford assay.

Fig. 2.4 Chemistry underlying the Bradford assay. The protonated form of the dye Coomassie
Brilliant Blue G250 (1) predominates under acidic conditions. Binding of arginine residues on
proteins causes a shift in absorbance maximum from 470 nm to 595 nm (2)
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2.3 Chromatography Methods

Chromatography is a technique for the separation of a mixture of components in a
solution or suspension. The mixture is passed through a medium in which the
components interact more or less strongly with the medium depending on particular
properties, such as charge or size. Therefore, they move through the medium at
different rates and can be collected in sequential fractions. Here, two chromatog-
raphy techniques were used to purify MF after synthesis. During MF synthesis,
nanoparticles form inside the ApoF cavity, as well as in the buffer solution. Thus,
ion exchange chromatography was employed to separate MF from the free
nanoparticles. Agglomerates of MF were then separated from MF monomers using
size exclusion chromatography. All chromatography methods were performed
using an ÄKTApurifier system (GE Healthcare, UK).

2.3.1 Ion Exchange Chromatography

Theory
Ion exchange chromatography (IEC) separates proteins based on their charge [7].
Reversible interactions between charged molecules and the oppositely charged ion
exchange matrix are controlled to achieve binding or elution of particular mole-
cules, resulting in their separation. The ion exchange matrix consists of porous,
spherical particles substituted with ionic groups that are negatively or positively
charged. The pH plays an important role in IEC of proteins, because proteins have
no net charge at a pH equivalent to their isoelectric point and therefore won’t
interact with a charged medium. However, at a pH above their isoelectric point,
proteins will bind to a positively charged matrix and at a pH below it proteins bind
to a negatively charged matrix. Both pH and ionic strength of the buffer are selected
such that proteins of interest bind to the matrix when the sample is loaded, while
unwanted material does not bind and can be washed out with buffer (Fig. 2.6a, b).
To elute the bound protein the buffer conditions are changed, for example by

Fig. 2.5 Bradford assay
carried out on MF and cat-MF
samples (n = 2). The slopes
of the linear fit are 0.31 for
MF (solid line), and 0.33 for
cat-MF (dashed line).
Absorbance values are similar
for MF and cat-MF
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increasing the ionic strength (salt concentration) of the buffer. As ionic strength
increases, the salt ions (typically Na+ or Cl−) compete with the bound proteins for
charges on the matrix surface such that bound molecules detach and move down the
column (Fig. 2.6d). The components with the lowest net charge at the selected pH
will elute first from the column, while higher charged species will be more strongly
bound and elute as ionic strength increases. Results of IEC are displayed as an
elution profile generated by a UV/visible spectroscopy cell incorporated into the
purifier setup. The absorbance of the solution is monitored at a particular wave-
length (e.g. 280 nm) as it exits the column. Peaks in the absorbance indicate when
proteins are eluted.

Method
Samples were loaded onto a column (2.5 cm diameter, 20 cm long) containing the
cationic matrix ANX Sepharose 4 Fast Flow (GE Healthcare, Life Sciences) using a
P960 sample pump (GE Healthcare, UK) at a flow rate of 10 mL min−1. Tris buffer
(50 mM, pH 8) was used as a running buffer (flow rate 10 mL min−1), with which
metal oxide nanoparticles were eluted from the column, while protein nanoparticles
were immobilised on the matrix. To elute the protein, Tris buffer containing
increasing concentration of NaCl was added (from 100 to 1000 mM) at the same
flow rate. The protein eluted at a NaCl concentration of 500 mM and was collected
in 50 mL fractions using an automated fraction collector (Frac-950, GE Healthcare,
Life Sciences).

Fig. 2.6 Schematic of ion exchange chromatography. a A mixture of proteins with different
charges at a given pH is loaded onto the column containing a charged matrix. b Proteins with a
charge opposite to that of the matrix are immobilised, while all other components are eluted. c A
wash step is included to remove any material that is not immobilised, such that only the target
protein remains trapped in the column. d Elution of the target protein is achieved by increasing the
ionic strength of the buffer. As ionic strength increases, the salt ions compete with the bound
proteins for charges on the matrix surface. Bound molecules are detached, move down the column
and can be collected
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2.3.2 Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC)

Theory
Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) separates the components in a sample based
on differences in size as they pass through a filtration medium packed inside a
column [8]. The filtration medium is a porous matrix that consists of spherical
particles (Fig. 2.7a). The matrix is equilibrated with buffer, which fills all pores and
spaces. Thus, it forms a stationary phase that is in equilibrium with the buffer that is
pumped through the column (mobile phase). Unlike IEC, molecules passed through
the column in the mobile phase do not bind to the filtration medium, but are eluted
from the column in order of their molecular size. Larger molecules that cannot enter
the pores of the matrix are eluted first, while smaller molecules with partial access
to the pores elute in order of decreasing size (Fig. 2.7b, c). Very small molecules,
such as salts, have full access to the pores and move down the column very slowly.
Results from SEC are displayed as an elution profile (see Sect. 2.3.1).

Fig. 2.7 Size exclusion chromatography. a A column is packed with a matrix of spherical, highly
porous particles. b When the sample is passed through the column matrix, components in the
sample can access pores in the matrix according to their size. c Schematic of the gel filtration
process over time. The sample is loaded onto the column at t = 0. Over time, the components of
the sample pass through the length of the column and are separated according to their sizes (blue
smallest molecules, red largest molecules, yellow middle-sized molecules)
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Method
MF samples pre-purified using IEC were concentrated using Centriprep centrifugal
filter units (Merck Millipore, UK) to a volume of approximately 2 mL. They were
loaded onto a HiPrep 26/60 Sephacryl S-300 h column (GE Healthcare, Life
Sciences) column using an injection loop. Tris buffer (50 mM, pH 8.0) containing
150 mM NaCl was used as running and elution buffer at a flow rate of
1.6 mL min−1. Fractions of 6 mL volume were collected using an automated
fraction collector (Frac-950, GE Healthcare, Life Sciences).

2.4 Characterisation Methods

2.4.1 Transmission Electron Microscopy

Theory
The working principle of TEM is similar to that of light microscopy in that the
image of a specimen is magnified and focussed onto an observation plane
(Fig. 2.8a, b). The crucial difference is the type of energy beam used to “illuminate”
the specimen: while light microscopy employs visible light beams of wavelengths
between 400 and 700 nanometres to observe a sample, an electron beam of
wavelengths in the low picometre range is used for electron microscopy. Therefore,
it is possible to observe very fine sample features using TEM. Features about
0.2 nm apart can be resolved with TEM, [9] whereas maximum resolution in light
microscopy is about 200 nm [10]. Consequently, TEM is frequently used to
characterise shape and size of nanomaterials, but also their crystal phase and
composition can be determined.

Fig. 2.8 Schematic of
microscopic techniques. a In a
transmission electron
microscope (TEM) an
electron beam is generated,
which is focussed through
electromagnetic lenses onto
the specimen and eventually
onto an observation plane on
a fluorescent screen or a
digital camera. b Analogous,
in a light microscope a visible
light beam is focussed
through glass lenses onto a
specimen and then onto an
observation plane
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The most common mode of operation in TEM is the bright field imaging mode.
In this mode, the contrast of the TEM image is due to absorption and scattering of
electrons in the sample. Thick samples or materials with a high atomic number
scatter electrons more strongly and will appear dark, while regions without sample
in the beam path appear bright (hence the name “bright field”). However, the
elements that make up organic materials, such as proteins and lipids, have very low
atomic numbers and are therefore “invisible” in a TEM image. To visualise these
types of materials, a variety of metal-based stains are employed. These can be
negative stains, which surround organic materials such that they appear as bright
structures on a dark background. For example, the protein capsules of viruses are
commonly negative stained with neutralised phosphotungstic acid [11]. Stains can
also bind to specific biological structures like phospholipid membranes, proteins
and nucleic acids. To visualise these structures in cell sections, the cells should first
be fixed to avoid structural changes occurring during the staining procedure.
Common fixatives are glutaraldehyde, which cross-links proteins in the cell through
methylene bridges, [12] as well as osmium tetroxide, which mainly reacts with the
carbon-carbon double bond in unsaturated fatty acids chains in cell membranes
[13]. Uranyl acetate is routinely used for contrast staining of biological structures
because uranyl ions bind to carboxyl groups of proteins and lipids, and to phosphate
groups of nucleic acids. Therefore, uranyl acetate staining achieves good contrast
staining of membranes, nucleic acids and protein complexes associated with nuclei
acids, such as ribosomes [14]. Staining with lead citrate enhances the contrast for
several cellular structures such as phospholipid membranes, ribosomes and the
cytoskleleton, particularly after osmium tetroxide fixation [15].

Methods
A variety of preparation methods was used in this work depending on the sample to
be imaged.

To confirm nanoparticle mineralisation and determine MF core size and overall
diameter, 10 lL samples containing approximately 0.5 mg mL−1 protein were placed
onto carbon-coated copper grids (Agar Scientific, UK) for 10 min. The excess was
removed with filter paper and either left to dry or stained with 2% (w/v) neutralised
phosphotungstic acid (pH 7) for 30 s before air drying. Samples were observed using
an acceleration voltage of 120 kV on a JEM 1200 EX transmission microscope
(JEOL, UK) and images recorded with aMegaView II digital camera (Olympus, UK)
running analySIS 3.0 software (Soft Imaging Systems GmbH, Germany).

To observe stem cells exposed to cat-MF, cells were fixed with 2.5% (w/v)
glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4) and with 0.5% (w/v) osmium
tetroxide in cacodylate buffer, each for 30 min at room temperature. Fixed cells
were washed in cacodylate buffer and distilled water, before dehydration in a
graded series of ethanol (from 70% to 100%). After that, they were embedded in an
epoxy resin (Epon), and the resin polymerised at 60 °C for 24 h. Thin sections of
70 nm thickness were cut from the resin blocks and transferred onto carbon-coated
copper grids. Sections were contrast stained with 3% (w/v) uranyl acetate and 0.5%
(w/v) alkaline lead citrate. Localisation of cat-MF on labelled cells was investigated
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using a Tecnai 12 BioTwin Spirit transmission electron microscope (FEI, UK) with
an acceleration voltage of 120 kV. Images were recorded with an Eagle 4 k camera
(FEI) running TEM Imaging and Analysis software (FEI).

To image bacteria exposed to cat-MF, 10 lL samples of bacterial suspension
were placed onto carbon-coated copper grids for 10 min. The excess was removed
with filter paper and grids were floated on 100 lL drops of 5% (v/v) glutaraldehyde
solution for 30 min at room temperature to fix the cells. After that, grids were
washed by placing them on three 100 lL drops of dH2O for 5 min each and air
dried. Samples were observed using an acceleration voltage of 120 kV on a JEM
1200 EX transmission microscope and images recorded with a MegaView II digital
camera running analySIS 3.0 software.

2.4.2 Dynamic Light Scattering

Theory
DLS is frequently used to assess the hydrodynamic diameter of micro- and
nanometre-sized particles in aqueous suspensions [16]. In this technique, the par-
ticle size is inferred from the extent of Brownian motion the particles display: small
particles experience a higher degree of Brownian motion compared to larger ones.
The motion of the particles is assessed using a laser beam which is directed through
the sample. The light from the beam is scattered by the particles, such that a
scattering pattern of fluctuating intensity can be observed using a detector at a
particular angle to the incoming beam (Fig. 2.9a). The temporal change of this
intensity fluctuation is observed, and a correlation function calculated. For large,
slow moving particles, this pattern will change more slowly, and thus the rate of
decay of the correlation function will be smaller, compared to smaller, fast moving

Fig. 2.9 Schematic of a dynamic light scattering experiment. a A sample is illuminated with laser
light and the intensity pattern that is created by scattering from particles in the sample is observed
with a detector. b Due to particle movement, the intensity pattern changes over time. Correlation of
the pattern at a given time (t = 1, 2, 3, …) with the pattern at the start of the measurement (t = 0)
gives rise to a correlation function, from which the hydrodynamic radius can be calculated
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particles (Fig. 2.9b). Thus, the correlation function gives an indication of the par-
ticle’s speed due to Brownian motion, which in turn relates to the particle size [17].
This relationship is described by the Stokes-Einstein equation:

d ¼ kB � T
3 � p � g � D ð2:3Þ

where d is the hydrodynamic diameter of the particles, kB is the Boltzmann con-
stant, T is the absolute temperature, η is the viscosity of the medium in which the
particles are suspended, and D is the diffusion coefficient, which can be calculated
from the correlation function. By collecting several measurements for any one
sample, a mean particle size, the z-average, and an estimate of the width of the size
distribution, the polydispersity index, can be calculated.

Although this technique is very simple and powerful, care must be taken in the
interpretation of the results, particularly if comparisons between samples are to be
made. Because the result is determined through assessing particle motion, factors
that influence this motion (e.g. temperature, ionic strength of the solution) can also
influence the result and therefore need to be kept constant. It also needs to be
considered that larger particles scatter light more strongly than small articles, such
that a small amount of larger particles in a mixture of sizes can dominate the signal
and therefore the calculated z-average. It is advisable to reduce contamination of the
sample with large particles, such as dust and aggregates, by filtering or centrifuging
the sample prior to DLS measurements.

Method
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements were performed on a ZetaSizer
Nano-ZS (Malvern Instruments, UK). All samples were suspended in 20 mM
phosphate buffer at room temperature and pH 7, and adjusted to a protein concen-
tration of approximately 1 mg mL−1 before passing them through a filter of 220 nm
pore size. 1 mL of each solution was placed in folded capillary tubes (Malvern
Instuments, UK). A total of 13 to 15 measurements was collected for each sample.

2.4.3 Zeta Potentiometry

Theory
Charged particles in solution are surrounded by an electrical double layer of ions

present in the solvent. In a dynamic particle system, ions are only retained within a
theoretical plane of hydrodynamic shear, and the potential energy at this plane is
referred to as the zeta potential (Fig. 2.10a) [18]. Particles with predominantly
positive charges in their surface have a positive zeta potential, and negatively
charged particles a negative one. The zeta potential is determined by measuring the
electrophoretic mobility of a charged particle in an applied electric field
(Fig. 2.10b). A laser is used to irradiate a sample and the scattered light is collected
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as a function of time. The electrophoretic mobility is determined by comparing the
phase of the scattered light with the phase of a reference beam [19]. The Henry
equation relates electrophoretic mobility, EM, of a particle in a liquid medium to its
zeta potential, ZP:

EM ¼ 2 � e � ZP � f ðkaÞ
3 � g ð2:4Þ

where e is the dielectric constant of the medium, f(ka) is the Henry’s function, and η
is the viscosity of the medium. The Henry’s function describes the ratio of the
particle’s radius to the thickness of the electric double layer surrounding it. In
general, either 1.5 or 1.0 are used as approximations of f(ka). For measurements of
particles suspended in aqueous media with moderate electrolyte concentration (as is
the case in this work), 1.5 is used for f(ka), and is referred to as the Smoluchowski
approximation.

The most important factor that affects zeta potential is the pH of the solution,
because it influences surface charge through protonation/deprotonation of func-
tional groups. Therefore, zeta potential values must be quoted with the pH at which
they were measured, otherwise they become an almost meaningless number.

Method
Zeta potential measurements were performed on a ZetaSizer Nano-ZS (Malvern
Instruments, UK). Samples were suspended in 20 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7,
and the protein concentration was adjusted to approximately 1 mg mL−1 and
passed through a 220 nm filter. 1 mL of sample solution was placed in folded
capillary tubes, and 10 to 12 measurements were performed on each sample.

Fig. 2.10 The zeta potential of a charged particle. a Electrical double layer surrounding a charged
particle in an electrolyte solution. b The folded capillary tube used to measure the electrophoretic
mobility of charged particles in an applied electric field, from which the zeta potential can be
calculated
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2.4.4 Mass Spectrometry

Theory
Mass spectrometry is a technique to determine the molecular mass of large bio-
molecules, as well as small organic molecules. The measurements rely on the
ionisation of the sample molecules, followed by their extraction into an analyser
region, in which they are separated according to their mass-to-charge ratio (m/z).
A detector monitors the ion current from the separated ions, and the intensity of the
ion current can be plotted against m/z values to yield an m/z spectrum. This way,
the number of components in the sample, and the molecular weight and relative
abundance of each component can be determined.

In this work, matrix-assisted laser desorption ionisation time-of-flight
(MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry was used. This is a common technique to
analyse samples of high molecular mass, such as proteins [20]. The sample is mixed
with an excess of matrix compound (e.g. 2,5- dihydroxybenzoic acid) in a volatile
solvent (e.g. methanol) that evaporates to yield a solid, crystalline matrix. This
matrix strongly absorbs incident laser light, which results in thermal ablation. The
sublimating matrix carries ionised sample molecules into the gas phase, where they
are all accelerated to the same kinetic energy using an applied electric field.
Accelerated ions are injected into a time-of-flight analyser, in which they are
separated according to their m/z by measuring the time it takes for ions to move
through a flight tube (heavier ions moving slower than lighter ones) (Fig. 2.11)
[21]. The m/z scale can be calibrated using a sample of known molecular mass.
MALDI spectra are relatively easy to interpret, because the gentle ionisation

Fig. 2.11 Schematic of a MALDI-TOF experiment. The sample is embedded in a matrix, which
strongly absorbs incident laser light. This causes thermal ablation of matrix and sample molecules,
resulting in their ionisation and sublimation into the gas phase. An applied electric field accelerates
the ions to the same kinetic energy. Accelerated ions are injected into a time-of-flight tube where
they are separated according to their mass
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method results in the generation of predominantly singly charged ions regardless of
the molecular mass. This avoids multiple traces of the same molecule due to
multiply charged sample ions.

Method
The MALDI-TOF experiment was performed on ApoF and cat-ApoF samples,
instead of mineralised MF and cat-MF samples, because the mineralised protein has
an exceedingly high molecular mass (over 900 kDa) due to the metal core. ApoF
and cat-ApoF were dissolved in an equivalent volume of 20 mg mL−1 of
2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid in methanol. Samples of 2 lL were pipetted onto a steel
plate and left to air dry and analysed in a Bruker UltrafleXtreme (Applied
Biosystems, UK) running FLEX Control software (Bruker, USA).

2.4.5 Inductively-Coupled Plasma Optical Emission
Spectroscopy

Theory
Inductively-coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) is frequently
used to quantify the elements present in a variety of samples, such as nanoparticles,
drinking water, agricultural and biological samples [22]. This methods relies on the
fact that vaporised atoms can be excited by an inductively-coupled argon plasma
and emit photons of a characteristic pattern of wavelengths as they return to the
ground state. The wavelengths in the emitted spectrum are determined by the
energy level structure of the atoms, thus, they can be used to identify the elements
from which they originated. The amount of emitted light is proportional to the
amount of atoms present in the sample, and by introducing known concentrations of
analyte atoms, a calibration curve can be generated. Using ICP-OES, up to 70
elements can be detected simultaneously at low parts per billion (ppb) detection
limits [22].

Method
MF samples were mixed with 50% (v/v) nitric acid to dissolve the metal atoms, and
then diluted with water to reduce the acid concentration. The aqueous sample was
introduced as an aerosol into the central channel of an argon plasma in a 710
ICP-OES instrument (Agilent, UK). To quantify the amounts of iron and cobalt in
the MF samples, optical emission was measured at specific wavelengths charac-
teristic for the emitted spectrum of these elements (approximately 255 nm for iron
and 233 nm cobalt). Five calibration samples of known iron and cobalt concen-
trations were analysed alongside the MF samples. The protein concentration in the
MF samples was determined using the Bradford assay (see Sect. 2.2.4), such that
iron content per protein unit could be calculated.
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2.4.6 SQUID Magnetometry

Theory
SQUID magnetometry uses a superconducting quantum interference device
(SQUID) for the detection of magnetic moments in liquid or solid samples. It is a
very sensitive technique, which allows detection of magnetic moments as small as
10−11 Am2 [23]. The magnetic moment can be measured as a function of an applied
field or an applied temperature. Hence, it is a common technique used to charac-
terise important parameters of magnetic nanoparticles, such as saturation mag-
netisation and magnetic susceptibility. Both can be determined by measuring the
magnetic moment as a function of an applied magnetic field. The blocking tem-
perature can be estimated by measuring the magnetic moment as a function of the
applied temperature. A measurement is performed by moving a sample through
superconducting pick-up coils, by which a current is induced in the coils
(Fig. 2.12a). This is converted into a voltage signal by the SQUID, with the
amplitude of the generated voltage curve being proportional to the magnetic
moment of the sample (Fig. 2.12b) [23, 24].

Method
Saturation magnetisation and magnetic susceptibility of MF and cat-MF were
measured by performing a field sweep over ± 2 T at 300 K using a SQUID
magnetometer (Magnetic Property Measurement System, MPMS, Quantum Design,
USA). A 0.2 mL tube (Corning, UK) and a drinking straw were used as a sample
holder. The contribution of the sample holder to the overall sample moment was

Fig. 2.12 Detection of small magnetic moments using a SQUID magnetometer. a A sample’s
magnetic moment in an applied magnetic field is measured by moving it through pick-up coils made
from superconducting wire. The induced current is converted to a voltage signal using a
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID). b The voltage output as a function of
sample position in the pick-up coils. The magnetic moment can be calculated from this voltage curve
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measured separately and the background-corrected sample moment was determined
as described in Appendix B. Briefly, a corrected voltage curve for MF/cat-MF was
computed by subtracting the sample holder curve from the curve recorded for the
sample and the sample holder together using a MATLAB (MathWorks, USA) script
written by Dr. Carsten Putzke (University of Bristol). The best fit for this curve and
the magnetic moment were found using equations supplied by the manufacturer.

The diamagnetic background from the aqueous solvent (50 mM phosphate
buffer) was measured separately and found to be a major contributor to the dia-
magnetic response of the MF/cat-MF sample, particularly in high fields (Fig. 2.13).
To correct for this diamagnetic contribution, a linear slope was subtracted from the
magnetic moment of the sample.

Superparamagnetic behaviour was confirmed by fitting a Langevin function to
the measured data points:

m ðBÞ ¼ l � n � LðxÞ ð2:5Þ

where m(B) is the magnetic moment of the sample measured as a function of the
applied field B, l is the magnetic moment of an individual nanoparticle, n is the
number of nanoparticles in the sample, and L(x) is the Langevin function:

L ðxÞ ¼ coth ðxÞ � x�1 ð2:6Þ

with

x ¼ lB
kBT

ð2:7Þ

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature. The satu-
ration magnetisation is given by l*n. Magnetic susceptibility was calculated by
determining the slope of the linear part of the magnetisation curve in the low field
region (up to ± 0.3 T).

Fig. 2.13 Assessing the
diamagnetic background. The
diamagnetic contribution to
the overall MF sample
moment can be mainly
attributed to the phosphate
buffer
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The blocking temperature was determined by cooling the sample from 120 K to
6 K in zero field, then applying a field of 0.01 T and measuring the magnetic
moment of the sample at intervals of 1 K up to 25 K, and of 2 K up to 120 K.

2.4.7 Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Theory
When placed inside the magnetic coil of a magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) scanner, the magnetic moments of hydrogen nuclei (protons) in aqueous
solutions align with the external magnetic field generated by the coil. The magnetic
moments of these protons arise from their nuclear spins, which precess around the
axis of the external field at a characteristic frequency, the so called Larmor fre-
quency. The sum of all these spins results in a net magnetisation (M0) that is aligned
with the external field but of a much smaller magnitude (of the order of lT)
(Fig. 2.14a). While the magnetisation is at equilibrium (lying parallel to the external
field), it is not possible to measure it directly. However, radiofrequency (RF) pulses
that are applied at the Larmor frequency (the protons’ resonance frequency) can
impart energy on the protons that flip the orientation of their spins 90° out of their
longitudinal alignment with the external field into the transverse plane. Detector
coils that are sensitive to only the transverse magnetisation can then pick up this
magnetic resonance (MR) signal [25]. Thus, M0 becomes a significant signal that
can be recorded. This is done by creating echoes, which will be discussed below.
When the RF pulse is removed, the protons can relax back to their initial state of
equilibrium. There are two relaxation mechanisms, spin-spin and spin-lattice
relaxation [26]. During spin-spin relaxation, neighbouring protons interact such that
their precession frequencies gradually de-phase, and thus the MR signal measured
in the transverse plane decays exponentially (Fig. 2.14b, top). Therefore, spin-spin
relaxation is also called transverse relaxation. During spin-lattice relaxation, the
protons transfer the energy they received from the RF pulse to the surrounding
environment (the lattice) and thus gradually return to their equilibrium state,
recovering their initial longitudinal magnetisation (Fig. 2.14b, bottom). Therefore,
spin-lattice relaxation is also called longitudinal relaxation. When imaging humans
or animals with MRI, the transverse and longitudinal relaxation times depend on the
composition of the tissues, and each tissue type has a set of characteristic time
constants associated with those processes. T1 describes the time it takes for the
spins to recover 63% of their longitudinal magnetisation, while T2 describes the
time it takes for the transverse magnetisation to drop to 37% of its initial value.

Both T1 and T2 can be influenced by introducing contrast agents, which can aid
MRI based diagnoses [27]. The effect of contrast agents on relaxation times of
individual tissues is described using relaxation rates, which are the inverse of the
relaxation times, R1 = T1−1 and R2 = T2−1. For contrast agents, a specific relax-
ivity rx (x = 1, 2) is defined, which describes how much they change T1 and T2 per
molar concentration.
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As mentioned earlier, the MR signal and its temporal change can be measured by
creating echoes. Two types of echoes are mainly used in MRI: gradient echo and
spin echo. In a spin echo sequence, proton spins are left to de-phase for a certain
amount of time after the 90° pulse. Then, a pulse is applied that flips all spins
through 180° about the y axis, reversing their phase angles. This means that after
the same time, all spins will re-phase to form a spin echo (Fig. 2.15). The echo
height, and thus signal intensity, will mainly depend on the transverse relaxation
time T2. Therefore, this is a useful sequence to measure T2 [25].

The gradient echo sequence also starts with an RF excitation pulse, usually with
a flip angle smaller than the 90° used in the spin echo sequence. Instead of letting
the spins de-phase naturally as in the spin echo, a negative magnetic gradient is
applied immediately after the excitation pulse, which causes rapid de-phasing of the
spins. After the negative gradient, a positive gradient is applied, which reverses the
magnetic field gradient. This means that spins precessing at low frequencies due to
their position in the gradient now precess at a higher frequency, and vice versa.
Therefore, the spins start to re-phase and eventually all come back into phase along
the y-axis, forming the gradient echo. However, the positive gradient only com-
pensates for the de-phasing caused by the initially applied negative gradient. It does
not re-focus the spins that have de-phased due to magnetic field inhomogeneities.
Therefore, this imaging mode is very useful to image contrast enhancement caused

Fig. 2.14 MRI relaxation mechanisms. The nuclear spins of protons in an applied field which
precess around the axis of the external field (B0) at the Larmor frequency. The sum of all spins
results in a net magnetisation (M0) that is aligned with B0 (blue arrow). A radiofrequency
(RF) pulse that is applied at the Larmor frequency can impart energy to the protons and flip the
orientation of their spins 90° out of their longitudinal alignment with the external field into the
transverse plane. b Relaxation mechanisms after the RF pulse is removed. Top: during spin-spin
relaxation, neighbouring protons interact such that their precession frequencies gradually de-phase
(illustrated by a “fanning out” of the arrows). Thus the MR signal measured in the transverse plane
decays exponentially. Bottom: during spin-lattice relaxation, the protons transfer the energy they
received from the RF pulse to the surrounding environment and thus gradually recover their initial
longitudinal magnetisation
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by SPIONs, because SPIONs behave like small magnets in the tissue creating
significant magnetic field inhomogeneities.

To measure T1 a series of inversion-recovery (IR) spin echo sequences with
varying inversion delay times can be used [28]. IR sequences start with a 180° pulse
that inverts the magnetisations of the spins, followed by a delay time (TI) during
which T1 recovery occurs. When the 90° pulse is applied, which flips the spins in
the transverse plane for detection, some of the signals may still be negative (in-
verted), resulting in a mixture of positive and negative echoes that are represented
as light and dark voxels in the image. The repetition time (TR) between IR
sequences should be at least five times the longest T1 to allow relaxation to the
initial equilibrium magnetisation (M0) after the 90° pulse (Fig. 2.16).

Fig. 2.15 Schematic of a spin echo sequence. An RF pulse flips the magnetisation of the protons
into the transverse plane (1), and when the pulse is removed the spins de-phase (2). Another RF
pulse is applied that flips all spins through 180° about the y axis, reversing their phase angles (3).
As a result, spins start to re-phase (4) and eventually come into phase again (5) before de-phasing
again (6)

Fig. 2.16 Schematic of an inversion-recovery spin echo sequence. An initial 180° pulse inverts
the magnetisations of the proton spins (1) (the two arrows represent spins in two different
environments). During the delay time t = TI, T1 recovery occurs (2). When the 90° pulse is
applied some of the signals may still be inverted, resulting in a mixture of positive and negative
echoes (spatially distributed across the different environments) (3). The repetition time, TR, must
always be at least five times the longest T1 to allow full relaxation (4)
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Method
To determine specific relaxivities of MF and cat-MF, T1 and T2 were measured for
protein concentrations ranging from 3 lM to 0.05 lM in phosphate buffered saline
(PBS). 200 lL of each solution were placed in tubes of a PCR plate (Corning, UK)
embedded in a 1.5% (w/v) carrageenan gel. T1 was determined using a series of IR
spin echo sequences with varying TI. A TR of 6000 ms and an echo time of 9.6 ms
was chosen. Signal intensity after the following TI was recorded: 50, 150, 250, 350,
450, 650, 850, 1250, and 2700 ms (slice thickness: 3 mm, field of view: 12 cm).
The signal intensity, S(TI), at each TI is given by:

SðTIÞ ¼ M0 1� 2 exp � TI
T1

� �� �
ð2:8Þ

To measure T2, a series of spin-echo sequences was used and the signal
intensities were measured after the following TE: 10, 20, 30, 50, 80, 100, 160, 240,
480 ms (slice thickness: 3 mm, field of view: 12 cm. Because transverse relaxation
occurs faster than longitudinal relaxation, a shorter repetition time was chosen
(TR = 3500 ms). The signal intensity, S(TE), at each TE is given by:

S ðTEÞ ¼ M0 exp � TE
T2

� �
ð2:9Þ

Signal intensities in the generated greyscale images were determined by region
of interest (ROI) image analysis using a program written in Python (Python
Software Foundation, Netherlands) by Ronald Hartley-Davies (University Hospitals
Bristol NHS Foundation Trust). ROIs were determined by identifying the circular
regions in the image, which represented the diameters of the PCR tubes containing
the samples. Mean intensity of the pixels within the circular regions calculated by

Fig. 2.17 Measuring T1 and T2 of MF. a A series of inversion recovery spin echo sequences with
varying inversion times was performed for each MF concentration, and signal intensities were
measured after each inversion time. b A series of spin echo sequences was performed and signal
intensity was measured after varying echo times. The same data were also recorded for cat-MF
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the software were plotted against the TI or TE, respectively, and T1 and T2 were
determined by fitting exponential curves to the signal intensities according to
Eqs. 2.8 and 2.9 (Fig. 2.17). The calculated T1 and T2 values were then plotted
against the molar iron concentration present in the samples as determined by
ICP-OES. The slope of the linear fit was determined to be the relaxivity, r1 and r2,
respectively.

2.5 Magnetoferritin Synthesis

Cobalt-doped MF was synthesised from commercially available horse spleen ApoF
using an established protocol [29, 30]. Synthesis was performed in a
double-jacketed reaction vessel at 65 °C containing 75 mL of deoxygenated
50 mM HEPES buffer (pH 8.6) with 3 mg mL−1 ApoF. The vessel was kept under
a nitrogen atmosphere to restrict oxidation of the metal precursors. 30.3 mL of
25 mM ammonium iron sulphate hexahydrate, containing 2.5% (w/v) cobalt sul-
phate heptahydrate was added at a rate of 0.15 mL min−1 with a syringe pump
(Titrando 907, Metrohm). Controlled oxidation of the metal precursors inside the
ApoF cavity was mediated by adding an equivalent volume of an 8.33 mM
hydrogen peroxide solution at the same rate. Fresh metal precursor and hydrogen
peroxide solutions were injected three times at 65 min intervals. The initially
colourless ApoF solution adopted a dark brown colour upon nanoparticle miner-
alisation, and after the final reagent addition it was left to mature for 15 min before
1.5 mL of 1 M sodium citrate were added to chelate free metal ions in the solution.
Large precipitates were removed by centrifuging the sample for 30 min at
4350 � g and then passing the supernatant through a 220 nm syringe filter. The
protein was purified by anion-exchange chromatography (see Sect. 2.3.1) to
remove nanoparticles not enclosed in the protein cavity, followed by size-exclusion
chromatography (see Sect. 2.3.2) to isolate protein monomers. Protein concentra-
tion was determined using a Bradford assay (see Sect. 2.2.4).

To compare the effect of cobalt-doping on the magnetic properties of MF,
un-doped MF was also synthesised following the procedure described above, with
the exception that the iron precursor was added without the addition of cobalt
sulphate.

2.6 Magnetoferritin Cationisation

For cationisation, N,N-dimethyl-1,3-propanediamine (DMPA) was coupled to
aspartic and glutamic acid residues on the MF surface using N-
(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N′-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) as described
previously [31, 32]. Solutions of DMPA were adjusted to pH 7 using HCl, before
drop-wise addition of MF or ApoF. After an equilibration period of 3 h, the
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coupling reaction was initiated by adding EDC and adjusting the pH to 5 using HCl.
The solution was continuously stirred for up to 24 h and then filtered through a
220 nm syringe filter to remove any precipitates. The solution was extensively
dialysed (Medicell dialysis tubing, 12–14 kDa MWCO) against 4 L of 50 mM
phosphate buffer (pH 7) containing 50 mM NaCl to yield stable solutions of cat-MF
and cationised ApoF (cat-ApoF).

2.7 Characterisation of MF and cat-MF

To determine the size of MF and cat-MF transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) and dynamic light scattering (DLS) were used (see Sect. 2.4.2). Core sizes
of MF nanoparticles were determined by image analysis of unstained samples, and
the diameters of MF and ca-MF (core and protein shell) were determined by image
analysis of stained samples, both by employing Image J (National Institute of
Health, USA) software. The length of the scale bar in the recorded TEM images
was converted to a pixel measure. A mean threshold was applied to clear the image
from debris, which left discrete black and white images of the nanoparticles that
was subjected to particle analysis, from 0—infinity size and 0–1 circularity. This
yielded a list of particle sizes, for which the mean (mx) and standard deviation (sx)
were calculated using Excel (Microsoft Co., USA) as follows:

mx ¼ 1
n

Xn
i¼1

x ð2:10Þ

and

sx ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

n� 1

Xn
i¼1

ðx� mxÞ2
s

ð2:11Þ

where n is the sample size and x the observed value.
The composition of the nanoparticle core was determined using

inductively-coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) (see
Sect. 2.4.5). Cationisation efficiency of covalent DMPA coupling to the MF surface
was assessed with zeta potentiometry (see Sect. 2.4.3). For the assessment of the
number of DMPA molecules conjugated to each ApoF subunit as a measure of
cationisation efficiency, matrix-assisted laser desorption ionisation time-of-flight
(MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry was used (see Sect. 2.4.4). Characterisation of
the magnetic properties of MF and cat-MF was performed using SQUID magne-
tometry and MRI (see Sects. 2.4.6 and 2.4.7).
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2.8 Histology

2.8.1 Fixing, Embedding, Sectioning and Dewaxing

Theory
Tissues are prepared for histological staining and imaging through fixation,
embedding and sectioning. Fixation preserves the tissue’s micro-structure and
embedding in a rigid matrix supports the tissue during thin sectioning, which in turn
is required for microscopic observation. Tissues and stem cells used in this work
were fixed with paraformaldehyde, which crosslinks proteins with methylene
bridges, [33] and embedded in paraffin wax. Paraffin melts around 60 °C, such that
the liquid can effectively infiltrate the tissue. Upon cooling, paraffin solidifies and
tissues enclosed in this “block” can be sectioned using a microtome. Prior to
staining, this wax needs to be removed by immersion into organic solvents, such as
xylene.

Method
Cartilage constructs or hMSCs grown on fibronectin-coated polyglycolic acid
(PGA) scaffolds (Biomedical Structures, USA) were fixed for 3 h in 4% (w/v)
paraformaldehyde solution at room temperature. After that the samples were
immersed in 100% ethanol and submitted to the Histology Services Unit (Medical
Sciences, University of Bristol), where they were embedded in paraffin wax, cut
into 5 or 10 lm sections and placed on Polysine microscope slides (VWR, UK).

Before staining, sections were de-waxed and re-hydrated by sequential immer-
sion into xylene, 100% ethanol, 70% ethanol and finally dH20, each for two
minutes.

2.8.2 Haematoxylin and Eosin Stain

Theory
Haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) are frequently used to stain the cell’s nucleus
purple and the cytoplasm pink, respectively [34]. To produce a functional dye,
haematoxylin is oxidized to haematin, which in turn forms a cationic complex with
metal ions, such as aluminium (III). The metal cation mediates association of the
dye molecule with acidic species, like nucleic acids through a metal-acid bond [35].
Eosin on the other hand binds to basic amino acid residues, thus staining proteins in
the cytoplasm and extracellular matrix [36].

Method
De-waxed tissue sections on microscope slides were immersed in Haematoxylin QS
solution (Vector Laboratories, UK) for two minutes and excess stain was removed
by washing in dH2O. They were then placed in a 10 mg mL−1 eosin Y solution for
five minutes and the excess stain was removed by immersing the slides in 70%
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ethanol, followed by 20 s in 100% ethanol. Slides were left to air dry and mounted
on glass cover slips (VWR, UK) using DPX mounting medium.

2.8.3 Safranin O and Fast Green Stain

Theory
Safranin O is a cationic dye molecule, which binds electrostatically to anionic
species in the tissue. In particular, anionic sulphate groups in proteoglycans form
stoichiometric complexes with individual safranin O molecules [37]. Healthy car-
tilage tissue is rich in proteoglycans, such that safranin O staining can be used as a
measure of proteoglycan distribution in the extracellular matrix of tissue engineered
cartilage constructs [38] The cytoplasm of the cells in the tissue are often coun-
terstained with Fast Green, which is an anionic dye that interacts with cationic
amino acid residues in a similar fashion to eosin [39].

Method
De-waxed and re-hydrated tissue sections were immersed in a 1 mg mL−1 Fast
Green solution for four minutes. The excess stain was removed by washing in 1%
(v/v) acetic acid solution. Then, sections were placed in a 5 mg mL−1 Safranin O
solution for six minutes. Excess stain was removed by dipping slides into 95%
ethanol. Sections were de-hydrated in 100% ethanol for 20 s and then mounted
onto glass cover slips with DPX mounting medium.

2.8.4 Prussian Blue and Nuclear Fast Red Staining

Theory
The Prussian Blue reaction is a histochemical method to stain iron deposits in cells
and tissues, such as haemosiderin or ferritin [40, 41]. It is also widely used to
visualise SPIONs internalised by cells [42]. The reaction involves a treatment with
acidic solutions of ferrocyanides. Any ferric iron (Fe3+) in cells/tissues combines
with ferrocyanide and results in the formation of ferric ferrocyanide, a bright blue
pigment referred to as Prussian Blue:

3 Fe ðCNÞ6
� �4� þ 4 Fe3þ ! Fe4 Fe ðCNÞ6

� �
3

Nuclear Fast Red is used as a red nuclear counterstain. Similar to haematoxylin,
it is prepared in a solution containing excess aluminium ions, such that it becomes a
cationic molecule that can bind to nucleic acids through a metal-acid bonds [43].

Method
De-waxed and re-hydrated sections were immersed in a 10% (w/v) potassium
ferrocyanide solution mixed with an equal volume of 2 M hydrochloric acid for
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20 min at room temperature. Slides were washed in dH2O three times for five
minutes. Cell nuclei were counter stained with a Nuclear Fast Red solution for five
minutes and the excess stain was removed by rinsing with dH2O. Sections were
de-hydrated first in 70% then in 100% ethanol for 20 s and then mounted onto glass
cover slips with DPX mounting medium.

2.8.5 Immunostaining of Collagen Type II

Theory
Immunohistochemistry makes use of antibodies to localise particular antigens in
cells or tissues and stain those regions with high specificity [44]. However, during
fixation of cells and tissues cross-linked proteins may mask these antigens.
Therefore, they must first be retrieved and a common way of achieving this is to use
proteolytic digestion. In the fixed cartilage tissue sections used here, proteoglycans
and hyaluronic acid components of the extracellular matrix were digested with
pronase and hyaluronidase, respectively. This exposed the collagen fibres present in
the tissue, such that collagen type II epitopes (i.e. the regions of the antigen that the
antibody binds to) could be targeted using an indirect immune-enzyme strategy
(Fig. 2.18). In the first step, a primary antibody binds to collagen type II epitopes.
Then, a biotinylated secondary antibody is added to bind to the primary antibody.
Avidin is added to form strong electrostatic bonds with the biotin moiety of the
secondary antibody. At the same time, avidin possesses binding sites for further
biotinylated molecules, such as horseradish peroxidase. Therefore, a complex
comprising avidin and biotinylated-horseradish peroxidase can bind to the sec-
ondary antibody. Horseradish peroxidase is an enzyme that can polymerise water

Fig. 2.18 Principle of the indirect immune-enzyme staining strategy. A primary (1′) antibody
binds to the epitope in the tissue or on the cell surface. A biotinylated secondary (2′) antibody is
added to bind to the 1′. Avidin is added and forms electrostatic bonds with the biotin moiety of the
2′ antibody. A complex comprising avidin and biotinylated-horseradish peroxidase (HRP) can
bind to the 2′ antibody. Horseradish peroxidase catalyses the polymerisation of water soluble
3,3-diaminobenzidine (DAB) tetrachloride (1) to an insoluble indamine polymer (2) through the
reduction of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)
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soluble 3,3-diaminobenzidine (DAB) tetrachloride to an insoluble precipitate, [44,
45] which appears as a brown stain. Because the final step relies on peroxidase
activity, any such innate activity in the tissue must be quenched to avoid unspecific
staining. This is often achieved by incubation with hydrogen peroxide.

Method
De-waxed and re-hydrated sections were circled with a PAP pen (The Binding Site,
UK) to create hydrophobic enclosures. 200 lL of a 10 mg mL−1 bovine testicular
hyaluronidase solution was added to each section and the slides were incubated in a
humidified chamber at 37 °C for 30 min. Slides were immersed in PBS for five
minutes to remove excess enzyme. After that, 200 lL of a 2 mg mL−1 pronase
solution (from Streptomyces griseus, Roche, Switzerland) was added to each sec-
tion and the slides were incubated in a humidified chamber at 37 °C for 30 min.
Slides were immersed in PBS for five minutes to remove excess enzyme. Then, 200
lL of 3% (v/v) hydrogen peroxide solution was added to each section, and they
were incubated in a humidified chamber at room temperature for 5 min. Slides were
immersed in PBS for five minutes to remove excess hydrogen peroxide. 200 lL of a
blocking solution containing 30 mg mL−1 bovine serum albumin (BSA) solution
was added and slides incubated in a humidified chamber at room temperature for
1 h. This was done to minimise unspecific binding of the primary antibody. Slides
were washed by placing them three times for five minutes in fresh PBS.

Primary antibodies were prepared by dilution in antibody diluent, which con-
sisted of 10 mg mL−1 BSA in Tris buffer (50 mM, pH 7.6) containing 150 mM
NaCl and 0.05% (v/v) Tween 20. 70 lL of 1% (v/v) goat anti-type II collagen
(Cambridge Biosciences, UK) or 5% (v/v) goat IgG isotype (Santa Cruz, USA) was
added to each section and incubated in a humidified chamber at 4 °C overnight.
Excess primary antibody solution was removed by a 15 min immersion in Tris
buffer (50 mM, pH 7.6) containing 1 M NaCl, followed by two 15 min washes in
Tris buffer. The secondary antibody, biotinylated Anti-Goat IgG (VECTASTAIN
Elite ABC Kit, Goat IgG, Vector Laboratories, UK), was prepared as 0.5% solution
in antibody diluent. 70 lL of the secondary antibody solution was added to each
section and slides were incubated in a humidified chamber at room temperature for
1 h. Excess secondary antibody solution was removed by a 15 min immersion in
Tris buffer (50 mM, pH 7.6) containing 1 M NaCl, followed by two 15 min washes
in Tris buffer. 200 lL of ABC reagent containing the avidin and biotinylated
horseradish peroxidase macromolecular complex (VECTASTAIN Elite ABC Kit)
was added to the sections for 30 min. Excess reagent solution was removed by
washing three times for 10 min in Tris buffer. 200 lL of diaminobenzidine
tetrahydrochloride substrate (ImmPACT DAB Substrate Kit, Vector Laboratories,
UK) was added to the sections for exactly ten minutes, and the excess substrate
removed by rinsing the slides in dH2O. Sections were de-hydrated by serial
immersion into 70 and 100% ethanol for 2 min, and finally into xylene for 2 min to
remove traces of the PAP pen. Slides were left to dry and then mounted on glass
cover slips using DPX mounting medium.
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2.9 Immunohistochemical Methods

2.9.1 Cartilage Digestion

Theory
Release and separation of extracellular matrix proteins, such as collagen and pro-
teoglycans, from the PGA scaffold was achieved through digestion of engineered
cartilage constructs using trypsin. Trypsin is a serine protease that cleaves
C-terminal amide bonds of arginine and lysine residues [46]. An array of inhibitors
was added during the digestion process to prevent proteolysis of the collagen type II
epitope by other enzymes. Chymotrypsin activity was inhibited with tosyl pheny-
lalanyl chloromethyl ketone (TPCK), [47] cysteine peptidases were inhibited using
iodoacetamide, [48] aspartyl proteases were inhibited with pepstatin A, [49] and
metalloproteinases were inhibited with EDTA [50]. After digestion, trypsin can be
inactivated by heat-induced denaturation.

Prior to digestion, any residual liquid needs to be removed from the constructs to
determine their dry weight. To this end, lyophilisation (or freeze-drying) was
employed. This is a method for dehydrating aqueous samples without applying
heat. Instead, samples are frozen in a low pressure chamber, which causes the
sublimation of solvent molecules.

Method
Cartilage constructs were placed in 2 mL tubes (Eppendorf, UK) and lyophilised at
−50 °C and low pressure (< 0.05 mBar) overnight using a ModulyoD freeze-drier
(Fisher Scientific, UK). The dry constructs were weighed to find the dry mass of the
whole cartilage construct. Dried constructs were digested in 50–350 lL of a
2 mg mL−1 digestion solution containing TPCK-treated trypsin supplemented with
200 mM iodoacetamide, 200 mM EDTA and 2 mg mL−1 pepstatin A at 37 °C in a
Vortemp 56 shaking incubator (Labnet, USA) overnight. A further 50–350 lL of
the digestion solution was added and then tubes were incubated for 2 h at 65 °C in
a shaking incubator and vortex-mixed at 10 min intervals during the first hour.
Samples were boiled for 15 min at 100 °C to inactivate trypsin and then centrifuged
for two minutes at 12300 � g. The supernatant containing the digested cartilage
matrix components was removed and the undigested scaffold freeze-dried and
weighed again to find the mass of the scaffold. The dry weight of the extracellular
matrix was calculated by subtracting the dry weight of the undigested scaffold from
the dry weight of the whole cartilage construct.

2.9.2 Collagen Type II Assay

Theory
Collagen type II is an integral part of the extracellular matrix component in cartilage
[51]. Collagen type II was quantified by performing an inhibition enzyme-linked
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immunosorbent assay (ELISA). This assay was developed by Hollander et al, [52]
who used the peptide CB11B (GKVGPSGA[Hyp]GEDGR[Hyp]GP[Hyp]GP) as a
marker of denatured type II collagen. In the assay, a mouse antibody against type II
collagen is incubated in excess with a range of CB11B standards and digested
cartilage solutions. A set volume of each solution is transferred to a new plate with
CB11B-coated wells. Any primary antibody not bound to collagen or peptide is
available to bind the coated wells. Therefore, the more type II collagen present in
the initial solution, the fewer antibody molecules bind to the wells of the second
plate. A secondary antibody conjugated to alkaline phosphatase (ALP) is used to
bind to the primary antibody. Alkaline phosphatase catalyses the conversion of
colourless p-nitrophenyl phosphate substrate into a yellow p-nitrophenol product.
This colour change can be quantified through absorbance measurements using a
spectrophotometer. The absorbance signal from a series of peptide standards can be
used to build a standard curve to estimate the quantity of type II collagen present in
the digested cartilage matrix (Fig. 2.19).

Method
Collagen type II coated plates were prepared by coating the inner wells of a Costar
Immulon-2 high binding 384 well plate (Appleton Woods) with 40 lL of
heat-denatured type II collagen solution (Bioiberica, Spain). Plates were wrapped in
cling film and left to incubate at 4 °C for three days. Plates were washed three times
in PBS containing 0.1% (v/v) Tween 20 and left to dry. 50 lL of a 10 mg mL−1

BSA blocking solution was added to each well and incubated for 30 min at room

Fig. 2.19 Principle of the inhibition ELISA to quantify collagen type II. An excess of primary
antibody is added to bind to antigens in the sample. The supernatant containing unbound primary
antibody is transferred to a plate coated with collagen type II and binds to the antigens. An alkaline
phosphatase (ALP)-conjugated secondary antibody binds to the immobilised primary antibody and
catalyses the hydrolysis of colourless p-nitrophenyl phosphate (1) to yellow p-nitrophenol (2)
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temperature. Plates were washed in PBS containing 0.1% (v/v) Tween, dried at 37 °
C for 20 min and stored wrapped in cling film at 4 °C until use.

80 lL of a 10 mg mL−1 BSA blocking solution was added to the inner wells of a
fresh Costar 384 well plate and incubated for 30 min at room temperature. Plates
were washed in PBS containing 0.1% (v/v) Tween and left to air dry. Samples
along with calibration standards of collagen II (Collagen Type II fragment, CB11B,
Pepceuticals, UK; concentrations ranging from 0.5–6 lg mL−1) were plated out in
triplicate and incubated with a 0.17% (v/v) mouse-derived collagen type II antibody
(COL2–3/4) at 37 °C overnight. After that, samples were transferred into the pre-
pared collagen type II-coated plates for exactly 30 min at room temperature. The
plates were then washed three times, and 10 lL of a 0.1% (v/v) solution of an
ALP-conjugated goat anti-mouse secondary antibody (Cambridge Biosciences,
UK) prepared in a 10 mg mL−1 BSA blocking solution was added to each well. The
plates were sealed and incubated for 2 h at 37 °C. A disodium p-nitrophenyl
phosphate tablet was dissolved in 10 mL of diethanolamine buffer, yielding a
solution of approximately 0.5 mg mL−1. After incubation with the secondary
antibody, the plates were washed, 10 lL of the p-nitrophenyl solution was added to
all wells and the plates left to incubate for 20 min at 37 °C. Then absorbance was
measured at 405 nm using UV/Visible spectroscopy. The amount of collagen II was
calculated from the mean absorbance of the CB11B peptide standards and
expressed as a percentage of the extracellular matrix dry weight. The percentage of
collagen II in cat-MF treated and untreated cartilage constructs was compared using
the Mann-Whitney U-test in IBM SPSS Statistics version 21. A non-parametric test
was chosen because of the small sample size, which made it difficult to confirm
normality for the data sets. The Mann-Whitney U-test was employed because it is a
useful test to compare differences between two treatment groups.

2.9.3 Glycosaminoglycan Assay

Theory
Glycosaminoglycans (GAG) are long unbranched polysaccharides containing
repeating disaccharide units, and chondroitin sulphate is an abundant GAG in
cartilage [53]. Chondroitin sulphate is an anionic molecule that forms an electro-
statically bonded complex with the cationic dye 1,9-dimethylene blue (DMMB)
[54]. Therefore, GAG content in engineered cartilage constructs can be determined
using a DMMB-based assay. The binding of chondroitin sulphate causes a shift in
the absorption maximum of DMMB, from 649 nm for the free molecule to 525 nm
for the complex [55].

Method
20 lL of the digested cartilage construct matrix was added to a 96 well plate,
alongside a series of chondroitin sulphate standards (5–50 lg mL−1). 250 lL of a
160 lg mL−1 dimethylmethylene blue solution was added to all wells and the
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absorbance measured immediately at 530 nm using UV/Visible spectroscopy. The
mean absorbance of the chondroitin sulphate standards were used to plot a standard
curve and estimate the GAG concentration in the digested cartilage constructs,
which was expressed as a percentage of the construct’s dry weight. The percentage
of GAG in cat-MF treated and untreated cartilage constructs was compared using
the Mann-Whitney U-test in IBM SPSS Statistics version 21 (see Sect. 2.9.2 for
rationale behind statistical test).

2.10 Mesenchymal Stem Cell Culture

2.10.1 Culture Conditions

Human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSC) were harvested from the proximal femur
bone marrow of osteoarthritic patients undergoing total hip replacement surgery, in
full accordance with Bristol Southmead Hospital Research Ethics Committee
guidelines (reference #078/01) and after patient consent was obtained. All cell
culture was performed in Hera Safe class II laminar flow cabinets (Kendro,
Germany) and incubated in humidified Hera Cell 150 incubators (Kendro,
Germany) at 37 °C and 5% carbon dioxide atmosphere. The cells were cultured as
monolayers using 175 cm2 flasks (Appleton Woods, UK) and 20 mL of culture
medium, which was replenished every 3–4 days (Fig. 2.20). Culture medium
consisted of Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM), containing 1000 mg
L−1 glucose, 10% (v/v) foetal bovine serum (FBS), 1% (v/v)
penicillin/streptomycin solution, 1% (v/v) glutamax solution (Life Technologies)
and 5 ng mL−1 freshly supplemented human fibroblast growth factor (PeproTech).

Fig. 2.20 Light microscopic
image of human
mesenchymal stem cells in
culture (passage 6).
Magnification 10�. Scale bar
100 lm
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The hMSCs were inspected before each media change using bright field micro-
scopy, and harvested and re-seeded (passaged) once they reached confluency.
hMSCs were used for experiments up to passage 6.

2.10.2 Harvesting, Counting and Passaging hMSCs

Cells were harvested either for passage, cryopreservation or in preparation for an
experiment. Culture medium was aspirated and cells washed with 20 mL PBS.
5 mL of trypsin/EDTA solution was added to the flask and incubated at 37 °C for
five minutes. Cell detachment was confirmed using bright field microscopy, before
addition of 10 mL of culture medium. The cell suspension was removed into 15 mL
centrifuge tubes (Appleton Woods, UK) and centrifuged for five minutes at
524 � g. The supernatant was removed and the cell pellet re-suspended in culture
medium. A 10 lL sample of the cell suspension was placed in an AC1000
improved Neubauer haemocytometer (Hawksley, UK). For passage, hMSCs were
re-seeded at a low cell density in 175 cm2 flasks in 20 mL culture medium.

2.10.3 Freezing and Thawing hMSCs

Cells were harvested, counted, and samples containing 106 hMSCs were cen-
trifuged and the supernatant removed. The cell pellet was re-suspended in 1 mL of
freezing medium, which consisted of two parts 10% (v/v) dimethyl sulfoxide in
FBS, and one part of culture medium. The cell suspension was transferred into
1.5 mL cryovials (Fisher Scientific, UK) and placed in a Mr. Frosty freezing
container (Fisher Scientific, UK) overnight at −80 °C. After that they were trans-
ferred to a Biorack 6000 refrigerator (Statebourne Cryogenics, UK), where they
were stored in the vapour phase of liquid nitrogen (approximately −190 °C).

Cryopreserved hMSCs were thawed in a 37 °C water bath, transferred imme-
diately into a 175 cm2 flask containing 20 mL of culture medium and cultured as
described in Sect. 2.10.1.

2.11 Stem Cell Labelling with cat-MF

This section describes the procedures carried out to investigate magnetic labelling
of hMSCs with cat-MF. To assess labelling rapidity and efficiency, MACS was
used. First, the characterisation of the MACS magnet is summarised, followed by
the description of the MACS experiments. Then, the procedures to image hMSCs
labelled with cat-MF using MRI, TEM and light microscopy are reported. Finally,
an experiment to elucidate the labelling mechanism is described.
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2.11.1 Characterisation of the MACS Magnet and Column

The magnetic field of a miniMACS separator magnet (Miltenyi Biotec) (Fig. 2.21a)
was measured with a Gaussmeter and a transverse Hall Effect probe (Hall Effect
Gaussmeter, Model 5170 F.W. Bell, Sypris Test & Measurement). The probe
measured magnetic flux density B perpendicular to a sensing area of 0.38 mm in
diameter, located 0.85 mm from the end of the rectangular probe rod (Fig. 2.21b).

The probe was placed in the MACS column cavity and B was recorded every
millimetre along the entire length of the magnet from magnetic North to South
(Fig. 2.22a). The magnetic field gradient was calculated from the linear portion of a
plot of B as a function of position inside the cavity and found to be 57 mT/mm over
the first and last 10 mm. In the middle of the cavity the field remained constant at
approximately 500 mT over 10 mm (Fig. 2.22b).

Fig. 2.21 a Photograph of the MACS magnet. Scale bar 1 cm. b Transverse Hall probe
measuring magnetic flux density B perpendicular to a sensing area (dashed outline)

Fig. 2.22 Characterisation of the MACS magnet. a Schematic of the magnet, arrows indicate the
direction of measurement. N and S: magnetic North and South, respectively. b Measurements of
the magnetic field strength from magnetic North (position: 0 mm) to South. The dashed line
indicates the linear fit used to determine the magnetic field gradient
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The ferromagnetic matrix of the MACS columns used with this magnet was
20 mm long and extended between approximately 5 - 25 mm along the area
measured in Fig. 2.22b. The diameter of the column was 4 mm and it fitted tightly
into the width of the MACS column cavity. According to the manufacturer, the
column matrix is composed of ferromagnetic beads with a diameter of 250 to
500 lm, coated in a polymeric material to protect cells from damage, and the space
between the spheres is 100–200 lm. The flow rate in the column was measured to
be approximately 0.5 mL min−1.

2.11.2 Magnetic Stem Cell Labelling: Time
and Concentration Dependence

To assess the rapidity of magnetic labelling with cat-MF, 150000 hMSCs from
three different patients were seeded in culture medium into 25 cm2 tissue culture
flasks and left to adhere over night. Cells were washed with PBS and exposed to
1 mL of 0.5 lM cat-MF in PBS for 1 min to 6 h. After labelling, cells were washed
with PBS and harvested from the flasks using trypsin/EDTA. Cell pellets were
re-suspended in 0.5 mL magnetic separation buffer (0.5% (w/v) FBS and 2 mM
EDTA in PBS) and magnetic-activated cell separation (MACS) was performed
using MACS MS columns (Miltenyi BIOTEC) with a capacity to immobilise up to
107 magnetically labelled cells. First 0.5 mL of the sample in MACS buffer was
loaded into the reservoir of the column. Once the reservoir was empty, 0.5 mL of
MACS buffer was added three times (total volume 1.5 mL) to elute cells that were
not magnetised sufficiently to be retained in the column. After that, the column was
detached from the magnet, 1 mL of MACS buffer was added and pushed thought
the column using a plunger. This eluted the magnetised cells from the column
matrix. Cell numbers in the magnetic and non-magnetic cell fractions were deter-
mined using an Improved Neubauer haemocytometer (see Sect. 2.10.2). To assess
magnetisation efficiency, the fraction of magnetised cells, M(%), was determined as
follows:

Mð%Þ ¼ 100 � n ðMÞ
n ðMþNMÞ ð2:12Þ

where n(M) is the number of cells in the magnetic fraction and n(M + NM) is the
sum of the number of cells in the magnetic and non-magnetic fractions. Cells in the
magnetic fractions were digested with 50% (v/v) nitric acid before iron content was
determined using ICP-OES. The quantity of iron measured was normalised to the
number of cells in the analysed fraction. The saturation value for cellular iron,
Femax, and the time constant for iron uptake, k, were determined by fitting an
exponential function to the experimental data over the 6 h time course:
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Fe ðtÞ ¼ Femax 1� exp � t
k

	 
h i
ð2:13Þ

where Fe(t) is the cellular iron content at a particular time point and t is the
incubation time in hours.

To assess the effect of cat-MF concentration on labelling efficiency, 150000
hMSCs from three different patients were seeded in culture medium into 25 cm2

tissue culture flasks and left to adhere over night. Cells were washed with PBS and
exposed to 1 mL of cat-MF concentrations ranging from 0.01 to 2 lM in PBS for
30 min. After labelling, cells were washed with PBS and harvested from the flasks.
MACS and ICP-OES were performed as described above.

Finally, to confirm the effect of cationisation on labelling efficiency, 150000
hMSCs from three different patients were seeded in culture medium into 25 cm2

tissue culture flasks and left to adhere over night. Cells were washed with PBS and
exposed to 1 mL of MF concentrations ranging from 0.5 to 3 lM in PBS for
30 min. After labelling, cells were washed with PBS and harvested from the flasks.
MACS and ICP-OES were performed as described above.

To calculate the minimum number of cat-MF particles needed to magnetise
hMSCs sufficiently for retention in the MACS column, the magnitude of the
magnetic force, Fm, acting on the magnetically labelled cells needs to compensate
the drag force, Fd, experienced during the flow through the column. The magnetic
force on a labelled cell can be approximated as:

Fm ¼ N � l � rB ð2:14Þ

where N is number of magnetic particles on the cell, l is the magnetic moment of an
individual magnetic nanoparticle (which can be determined from the Langevin
function, see Eq. 2.5), and rB is the magnetic field gradient. The drag force can be
described by:

Fd ¼ 6 � p � g � rcell � v ð2:15Þ

where η is the viscosity of the medium in which the cells are suspended (pre-
dominantly water), rcell is the radius of the cell and v is the velocity of the cell as it’s
passing through the column.

2.11.3 MRI Imaging of Labelled hMSCs

800000 hMSCs were seeded in culture medium in 75 cm2 tissue culture flasks and
left to adhere over night. The cells were labelled with 3 mL of 0.5 lM of MF or
cat-MF for 30 min. The MF or cat-MF supernatant was removed and cells were
washed with PBS, harvested with trypsin/EDTA and counted. 750000 labelled cells
were suspended in 200 lL of PBS and transferred into tubes of a PCR plate
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embedded in a 1.5% (w/v) carrageenan gel and left to settle by gravity for 4 h prior
to MRI imaging. T1 and T2 were determined as described in Sect. 2.4.7.
Additionally, a gradient echo sequence was used with TR = 100 ms, TE = 10 ms,
and a flip angle of 30° to image the labelled cells.

2.11.4 TEM Imaging of Labelled hMSCs

50000 hMSCs were seeded in culture medium into a 6 well plate and left to adhere
over night. The cells were washed with PBS and exposed to 1 mL of 0.5 lM
cat-MF for 30 min. The cat-MF supernatant was removed and the cells were
washed with PBS. The cells were either immediately fixed and stained for TEM
imaging or cultured for one week before fixing and staining (see Sect. 2.4.1).

2.11.5 Prussian Blue Staining of Labelled hMSCs

1000000 hMSCs were seeded in culture medium into 75 cm2 tissue culture flasks
and left to adhere overnight. The cells were exposed to 3 mL of 0.5 lM of cat-MF
for 30 min. The cat-MF supernatant was removed, cells were washed with PBS and
left in culture medium for 24 h. After that, hMSCs were harvested with
trypsin/EDTA and counted. 300000 cells were suspended in 30 lL of culture
medium and loaded onto fibronectin-coated PGA tissue engineering scaffolds of
5 mm diameter and 2 mm thickness (Biomedical Structures, USA) and placed in
agarose coated wells of a 24 well plate. Cells were left to attach to the scaffold over
night, and then cultured for 6 h in culture medium. After that, the medium was
removed and scaffolds fixed in 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde over night at room
temperature, dehydrated in 70% ethanol for 2 h and then submitted to the histology
service of the School of Cellular and Molecular Medicine at the University of
Bristol. Histological sections of 10 lm thickness were stained with Prussian Blue
and Nuclear Fast Red (see Sect. 2.8.4) and observed using an inverted light
microscope at 40 � magnification (Leica DM IRB).

2.11.6 Long Term Retention of Magnetisation

To investigate the long term retention of magnetisation following labelling with
cat-MF, 150000 cells were seeded in culture medium into 75 cm2 tissue culture
flasks and left to adhere over night. The cells were washed with PBS and exposed to
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3 mL of 0.5 lM cat-MF for 30 min. The cat-MF supernatant was removed, the
cells washed with PBS and then cultured for up to five weeks. Magnetisation and
iron content of the cells were analysed at weekly intervals using MACS and
ICP-OES.

To assess the long term retention of cat-MF for MR imaging, 800000 cells were
seeded into 75 cm2 flasks, left to adhere over night, and then labelled with 3 mL of
0.5 lM of cat-MF for 30 min. The cat-MF supernatant was removed, the cells were
washed with PBS, and cultured in DMEM for either four days or one week before
being harvested. 750000 labelled hMSCs were suspended in 200 lL of PBS and
transferred into tubes of a PCR plate embedded in a 1.5% (w/v) carrageenan gel and
left to settle by gravity for 4 h prior to MRI imaging using a gradient echo sequence
with TR = 100 ms, TE = 10 ms, and a flip angle of 30°. T1 and T2 were also
determined as described in Sect. 2.4.7.

2.11.7 Elucidating the Labelling Mechanism

To evaluate the contribution of active internalisation processes on cellular iron
content 150000 hMSCs were seeded in culture medium into 25 cm2 tissue culture
flasks and left to adhere over night. hMSCs were exposed to 1 mL of 0.5 lM
cat-MF for 5 or 30 min at 37 °C or 4 °C. Prior to incubation with cat-MF at 4 °C,
cells were pre-cooled at 4 °C for 30 min in DMEM supplemented with 20 mM
HEPES buffer. After each incubation period, the cat-MF supernatant was removed
and the cells were washed, harvested and analysed using ICP-OES.

To test the hypothesis that anionic proteoglycans in the glycocalyx facilitate
cat-MF uptake 150000 cells were cultured for four days in 25 cm2 tissue culture
flasks using DMEM supplemented with 80 mM sodium chlorate (NaClO3), because
NaClO3 inhibits the synthesis of anionic functional groups on proteoglycans [56].
hMSCs were labelled with 1 mL of 0.5 lM cat-MF for 5 or 30 min at 37 °C before
the cat-MF supernatant was removed and the cells were washed, harvested and
analysed using ICP-OES.

Statistical analysis was undertaken for each time point separately (5 and
30 min). The cellular iron content values in hMSCs labelled under different con-
ditions were compared using the Kruskall-Wallis test in IBM SPSS Statistics ver-
sion 21. A non-parametric test was chosen because of the small sample size (n = 3),
which made it difficult to confirm normality for the data sets. The Kruskal-Wallis
test was used because more than two groups were compared. The statistics program
also conducted pair-wise analysis as part of the procedure, which identified dif-
ferences between groups.
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2.12 Assessing Cell Viability After cat-MF Labelling

Theory
A common method to probe cell viability is the assessment of cellular metabolic
activity. Cell metabolism results in the production of adenosine tri phosphate
(ATP), which is the “energy currency” that is required for many processes in the
living cell. A so-called electron transport chain is used to synthesis ATP, and thus,
assessing the function of this vital process gives an indication of cell viability.
Many commercially available biochemical assays probe metabolic activity by
incubating cells with a dye that enters the cell and can be reduced by electrons from
the electron transport chain. The formation of the reduced product can be quantified
spectrophotometrically by measuring absorbance or fluorescence at a characteristic
wavelength, and absorbance or fluorescence intensity are directly proportional to
the number of metabolically active cells.

Among the most widely used dyes are tetrazolium salts, such as 3-(4,5-
dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-sulfophenyl)-
2H-tetrazolium (MTS) or 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium
bromide (MTT). The dye is formulated into an assay solution that can be dis-
solved in culture medium. When the assay solution is added to the cells, the dye can
access the intracellular space where it is reduced to formazan. This process is
thought to be mediated by enzymes of the electron transport chain that generate
reducing agents, such as nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide hydride (NADH).
NADH can transfer its electrons to an electron transfer reagent (ETR), which is
usually incorporated in the assay solution. Thus, the ETR is reduced and subse-
quently interacts with the tetrazolium compound, reducing it to a deeply coloured
formazan product (Fig. 2.23a) [57]. Formazan has an absorbance maximum at
490 nm and can therefore be quantified by measuring absorbance at this wave-
length. The measured absorbance values can then be compared between cells
treated with a test compound and untreated cells to assess the impact of the test
compound on cell viability.

Similarly, resazurin is a molecule that can be taken up by many cell types, and is
used in the so-called Alamar Blue assay. If the cells are in a proliferative state, the
reductive intracellular environment will lead to the reduction of resazurin to
fluorescent resorufin using NADH (Fig. 2.23b) [58]. Fluorescence intensity can be
measured upon excitation of the fluorescent compound at 570 nm and measuring
emission at 590 nm. Again, the measured fluorescence intensity values can be
compared between cells treated with a test compound and untreated cells to assess
the impact of the test compound on cell proliferation. Both the MTS and the Alamar
Blue assay measure similar endpoints, but the advantage of the Alamar Blue assay
is that cells can be incubated with resazurin over prolonged periods of time, during
which the formation of the resorufin product can be measured repeatedly.
Therefore, it can be investigated whether adverse effects are transient or persistent.
Both assays are sensitive to cell number and incubation time with the dye, therefore,
both parameters were optimised for the hMSCs used here.
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2.12.1 Optimisation of the MTS and Alamar Blue Assay

Formation of the coloured products that are measured in the MTS and Alamar Blue
assay is highly dependent on the number of cells present in the sample. Therefore,
an appropriate number of cells needs to be chosen to ensure the validity of these
assays. The ideal cell number can be determined by performing the assays on a
variety of cell numbers and determining which cell numbers produce a signal that
lies within the linear range of the assay.

A range of hMSC numbers between 1000 and 10000 was seeded in triplicate
into 96 well plates and left to adhere over night. Culture medium was removed,
cells washed with PBS and either incubated for 1 h at 37 °C with 100 lL of
phenol-free culture medium containing 20% (v/v) of MTS solution (CellTiter 96,
Promega), or for 4, 24 and 48 h at 37 °C with 100 lL of culture medium containing
10% (v/v) Alamar Blue solution (Serotec). Formation of reduced dye products was
assessed by either measuring absorbance at 490 nm (MTS assay) or fluorescence
intensity at excitation 570 nm and emission 590 nm (Alamar Blue assay) using a
spectrophotometer.

For the MTS assay, a linear response was observed when the MTS reagent was
incubated for 1 h with 1000 to 10000 hMSCs (r2 = 0.98; Fig. 2.24a). Similarly, the
fluorescence intensity of Alamar Blue increased linearly with cell number after 4
and 24 h incubation (r2 = 0.98 and 0.99, respectively). After 48 h, the fluorescence

Fig. 2.23 Chemistry of viability assays. a The reduction of MTS to formazan through electron
transfer reactions inside viable cells. An electron transfer reagent (ETR) is often added to the assay
formulation, which acts as an intermediate electron acceptor and results in the formation of a
soluble formazan compound. b Similarly, reduction of resazurin to fluorescent resorufin happens
in the reductive environment of viable cells, mediated by nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
hydride (NADH)
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intensity value recorded for 10000 cells was the same as the value recorded after
24 h (Fig. 2.24b). Therefore, it was concluded that a cell number below 10000 had
to be chosen to obtain reliable results over a 48 h test period.

2.12.2 MTS and Alamar Blue Assay After Exposure to MF
and cat-MF

For the MTS assay, 5000 cells from three different patients were seeded in culture
medium in quadruplicate into wells of a 96 well plate, left to adhere over night, and
exposed for 30 min to 125 lL of MF or cat-MF at concentrations ranging from 0.01
to 3 lM, or PBS only (untreated control). The supernatant was removed, cells
washed with PBS and 100 lL culture medium was added to each well. After 24 h,
culture medium was removed, cells washed with PBS and incubated for 1 h at 37 °
C with phenol-free culture medium containing 20% (v/v) of MTS solution.
Formation of the reduced formazan product was measured at 490 nm using a
spectrophotometer, and cell viability values of MF or cat-MF exposed cells
(MFA490) were normalised with respect to the untreated control (UTCA490):

%viability ¼ MFA490

UTCA490
� 100 ð2:16Þ

For the Alamar Blue assay, 2000 cells from three different patients were seeded
in culture medium in quadruplicate into wells of a 96 well plate, left to adhere over
night and exposed for 30 min to 125 lL of MF or cat-MF at concentrations ranging
from 0.01 to 3 lM, or PBS only (untreated control). The supernatant was removed,
cells washed with PBS and 100 lL of culture medium containing 10% (v/v) Alamar
Blue solution was added to each well. After 4, 24 and 48 h, fluorescence intensity

Fig. 2.24 Optimisation of cell viability assays. a Absorbance in the cell culture supernatants of
1000 to 10000 hMSCs exposed to MTS reagent for 1 h at 37 °C. b Fluorescence intensity
(excitation 570 nm, emission 590 nm) in wells containing 1000 to 10000 hMSCs incubated with
Alamar Blue reagent for 4, 24 and 48 h at 37 °C
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was measured at excitation 570 nm and emission 590 nm using a spectropho-
tometer. Cell viability values were normalised with respect to the untreated control
as described in Eq. 2.16.

For statistical analysis of results obtained from the MTS and Alamar Blue
assays, data were presented as mean ± standard deviation of three biological
repeats (total n = 12). Statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics
version 21. The means of groups treated with MF, cat-MF, and PBS (untreated
control) were compared using Two-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), in which
effects of dose as well as surface functionalisation (unfunctionalised vs. cationised)
were investigated, followed by a one-sided Dunnett t post hoc test where appro-
priate. Two-Way-ANOVA was chosen because the data was found to be normally
distributed and the variances were equal. ANOVA is a powerful test to analyse
differences between more than two treatment groups, and Two-Way ANOVA can
be used when the effect of two independent variables is to be explored (in this case
dose and surface functionalisation).

2.13 Assessing Cytotoxicity After cat-MF Labelling

Theory
The outer cell membrane is a vital structure because it maintains a particular
intracellular environment, and shields it from uncontrolled entrance of external
fluids, molecules and organisms. Disruption of the cell membrane impacts on
normal cell functions and often leads to cell death. Therefore, assessing membrane
integrity after nanoparticle exposure gives an indication of potential cytotoxic
effects that are mediated through disruption of the cell membrane. One way of
probing if the cell membrane is still intact, is the detection of lactate dehydrogenase
(LDH) in the cell culture medium. LDH is normally confined to the intracellular
space and is released into the surrounding medium if the cell membrane is dis-
rupted. Extracellular LDH can be detected in the medium using a colourimetric
assay through a coupled enzymatic reaction in which LDH catalyses the conversion
of lactate to pyruvate via NAD+ reduction to NADH. The enzyme diaphorase is
also added, which uses NADH to reduce the tetrazolium salt 2-(4-iodophenyl)-3-
(4-nitrophenyl)-5-phenyl-2H-tetrazolium (INT) to a red formazan product that can
be measured spectrophotometrically at 490 nm (Fig. 2.25) [59]. The amount of
formazan is directly proportional to the amount of LDH released into the medium,
and thus indicative of cytotoxicity.

The assay is sensitive to the number of cells, as well as to the presence of serum
in the culture medium, which can give false positives. The manufacturer recom-
mends the use of no more that 5% (v/v/) foetal bovine serum (FBS) in the culture
medium.
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2.13.1 Optimisation of the LDH Assay

Formation of the coloured product that is measured in the LDH assay is highly
dependent on the number of cells present in the sample. Therefore, an appropriate
number of cells needs to be chosen to ensure the validity of the assay. The ideal cell
number can be determined by performing the assays on a variety of cell numbers
and determining which cell numbers produce a signal that lies within the linear
range of the assay. Because the signal is generated from intracellular LDH leaked
into the culture medium, cells membranes were disrupted using a surfactant-based
solution (lysis buffer) to achieve maximum LDH release.

1000 to 10000 hMSCs were seeded into wells of a 96 well plate in triplicate, and
incubated over night in 100 lL culture medium containing 5% of FBS, and culture
medium containing 5% of FBS and 10% (v/v) of a lysis buffer supplied by the
manufacturer (LDH Cytotoxicity Assay Kit, Pierce). 50 lL samples of the medium
supernatant were transferred to a separate 96 well plate, where they were mixed
with an equal volume of “reaction mixture” supplied by the manufacturer (although
the exact composition of this mixture is not disclosed by the supplier, it likely
contains all the substrates needed for LDH detection, namely lactate, NAD, INT
and diaphorase). After a 30 min incubation period at room temperature, 50 lL of a
“stop solution” was added. Formation of the red formazan product was assessed by
measuring absorbance at 490 nm using a spectrophotometer (SpectraMax M5e,
Molecular Devices).

Incubation of the LDH reagent with cell culture medium from lysed hMSCs
showed a linear increase in the absorbance at 490 nm over the whole range of cell

Fig. 2.25 Chemistry underlying the LDH assay. Damaged cell membrane leads to the leakage of
LDH. Extracellular LDH is detected through a coupled enzymatic reaction in which LDH catalyses
the conversion of lactate to pyruvate via NAD+ reduction to NADH. Diaphorase uses NADH to
reduce a tetrazolium salt (INT) to a red formazan product
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numbers (r2 = 0.99, Fig. 2.26). Medium supernatants taken from untreated hMSCs
and incubated with the LDH reagent did not result in an increase in absorbance at
490 nm, indicating that LDH is only released upon disruption of the cell membrane.

2.13.2 LDH Assay After Exposure to MF and cat-MF

For the assessment of cytotoxicity after cat-MF exposure using the LDH assay,
5000 cells from three different patients were seeded in DMEM medium containing
5% FBS in quadruplicate into wells of a 96 well plate, left to adhere overnight and
exposed for 30 min to 125 lL of MF or cat-MF at concentrations ranging from 0.01
to 3 lM, PBS only (untreated control), or a Lysis Buffer provided by the manu-
facturer as a positive control. The supernatant was removed, cells washed with PBS
and cultured in DMEM with reduced serum content (5% FBS) for 24 h after
exposure to native MF or cat-MF, because higher serum concentrations are known
to interfere with the assay. The assay was performed using the cell culture super-
natants as described for the optimisation experiment above.

Percentage cytotoxicity was calculated as follows:

%cytotoxicity ¼ LDHMF � LDHsp

LDHmax � LDHsp
� 100 ð2:17Þ

where LDHMF was measured in cells exposed to MF/cat-MF, the spontaneous
LDH, LDHsp, was measured in the untreated cell control and maximum LDH,
LDHmax, was measured in cells treated with Lysis Buffer.

For statistical analysis, data were presented as mean ± standard deviation of
three biological repeats (total n = 12). Statistical analysis was performed using
IBM SPSS Statistics version 21. As for the MTS and Alamar Blue assay, the means
of groups treated with MF, cat-MF, and PBS (untreated control) were compared
using Two-Way ANOVA, in which effects of dose as well as surface functionali-
sation (unfunctionalised vs. cationised) were investigated (see Sect. 2.12.2 for
rationale behind statistical analysis).

Fig. 2.26 Absorbance in cell
culture supernatants of 2000
to 10000 untreated or lysed
hMSCs incubated for 30 min
with LDH reagent at room
temperature
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2.14 Long-Term Assessment of Cell Proliferation

Proliferation of hMSCs was assessed over a three week period using a cell counting
assay. 150000 cells from three different patients were seeded in culture medium into
75 cm2 tissue culture flasks and left to adhere overnight. hMSCs were exposed for
30 min to 3 mL of 0.5 lM cat-MF or PBS (untreated cell control). The supernatant
was removed, cells washed with PBS and cultured in DMEM for up to three weeks.
At weekly intervals, cells were harvested, counted, and population doublings, PD,
were calculated as follows:

PD ¼
log n

150;000

	 

log 2

ð2:18Þ

where n was the number of counted cells, and 150000 denotes the number of cells
initially seeded. Population doublings of the cat-MF treated cells were normalised to the
untreated cell control. The population doubling values of cat-MF labelled and untreated
hMSCs were compared at each interval using the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test in
IBMSPSS Statistics version 21. A non-parametric test was chosen because of the small
sample size (n = 3), which made it difficult to confirm normality for the data sets. The
Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test was used because two related samples were compared at
each interval (i.e. week one, two and three): the untreated cells derived from three
patients versus the cat-MF-treated cells derived from the same three patients.

2.15 Adipogenesis of hMSCs Exposed to cat-MF

Theory
Differentiation potential of hMSCs can be assessed by growing cells in a monolayer
culture, while supplementing the culture medium with adipogenic growth factors,
such as 1-methyl-3-isobutylxanthine, dexamethasone, insulin, and indomethacin
[60]. Adipogenesis can be confirmed visually by staining lipid-rich vacuoles within
the cells with a fat-soluble dye. Oil Red is a dye that functions as an oil-soluble
stain. It is prepared as a solution in isopropanol and partitions into lipid vacuoles
upon incubation with adipocytes, because of its increased solubility in fatty sub-
stances compared to isopropanol [61].

Method
74000 hMSCs from one patient were seeded in culture medium into the inner wells
of a 24 well plate and left to adhere overnight. The outer wells were filled with
antifungal water, containing 0.1 mg mL−1 penicillin and streptomycin, and
2.5 lg mL−1 amphotericin B in sterile dH2O. Cells were exposed to 0.75 mL of
1 lM of cat-MF or PBS (untreated control) for 30 min. The supernatant was
removed, cells washed in PBS and cultured in aMEM medium with 10% (v/v) FBS,
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1% (v/v) penicillin/streptomycin and 1% (v/v) glutamax solution, containing
10 ll mL−1 human adipogenic supplement (StemXVivo, R&D Systems) for three
weeks with media changes performed twice a week. After three weeks, adipocyte
formation was assessed using Oil Red staining of intracellular lipid vacuoles.
Medium was removed, cells were washed with PBS and fixed with 4% (w/v)
paraformaldehyde for 30 min at room temperature. The fixative was removed and
the cells washed first with PBS followed by 60% (v/v) isopropanol. Oil Red dye
was prepared by stirring 5 mg mL−1 of Oil Red in isopropanol overnight. The dye
was diluted to 3 mg mL−1 using dH2O and then passed through filter paper to
remove aggregates. Cells were incubated with 0.5 mL of Oil Red stain for 30 min
at room temperature. The stain was aspirated and cells washed with 60% (v/v)
isopropanol. Stained monolayers were observed using an inverted light microscope
at 10 X magnification (Leica DM IRB).

2.16 Osteogenesis of hMSCs Exposed to cat-MF

Theory
Analogous to adipogenic differentiation, the osteogenic differentiation potential of
hMSCs can be assessed by growing cells in a monolayer culture, while supple-
menting the culture medium with osteogenic growth factors, e.g. dexamethasone,
b-glycerol phosphate and ascorbate [60]. Osteogenesis can be confirmed visually by
staining calcium deposits. Undifferentiated hMSCs have no extracellular calcium
deposits, whereas differentiated osteoblasts produce vast extracellular calcium
deposits [60]. Alizarin Red is a dye that forms a complex with calcium ions,
resulting in a red product [62].

Method
37000 hMSCs from one patient were seeded in culture medium into the inner wells
of a 24 well plate and left to adhere overnight. The remaining outer wells were filled
with antifungal water. Cells were exposed to 0.75 mL of 1 lM of cat-MF or PBS
(untreated control) for 30 min. The supernatant was removed, cells washed in PBS
and cultured in aMEM medium with 10% (v/v) FBS, 1% (v/v)
penicillin/streptomycin and 1% (v/v) glutamax solution, containing 50 lg mL−1

human osteogenic supplement (StemXVivo, R&D Systems) for three weeks with
media changes performed twice a week.

Osteoblast formation was visualised using Alizarin Red staining of calcium
phosphate deposits. Cells were washed with PBS and fixed for 1 h at 4 °C using
0.5 mL ice-cold 70% (v/v) ethanol. Alizarin Red dye was prepared by stirring
13.75 mg mL−1 of Alizarin Red in dH2O overnight. The pH was adjusted to 4.1
using potassium hydroxide and the dye was passed through filter paper to remove
aggregates. The fixative was removed and the cells were incubated with 0.5 mL
alizarin red solution for five minutes at room temperature. The cells were then
washed five times with PBS.
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2.17 Chondrogenesis of hMSCs Exposed to cat-MF

Theory
Unlike adipogenesis and osteogenesis, chondrogenic differentiation capacity of
hMSCs is often investigated in a three dimensional culture, because chondrocytes
lose their typical characteristics in monolayer culture [63]. Here, hMSCs were
seeded onto fibronectin-coated PGA scaffolds and treated with chondrogenic
growth factors such as transforming growth factor–b3 (TGF-b3) [60]. PGA has
proven to be one of the most suitable scaffold materials for cartilage growth, [64]
and is mostly used in the form of an unwoven fiber mesh (Fig. 2.27).

Method
1000000 hMSCs were seeded in culture medium into 75 cm2 tissue culture flasks
and left to adhere overnight. The cells were exposed to 3 mL of 0.5 lM of cat-MF
or PBS for 30 min. The cat-MF or PBS supernatant was removed, cells were
washed with PBS and left in culture medium for 24 h. After that, hMSCs were
harvested with trypsin/EDTA and counted. 300000 cells were suspended in 30 lL
of culture medium and loaded onto fibronectin-coated PGA tissue engineering
scaffolds of 5 mm diameter and 2 mm thickness and placed in agarose coated wells
of a 24 well plate. Cells were left to attach to the scaffold over night, and then
cultured for one week in DMEM containing 4500 mg glucose/L, 1% (v/v)
penicillin/streptomycin, 1% (v/v) glutamax, 1% (v/v) sodium pyruvate, and 1%
(v/v) insulin-transferrin-sodium selenite, supplemented with 100 nM dexametha-
sone, 80 nM ascorbic acid and 10 ng/ml TGF-b3. Three media changes were
performed during this first week. After that, the medium was additionally supple-
mented with 10 ng/ml insulin and scaffolds were cultured for a further four weeks

Fig. 2.27 Scanning electron micrograph of a PGA scaffold cross section. Scale bar 1 mm. Image
re-printed with permission from Freed et al. [65]
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with media changes three times a week. After five weeks in total, half of the
scaffolds were stored at −80 °C until biochemical analysis, and the other half was
fixed in 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde over night at room temperature, dehydrated in
70% ethanol for 2 h and then submitted to the histology service of the School for
Cellular and Molecular Medicine at the University of Bristol. Histological sections
of 5 lm thickness were stained with H&E (see Sect. 2.8.2) and Safranin O (see
Sect. 2.8.3). They were also stained for iron deposits using Prussian Blue (see
Sect. 2.8.4), and for collagen type II using immunostaining (see Sect. 2.8.5).
Stained cartilage sections were observed using an inverted light microscope at
various magnifications (Leica DM IRB).

The engineered cartilage constructs were also digested for biochemical analysis
of type II collagen and glycosaminoglycans (GAG) (see Sects. 2.9.2 and 2.9.3)

2.18 Bacterial Culture

2.18.1 Liquid Culture

T7 Express BL21 carbenicillin-resistant Escherichia coli (E. coli) bacteria were
kindly provided by Dr. James Armstrong (School of Cellular and Molecular
Medicine, University of Bristol). 10 mL of sterilised Lysogeny Broth
(LB) medium, containing 10 g L−1 bacto-tryptone (BD Biosciences, USA), 5 g L−1

bacto-yeast extract (BD Biosciences, USA) and 10 g L−1 of sodium chloride in
dH2O, and supplemented with 10 lL of a 50 lg mL−1 carbenicillin solution
(Apollo Scientific, UK) was inoculated with a sterile pipette tip dipped into E. coli
glycerol stocks. This starter culture of bacteria was incubated over night in a rotary
shaker at 200 rotations per minute (rpm) and 37 °C and used the next day for
experiments. Fresh starter cultures were prepared from glycerol stocks prior to each
experiment.

Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) SH1000 (chloramphenicol resistant) were a
kind gift from Ramesh Wigneshweraraj and Andrew Edwards, Imperial College
London. Liquid cultures were prepared as described for E. coli, but using Nutrient
broth (1 g L glucose, 15 g L peptone, 6 g L sodium chloride and 3 g L yeast
extract), supplemented with 3.4 lg mL−1 chloramphenicol.

2.18.2 Glycerol Stocks

Glycerol stocks were prepared by centrifuging 1 mL of bacterial suspension at
12300 � g for five minutes. Half of the broth supernatant was replaced with
glycerol and the suspension was vortex mixed and kept at −80 °C.
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2.18.3 Quantification of Bacteria in Water Samples

Theory
In this work, two methods for the quantification of bacteria were explored: mea-
surement of the absorbance of bacterial suspensions using UV/Visible spec-
troscopy, and spreading samples onto nutrient rich agar plates followed by
quantification of the number of colony forming units (cfu) that have grown after
24 h incubation at 37° C.

The plate count method is an indirect measure of cell density and reveals
information on the number of live bacteria, whereas measuring the absorbance
yields information on the amount of all bacteria in the suspension, dead and alive.
For the plate count method a dilution series is prepared such that the bacteria plated
out are dilute enough to be counted accurately (between 20 and 200 colonies should
be present). It is then assumed that in a dilute bacterial suspension each viable cell is
separate from the others and will develop into a discrete colony, such that the
number of colonies reflects the number of bacteria that were present in the sample
[66]. The E. coli strain used in the present experiments is resistant against the
antibiotic carbenicillin, and by adding this antibiotic to the nutrient agar it was
ensured that only E. coli and no other bacteria could grow on the plate.

Increasing absorbance in a bacterial culture is an indicator for bacterial growth.
The amount of light scattered by a suspension of bacteria increases as the cell
population increases, such that the absorbance indirectly reflects the number of
bacteria present (see Sect. 2.2.2). This method is faster than the plate count method,
but its sensitivity must be evaluated using a range of bacteria concentrations.

Method
UV/visible spectroscopy of liquid bacterial cultures using absorbance measure-
ments at k = 600 nm is described in Sect. 2.2.2.

For the plate counting method, plates were prepared in proximity to the flame of
a Bunsen burner to maintain sterile conditions. Approximately 15 mL of molten
1.6% (w/v) LB agar, supplemented with 50 ng mL−1 carbenicillin, were poured
into sterile plastic petri dishes. The agar was set at 4 °C for at least 1 h. A range of
E. coli suspensions were prepared and their absorbance measured as described in
Sect. 2.2.2. These suspensions were further diluted in a series of 1 in 10, and
0.1 mL of the lowest three concentrations were plated out in triplicate using sterile,
L-shaped plastic spreaders (VWR, UK). The plates were incubated overnight at
37 °C and cfu counted on the plates that contained 20 to 200 colonies. Bacterial
concentration in cfu mL−1 was determined by taking the dilution factor into
consideration.

E. coli concentration could be related to a measurable absorbance values down to
approximately 107 cfu mL−1 (Fig. 2.28). Below this value absorbance readings
were not sensitive enough to accurately determine the number of E. coli present,
because of insufficient scattering from the dilute cell suspension. Therefore, the
plating method was chosen to quantify E. coli in the subsequent decontamination
experiments. However, absorbance measurements were used to adjust bacterial
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concentration in inoculated water samples prior to magnetic separation to approx-
imately 108 cfu mL−1, which corresponded to an absorbance value of around 0.3.
Assessing absorbance of a bacterial suspension was first introduced in 1907 [67]
and has since widely been used to achieve suspensions with a specific concentration
of bacteria [68].

2.19 Magnetic Labelling of E. coli

All magnetisation experiments were conducted in proximity to the flame of a
Bunsen burner to keep sterile conditions. The plate counting method (see
Sect. 2.18.3) was used throughout to determine bacterial concentration before and
after MACS.

2.19.1 Rapidity and Extent of E. coli Magnetisation

A 1 mL sample of liquid starter culture was centrifuged for 5 min at 14000�g, the
medium supernatant removed, and the pellet re-suspended in 1 mL of sterile dH2O.
This suspension was diluted with sterile dH2O to achieve a bacterial suspension
with an absorbance of approximately 0.3. 0.3 mL of this suspension was mixed
with an equal volume of sterile dH2O or 1 lM of cat-MF (sterile filtered) to yield a
final cat-MF concentration of 0.5 lM. The mixture was agitated briefly, and then
incubated at room temperature for 1, 5, 15 and 30 min. After each incubation
period, 0.5 mL of the bacterial suspension was loaded onto MACS columns and the
flow-through was collected.

To determine cfu mL−1 in the bacterial suspension before MACS, samples of
the initial bacterial suspension were diluted 1/105, 1/106 and 1/107. 0.1 mL samples
of these dilutions were plated out in triplicate and incubated at 37 °C overnight. To

Fig. 2.28 Absorbance
measured at 600 nm as a
function of E. coli present in
the water sample as
determined by the plate count
method. Below 107 cfu mL−1

absorbance readings are not
sensitive enough to accurately
determine cell number
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determine the number of cfu in the water after MACS, samples of the flow-through
were diluted 1/10 to 1/102, plated out in triplicate and incubated at 37 °C overnight.
After incubation, the number of colonies on the agar plates was counted and
cfu mL−1 determined by taking into account the respective dilution factors.

The percentage removal was calculated as follows:

removalð%Þ ¼ 100� cafter
cbefore

� 100
� �

ð2:19Þ

where cafter was the bacterial concentration in the flow-through after MACS, and
cbefore was the bacterial concentration in the initial bacterial suspension before
MACS.

2.19.2 Magnetisation of E. coli with Different cat-MF
Concentrations

A 1 mL sample of liquid starter culture was centrifuged for 5 min at 14000�g, the
medium supernatant removed, and the pellet re-suspended in 1 mL of sterile dH2O.
This suspension was diluted in sterile dH2O to achieve a bacterial suspension with
an absorbance of approximately 0.3. 0.3 mL of this suspension was mixed with an
equal volume of sterile water or various concentrations of cat-MF (sterile filtered) to
yield a final cat-MF concentration of 0.01 to 1 lM cat-MF. The mixture was
agitated briefly, and then incubated at room temperature for 15 min. After the
incubation period, 0.5 mL of the bacterial suspension was loaded onto MACS
columns, the flow-through was collected and cfu mL−1 and percentage removal
determined as described in Sect. 2.19.1.

2.19.3 Magnetic Capture of Various Concentrations
of E. coli

A 1 mL sample of liquid starter culture was centrifuged for 5 min at 14000 � g,
the medium supernatant removed, and the pellet re-suspended in 1 mL of sterile
dH2O. The suspension was diluted in sterile dH2O to achieve a bacterial suspension
with an absorbance of approximately 0.3. This suspension was further diluted in a
series of 1 in 10, down to a dilution of 1/106. 0.3 mL of each dilution was incubated
with an equal volume of 1 lM of cat-MF (sterile filtered) to yield a final cat-MF
concentration of 0.5 lM. The mixture was agitated briefly, and then incubated at
room temperature for 15 min. 0.5 mL of the bacterial suspension were loaded onto
MACS columns, the flow-through was collected and cfu mL−1 and percentage
removal determined as described in Sect. 2.19.1.
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2.19.4 Concentration of Low Amounts of E. coli

A 1 mL sample of liquid starter culture was centrifuged for 5 min at 14,000�g, the
medium supernatant removed, and the pellet re-suspended in 1 mL of sterile dH2O.
This suspension was diluted in sterile dH2O to achieve a bacterial suspension with
an absorbance of approximately 0.3. This suspension was further diluted in a series
of 1 in 10, down to a dilution of 1/107. 0.3 mL of this dilution was incubated with
an equal volume of 1 lM of cat-MF (sterile filtered) to yield a final cat-MF con-
centration of 0.5 lM. The mixture was agitated briefly, and then incubated at room
temperature for 15 min. 2 mL of the bacterial suspension were loaded onto MACS
columns, the flow-through was collected. The column was removed from the
magnet and any bacteria immobilised in the column were eluted with 0.4 mL of
sterile dH2O using a plunger. The initial solution, the flow through and the eluted
bacterial suspension were plated out without further dilution. cfu mL−1 and per-
centage removal were determined as described in Sect. 2.19.1.

2.20 Comparing Magnetic Capture of E. coli
and S. aureus

1 mL samples of liquid starter culture of E. coli and S. aureus were centrifuged for
5 min at 14000 � g, the medium supernatant removed, and the pellets
re-suspended in 1 mL of sterile dH2O. The suspensions were diluted in sterile dH2O
to achieve a bacterial suspension with an absorbance of approximately 0.3. 0.3 mL
of each suspension was mixed with an equal volume of sterile dH2O or 1 lM of
cat-MF (sterile filtered) to yield a final cat-MF concentration of 0.5 lM. The
mixtures were agitated briefly, and then incubated at room temperature for 15 min.
0.5 mL of each bacterial suspension were loaded onto MACS columns, the
flow-through collected and cfu mL−1 and percentage removal determined as
described in Sect. 2.19.1. Note that S. aureus were plated out on Nutrient agar
rather than LB agar.

2.21 Assessing E. coli Growth in the Presence of cat-MF

A 0.5 mL sample of liquid starter culture was diluted in LB broth medium con-
taining 50 ng mL−1 carbenicillin to achieve a bacterial suspension with an absor-
bance of approximately 0.1. 10 lL of this E. coli suspension was added to 180 lL
of carbenicillin supplemented LB broth containing 0.01 to 1 lM cat-MF. The
absorbance of the bacterial solution, as well as of the background solutions, was
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recorded every 10 min at over 4 h at 37 °C. The absorbance of the background
solutions were subtracted from the bacterial suspensions to account for any
absorbance effects due to the presence of cat-MF particles.
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Chapter 3
Characterising Magnetoferritin
and Cationised Magnetoferritin

In this chapter, the physico-chemical characteristics of MF and cat-MF are pre-
sented. Cationisation of MF has not yet been explored as a functionalisation route,
but cationisation of ferritin has first been described in the early 1970s [1]. The
results presented here have been obtained using a method developed from previ-
ously reported ferritin cationisation protocols [1, 2].

To determine particle size, TEM and DLS were employed. The composition of
the MF core was analysed using ICP-OES, and cationisation efficiency was anal-
ysed using zeta potentiometry and MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. Finally, the
magnetic properties of both MF and cat-MF were measured using SQUID mag-
netometry and MRI.

3.1 Nanoparticle Size and Composition

To confirm nanoparticle mineralisation inside the ApoF cavity and determine the
size of this core, TEM is a suitable technique because metal-based nanoparticles
appear as dark, electron-dense structures in the image. However, to visualise the
protein shell, staining is required. Here, 2% phosphotungstic acid was used as a
negative stain that surrounds the protein such that it appears as a bright structure on
a dark background, as has been shown in previous studies on MF mineralisation.
[3–6] Thus it was possible to confirm the presence of nanoparticles within the
protein cage (Fig. 3.1). Image analysis of unstained MF samples gave an average
core diameter of 5.3 ± 1.1 nm (Fig. 3.1a, d), which is slightly smaller compared to
previously reported diameters of cobalt-doped iron oxide MF cores (*7 nm) [3, 5].
Stained samples gave an average diameter of 12.6 ± 1.1 nm for the entire MF
nanoparticle (core and shell) (Fig. 3.1b, e), and 12.7 ± 1.2 nm for cat-MF
(Fig. 3.1c, f).
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Detailed analysis of the structure of the MF core have not been undertaken here,
but previous studies using selected-area electron diffraction images indicate the
presence of both the inverse spinel structure of magnetite (Fe3O4) or maghemite
(c-Fe2O3) and the spinel structure of Co3O4 in the MF core [3]. Furthermore,
Raman spectra revealed peaks attributed to CoFe2O4, Fe3O4 and small amounts of
c-Fe2O, indicating that the core consists of a cobalt ferrite (CoxFe3-xO4) with 15%
maghemite [5].

If TEM is used for size characterisation of nanoparticles which are to be used in
suspension, it is also important to complement this technique with others, such as
DLS. TEM can only be performed on dried samples, and the drying process may
introduce artefacts. DLS, however, determines the hydrodynamic diameter of
particles in situ, i.e. suspended in a liquid. The measurement is based on assessing
the Brownian motion of the particles (see Sect. 2.4.2). Particle motion is captured in
form of a correlation decay function, in which the decay rate is faster for smaller,
faster moving particles, compared to larger, slower moving ones. Plotting the
correlation function of MF and cat-MF reveals that the correlation decay is faster
for MF compared to cat-MF (Fig. 3.2a), indicating an increase in hydrodynamic
radius of the protein after cationisation. This is likely due to additional steric bulk of
coupled DMPA, which may impair particle mobility. From this correlation func-
tion, the instrument software has calculated a diffusion coefficient, z-average and

Fig. 3.1 TEM analysis of MF and cat-MF. TEM images of a unstained MF, and b MF and
c cat-MF stained with 2% phosphotungstic acid. Mineralised nanoparticle cores are visible as
black dots, while the protein shell appears as a light ring around the core on the stained images.
d Image analysis of nanoparticle cores, and e–f cores with surrounding protein shell. Scale bars:
50 nm
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polydispersity index for the samples, which are summarised in Table 3.1. The
z-average is an intensity-weighted mean that is specific to light scattering. It is very
sensitive to large aggregates, because the intensity of the scattered light is pro-
portional to the sixth power of the particle diameter. Indeed, the z-average of
cat-MF is more than twice as large as that of MF (Table 3.1), which can be
explained by the presence of large aggregates of around 100 nm in the cat-MF
sample evident in the intensity distribution plot (Fig. 3.2b). The DLS instrument
software enables transformation of the intensity distribution to a volume distribu-
tion, which reveals that the relative amount of large particle aggregates in the
second intensity peak makes up a very small fraction of the whole cat-MF sample
(Table 3.1), so that most of the sample volume is in fact occupied by particles with
a hydrodynamic diameter of around 12.5 nm (Fig. 3.2c).The polydispersity index
(PDI) is a dimensionless figure, ranging from zero to one, where values close to
zero indicate a narrow size distribution, and values close to 1 a very polydisperse
sample. The PDI is smaller for MF compared to cat-MF, indicating that cationi-
sation leads to an increase in polydispersity of the sample. This could be due to
inhomogeneous cationisation, with some proteins being more heavily cationised
than others.

Fig. 3.2 DLS analysis of MF and cat-MF. From the a correlation function, decay rates can be
extracted for a number of size classes and a size distribution can be generated. This can be
displayed as b a plot of the relative intensity of light scattered by particles against various size
classes, which in turn can be transformed to c a volume distribution that takes into account the
relative amounts of particles in each intensity peak (see also Table 3.1)

Table 3.1 Size parameters of MF and cat-MF calculated from DLS data

Volume distribution data

Da

(lm2/
s)

Zb

(nm)
PDIc Peak 1

diameter (nm)
Peak 1
volume (%)

Peak 2
diameter (nm)

Peak 2
volume (%)

MF 37.2 12.6 0.1 11.8 ± 1.1 100 0 0

cat-MF 14.7 33.4 0.5 12.5 ± 1.4 99.5 118.6 ± 56.0 0.5
aDiffusion coefficient
bZ-average
cPolydispersity index
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To determine the amount of iron and cobalt in the MF cores, inductively-coupled
plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) was performed on samples of 10
different MF batches. The measured average iron content was 2.65 ± 0.62 ppm
and the cobalt content was 0.03 ± 0.01 ppm. Taking into account the amount of
protein in the samples, this corresponds to a mass of 45 ± 8 lg of iron and
0.43 ± 0.17 lg of cobalt per milligram of MF, indicating a 1% (w/w) doping of the
iron oxide-based nanoparticle core with cobalt. Accordingly, the iron and cobalt
content per individual MF protein unit are 3.4 � 10−8 and 3.2 � 10−10 pg.

3.2 Cationisation of MF

To assess the cationisation efficiency of covalent DMPA-coupling to the MF sur-
face, zeta potentiometry was used to measure the surface potential of cat-MF
compared to MF, and MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry was used to determine the
number of DMPA molecules conjugated to each protein subunit.

The zeta potential changed from −10.5 mV for MF to 8.3 mV for cat-MF after
cationisation, confirming a change in surface potential from negative to positive
(Fig. 3.3a). Time course cationisation studies using ferritin showed that maximum
zeta potential was reached after 2 h crosslinking time (Fig. 3.3b), and that further
incubation did not result in additional cationisation. This could be due to the
instability of the active ester intermediate formed during the first step of the con-
jugation reaction, which leads to its hydrolysis and restoration of the carboxyl
group (see Sect. 1.9).

Fig. 3.3 Zeta potentiometry of MF and cat-MF. a Zeta potential distribution of MF and cat-MF.
b cationisation time course study revealing that maximum zeta potential is reached 2 h after
addition of the EDC crosslinker. Mean and standard deviation of three zeta potential measurements
are shown
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Mass spectrometry experiments found a single peak at m/z 20.1 for ApoF, which
lies between the literature value for the light and the heavy subunit (19 and 21 kDa,
respectively) [7]. For cat-ApoF a subunit weight of 21.1 kDa was found, which
corresponds to a mass increase of 1000 Da per subunit (Fig. 3.4).

The molecular mass of a single DMPA molecule is 102 Da, and during the
peptide bond formation between the protein carboxyl group and the amine group of
DMPA, an oxygen and two hydrogen atoms are shed, resulting in a total mass loss
of 18 Da per DMPA molecule coupled. Therefore, for every conjugated DMPA
molecule a mass increase of 84 Da is expected. The increase in subunit weight after
cationisation was 1000 Da, which corresponds to approximately 12 coupled DMPA
molecules per protein subunit, and the cationisation of 288 residues on the entire
24-subunit protein. This is consistent with previous cationisation efficiencies
obtained using horse spleen ferritin [2]. The number of cationisable sites, i.e.
glutamate and aspartate residues, on the light ferritin chain is 27 (see Sect. 1.9.1), so
there is potential to increase the cationisation efficiency. As mentioned earlier, the
activated ester intermediate formed during the EDC crosslinking reaction is very
unstable and hydrolyses within minutes, thus, not all available DMPA molecules
may be coupled to all available carboxyl groups before the inactivation occurs.
Therefore, multiple additions of EDC at specific time intervals may help increase
cationisation efficiency. If this route is chosen, DMPA content should be main-
tained at stoichiometric excess to avoid crosslinking between protein units.

3.3 Magnetic Properties

Magnetic saturation and susceptibility of MF and cat-MF were determined by
measuring the sample’s magnetic moment in response to a field sweep over 2 T at
300 K, which generated a magnetisation curve (Fig. 3.5a). The magnetic moment
of the sample increased with increasing external magnetic field strength as a result
of the alignment of the sample’s magnetic spins with the applied field. When all
spins were aligned, the magnetic moment did not increase further, i.e. it reached

Fig. 3.4 Mass spectrometry
analysis of apoferritin and
cationised apoferritin
subunits. Mass-to-charge
spectrum of apoferritin
(ApoF) and cationised
apoferritin (cat-ApoF)
generated by MALDI-TOF.
a mass increase from 20.1–
21.1 kDa is observed after
cationisation
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saturation. The shape of the curve in response to the applied magnetic field was
characteristic for superparamagnetic nanoparticles in that no hysteresis, and thus no
remanence or coercivity, were discernible above the blocking temperature [8, 9].
Magnetic saturation and susceptibility were similar for MF and cat-MF, indicating
that cationisation had negligible impact on the magnetic properties of the enclosed
SPION (Fig. 3.5 and Table 3.2). The blocking temperature was determined by
cooling the sample down from 120 to 6 K without applying a magnetic field. This
meant that to start with, the magnetic moments of the nanoparticle cores were
randomly aligned in the sample. Then, a small magnetic field was applied (0.01 T)
and the magnetic moment was recorded upon warming the sample. As the tem-
perature increased, the thermal energy started to disturb the system such that more
and more magnetic moments acquired the energy to align with the applied field.
The number of aligned moments reached a maximum at the blocking temperature.
Above the blocking temperature, the thermal energy became strong enough to
randomise the magnetic moments again, which led to a decrease in magnetisation
(Fig. 3.5b).

The saturation moment was higher compared to values previously reported for
iron oxide nanoparticles of similar size [10, 11]. However, MF containing an iron
oxide core only (no cobalt doping) was found to have a saturation moment in the
reported range of 40–45 Am2/kg. Not only did cobalt-doping increase the saturation
moment, but also the magnetic susceptibility and the blocking temperature
(Table 3.2). An increase in blocking temperature due to cobalt-doping of MF has
previously been reported [3, 5], and has been attributed to enhanced magneto
crystalline anisotropy of the magnetite core due to cobalt atoms being incorporated
in the Fe3O4 lattice [12]. An increase in magnetocrystalline anisotropy results in an
increased energy barrier for magnetic reversal, explaining the higher blocking

Fig. 3.5 Magnetic characterisation using SQUID magnetometry. a Magnetisation curve of MF,
cat-MF and un-doped MF (iron oxide core only) at 300 K. The saturation moment was determined
by fitting the Langevin function, and mass susceptibility was calculated from the linear portion of
the magnetisation curve at fields up to ± 0.3 T. b Magnetic moment normalised for magnetic
moment at blocking temperature (mBT) of MF and un-doped MF as a function of temperature
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temperature of cobalt-doped MF. An interesting feature of the curves in Fig. 3.5b is
the broader peak observed for the cobalt-doped MF compared to the un-doped MF.
Seeing that a distribution of particle sizes leads to a distribution of blocking tem-
peratures (because blocking temperature depends on particle volume, see
Sect. 1.1.5), it follows that introduction of cobalt leads to the mineralisation of less
uniformly sized nanoparticle cores.

Longitudinal and transverse relaxivity (r1 and r2, respectively) were determined
using a series of spin echo sequences in a 3 T MRI scanner (Fig. 3.6). Relaxivity is
defined as the relaxation rate (T1−1 or T2−1) of nuclear proton spins per unit
concentration of contrast agent, and thus it reflects the effect contrast agents have on
the relaxation of surrounding proton spins. As mentioned previously (see
Sect. 2.4.7), two relaxation mechanisms exist, spin-spin relaxation and spin-lattice
relaxation. Both mechanisms have characteristic time constants: spin-spin relax-
ation occurs within a few hundred milliseconds and is described by T2, whereas
spin-lattice relaxation takes several seconds and is described by T1 [13]. When
contrast agents are applied, they can influence these time constants locally, thereby
altering the image contrast in particular areas. Size, shape, composition, surface
properties and degrees of aggregation can influence a contrast agent’s relaxivity
values. [14–16] For MF and cat-MF, r2 was much higher than r1 (Table 3.2), and
the ratio of r2 to r1 was 17 for MF and 23 for cat-MF. This indicates that MF and
cat-MF have good contrast enhancing properties in T2- weighted images, in which
they cause significant local signal loss (darkening of the image). This is expected
for spherical SPION-based contrast agents, which affect spin-spin relaxation to a
higher degree than spin-lattice relaxation [17, 18]. Spin-spin relaxation is driven by
local magnetic field inhomogeneities caused by neighbouring proton spins, or in
fact by the presence of SPIONs that become highly magnetised in the applied
magnetic field of the MRI scanner and create significant inhomogeneities.

Comparing r1 and r2 of MF and cat-MF to other SPIONs of similar size, both
values were found to be lower than commercially available ultrasmall SPIONs that
have reported r1 and r2 values of 6 and 120 mM−1s−1, respectively (at 3 T) [19].
However, r2 was found to be approximately 45% higher than previously reported

Table 3.2 Magnetic properties of MF and cat-MF and MF without cobalt doping (iron oxide
only)

MF Cat-MF Un-doped MF

Magnetic saturation moment (Am2/kg) 54.9 ± 1.6 55.3 ± 1.4 44.6 ± 1.0

Mass susceptibility (�10−4 m3/kg) 1.75 ± 0.08 1.75 ± 0.07 1.4 ± 0.05

Blocking temperature (K) 30 n.d. 15

Longitudinal relaxivity r1 (mM−1 s−1) 2.6 ± 0.1 2.3 ± 0.1 n.d.

Transverse relaxivity r2 (mM−1 s−1) 44.6 ± 1.0 52.8 ± 0.8 n.d.

n.d. not determined
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values for MF cores of similar size containing iron oxide only [6]. This may be due
to the addition of 1% cobalt to MF in this work and a resulting increase in magnetic
susceptibility. Interestingly, r2 of cat-MF was found to be 18% higher compared to
MF. Surface functionalisation can affect r2 by influencing the mobility of sur-
rounding water molecules [20]. However, amine-functionalised SPIONs have been
shown to actually slightly reduce r2 compared to carboxyl-functionalised SPIONs,
or SPIONs displaying a mixture of amine and carboxyl groups on their surface [14].
Therefore, the reason for the apparent increase in r2 of cat-MF remains unclear.

3.4 Conclusions and Future Directions

It has been shown that MF could be successfully synthesised from ApoF and
cationised using established protocols. Cationisation efficiency was comparable to
previously reported efficiencies using ferritin, indicating that the protein shell was
not significantly altered by MF synthesis. MALDI-TOF measurements showed that
not all acidic residues present in MF were cationised. Future work using multiple
additions of DMPA and EDC would elucidate whether higher cationisation effi-
ciencies could be achieved. If multiple additions do not result in higher

Fig. 3.6 Relaxivity of MF and cat-MF. a Inverse longitudinal (T1) and transverse (T2) relaxation
times of MF and cat-MF plotted as a function of iron concentration. The slope of the linear fit
represents the relaxivity (r) of the superparamagnetic core. b Representative spin echo image of a
concentration range of MF (top row) and cat-MF (bottom row).The highest concentration was
placed in the tubes on the left hand side. TR: 3500 ms, TE: 10 ms. c Representative
inverse-recovery spin echo image of the same MF and cat MF concentration range. TR:
6000 ms, TE: 9.6 ms
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cationisation efficiencies, it could be concluded that all solvent accessible acidic
residues have been cationised and that the remaining aspartic and glutamic acid
residues are “buried” within the protein subunits and not accessible.

The magnetic properties of cat-MF were found to be similar to those of MF,
showing that cationisation of the protein shell did not affect the magnetic properties
of the core. However, r2 was higher for cat-MF compared to MF. Further mea-
surements on a variety of cat-MF batches would be needed to establish whether this
is a reproducible result or within the measurement error.
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Chapter 4
Stem Cell Labelling with Cationised
Magnetoferritin

Magnetic labelling of stem cells with SPIONs has many important applications,
such as remote manipulation [1] or imaging [2]. To achieve adequate magnetisation
for these applications, sufficient cellular uptake of SPIONs is necessary. Therefore,
SPIONs have been functionalised with a variety of molecular species with the aim
to improve cell internalisation [3–5] Ideally, short incubation times and low
extracellular iron dose should be combined to avoid potential adverse effects [6, 7],
but at the same time sufficient intracellular iron levels must be achieved under these
conditions. In this work, cationisation of MF was explored as a route to create a
novel SPION that can rapidly magnetise cells using low exposure concentrations
and incubation times as short as 1 min. In this chapter, the magnetisation efficiency
of cat-MF is explored in human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) using MACS
and MRI. First, the time- and concentration-dependence of the magnetic labelling
process is investigated, followed by a study into long-term retention of magneti-
sation up to five weeks after labelling. Finally, the results of a mechanistic study
investigating whether cell magnetisation is mediated by electrostatic adsorption of
cat-MF to anionic domains on the cell membrane are presented.

4.1 Magnetisation Efficiency: Time and Concentration
Dependence

Magnetisation efficiency was determined as a function of incubation time and
extracellular cat-MF concentration. First, cells were incubated with 0.5 lM of
cat-MF for 1 min to 6 h at 37 °C. The percentage of magnetised cells and the
cellular iron content measured in the magnetised cell fraction for the first 60 min of
labelling are shown in Fig. 4.1a. It was found that cat-MF was remarkably effective
at magnetically labelling hMSCs. Notably, a 1 min exposure resulted in the mag-
netisation of 92% of the cell population and the delivery of approximately 3.6 pg of
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iron per cell, which corresponds to roughly 1 � 108 nanoparticles per cell.
Remarkably, given the brevity of exposure, this cellular iron content is within the
reported range required to influence T2 contrast for MRI [8, 9]. Increasing the
incubation time to 30 min resulted in the magnetisation of the entire cell population
and a cellular iron content of approximately 13 pg cell−1. Figure 4.1b shows that
iron uptake into cells was saturated after a 6 h incubation. The exponential fit to the
data revealed a maximum cellular iron content of 20.2 pg cell−1 and a time constant
of 0.6 h. Thus, it took just over 30 min for the cells to reach 63% of the maximum
iron loading. The uptake rate between one and 30 min was 20.5 pg cell−1 h−1,
however, between 30 min and 6 h this rate slowed to 1.2 pg cell−1 h−1.

Next, cells were incubated with cat-MF concentrations ranging from 0.01 to
2 lM for 30 min at 37°. It was found that the magnetisation efficiency depended on
incubation concentration, with more concentrated solutions of cat-MF magnetising
a greater proportion of hMSCs and delivering a higher cellular iron content
(Fig. 4.2a).

For the interpretation of these results, it is useful to calculate the minimum
number of cat-MF particles needed to magnetise hMSCs sufficiently for retention in
the MACS column. The magnetic force acting on the labelled cell needs to com-
pensate the viscous drag force in order to immobilise the cells in the column. Given
that the cells are loaded onto the column in a volume of 0.5 mL and that this
volume moves through the magnetised part of the column (20 mm) within 1 min,
the velocity of the cells is 3.3 � 10−4 ms−1. Assuming that the cell has a radius of
5 lm, the resulting drag force is 3 � 10−11 N (see Eq. 2.15). Substituting this value
into Eq. 18, it follows that the minimum number of cat-MF particles needed to

Fig. 4.1 MACS and ICP-OES analysis of hMSC as a function of labelling time. Labelling
concentration was 0.5 lM cat-MF. Average and standard deviation from three biological replicates
(i.e. hMSCs derived from three patients) are shown. a Percentage of magnetised hMSCs and iron
content per cell measured in the magnetised cell fraction up to a labelling time of 1 h. 92% of the
cell population were magnetised after a 1 min exposure, and the entire cell population was
magnetised after 15 min. b Iron content per cell over 6 h incubation. Saturation of iron uptake was
observed after 6 h incubation with a maximum cellular iron content of 20.2 pg/cell. Dashed line
exponential fit to the experimental data
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magnetise the cells sufficiently is 1.5 � 107. Results in Fig. 4.2a show that an
exposure concentration of at least 0.05 lM cat-MF was required to magnetise 50%
of hMSCs. Exposure to 0.05 lM cat-MF resulted in a cellular iron content of
1.3 pg, or 3.8 � 107 cat-MF particles per cell. This value agrees well with the
theoretical prediction that a minimum of 1.5 � 107 cat-MF particles would be
required to overcome the viscous drag force that the cells experience when they
pass through the column. The fact that only 50% of the hMSCs were magnetised
using this cat-MF concentration, indicates that the other half of the cell population
did not incorporate sufficient magnetic nanoparticles from the available cat-MF
solution. This could be due to a combination of the low number of nanoparticles
available in the diluted cat-MF solution and variations in the core sizes (and thus
iron loading) inside cat-MF.

The discrepancy between cellular iron content and percentage magnetisation
observed in Fig. 4.2a is an interesting phenomenon. It is shown that a 30 min
incubation with both 0.05 and 0.1 lM cat-MF yielded an average cellular iron
content of 1.3 pg, but the lower cat-MF dose only magnetised 45% of the cell
population, while the higher dose magnetised 90%. A possible explanation for this
discrepancy in percentage magnetisation observed in populations that contain
similar amounts of cellular iron could be the number and therefore availability of
cat-MF particles in the two solutions. It could be that only a small number of
hMSCs came into contact with a sufficient number of cat-MF particles when they
were exposed to the dilute 0.05 lM cat-MF solution, resulting in the low mag-
netisation efficiency observed. However, when exposed to 0.1 lM cat-MF, it
became more likely that the sufficient number of particles reached almost all
hMSCs in the cell layer, because of the increased particle concentration. As a result,

Fig. 4.2 MACS and ICP-OES analysis of hMSC as a function of extracellular nanoparticle
concentration. Labelling time was 30 min. Average and standard deviation from three biological
replicates are shown. a Magnetisation efficiency and cellular iron content after labelling with
cat-MF. Exposure to 0.5 lM cat-MF results in the magnetisation of the entire cell population.
b Magnetisation efficiency of hMSC exposed to un-functionalised MF. Iron content was below the
limit of ICP-OES
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many more cells contained the required cellular iron content and were thus
magnetised.

The minimal cat-MF concentration needed to magnetise the entire cell popula-
tion was 0.5 lM. In contrast, incubation of hMSC with 3 lM un-functionalised MF
magnetised less than 3% of the cell population and cellular iron content was below
the ICP-OES detection limit (Fig. 4.2b). This result demonstrates the direct impact
of cationisation on the efficiency of the magnetic labelling process, and is in
agreement with previous studies showing that native ferritin is taken up in very
small amounts, whilst cationised ferritin binds rapidly to the cell membrane and is
found within vesicles inside the cell within 15 to 60 min of exposure [10].

Other charge functionalisations are likely to achieve similarly rapid magnetisa-
tion as described here, however, so far no study has demonstrated that effective
magnetic labelling can in fact be achieved using incubation times well below
30 min. For example, it has been shown that anionic nanoparticles were internalised
very efficiently and iron levels of 10 pg per cell could be achieved within a 30 min
incubation period with 5 mM iron [11]. In comparison, incubation with a cat-MF
solution containing 0.5 lM protein corresponds to incubation with approximately
0.2 mM iron and also yields approximately 10 pg of iron per cell after 30 min.
Using an extracellular iron concentration similar to the one presented here, a 1 h
incubation period with TAT-peptide functionalised SPIONs achieved cellular iron
loading of approximately 18 pg per cell in neural progenitor cells [4], which is
similar to the 15 pg achieved here after 1 h incubation with cat-MF. Taken toge-
ther, the results presented in this work show for the first time that efficient magnetic
labelling can be achieved within a 1 min incubation period, and that this efficiency
can also be achieved using relatively low extracellular iron concentrations.

4.2 MRI of hMSCs Labelled with MF and cat-MF

The suitability of cat-MF as a cellular MRI contrast agent was investigated by
imaging unlabelled hMSCs, as well as hMSCs labelled with MF and cat-MF using
a 3 T MRI scanner. Labelling hMSCs with 0.5 or 1 lM un-functionalised MF for
30 min did not affect T1−1 or T2−1 compared to unlabelled cells. However, T2−1

was increased by up to 2.5 times after incubation with equivalent amounts of
cat-MF (Fig. 4.3a). A gradient echo sequence was chosen for imaging, because it
yields images whose contrast is particularly sensitive to field inhomogeneities, and
thus the presence of SPIONs [12]. Little contrast enhancement was observed in
cells exposed to MF, however, significant signal loss was detected in the area
containing hMSCs labelled with cat-MF (Fig. 4.3b).

T1 and T2 shortening was much reduced once cat-MF was immobilised inside
hMSCs compared to cat-MF in solution. Taking into account the amount of iron
measured in the cat-MF labelled hMSCs, cellular r1 and r2 in cat-MF labelled cells
was 0.2 and 7.7 mM−1 s−1, respectively. This is a significant reduction compared to
the r1 and r2 values of 2.3 and 52.8 mM−1 s−1, respectively, measured for cat-MF
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in solution (Fig. 4.4; compare also Table 3.2). A marked decrease in relaxivites has
previously been observed in SPIONs internalised by cells, which is due to limited
water and/or SPION diffusion inside endocytotic vesicles [3, 13]. Here, r1 is
reduced ten-fold and r2 approximately sevenfold after cell uptake. Similarly, it has
been shown that r1 is affected to a greater extent than r2, presumably because
spin-spin interactions that affect T2 can still take place whilst spin-lattice interac-
tions of SPIONs are significantly inhibited due to the particles’ confinement [14].

Fig. 4.3 MRI on 750,000 hMSCs exposed to two concentrations of MF and cat-MF for 30 min.
a Little effect on T1−1 was observed upon cellular internalisation of MF and cat-MF. Labelling
with cat-MF led to a significant increase of T2−1, but MF uptake was not sufficient to affect T2−1

compared to unlabelled cells. b Gradient echo image (TR = 100 ms, TE = 10 ms, flip angle 30°)
of unlabelled hMCs, and hMSC exposed to two concentrations of MF and cat-MF

Fig. 4.4 Effect of cellular internalisation of cat-MF on relaxation rates. a The longitudinal and
b the transverse relaxation rate as a function of iron content in the sample. The dashed line is the
linear fit to the experimental data and represents the molar relaxivity: r1free: 2.3 mM−1s−1, r1cell:
0.2 mM−1s−1, r2free: 52.8 mM−1s−1, r2cell: 7.7 mM−1s−1
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4.3 Long-Term Retention of Magnetisation

Long-term studies using hMSCs labelled with 0.5 lM cat-MF for 30 min revealed
that 60% of the cell population remained magnetised after one week in culture, and
10% after five weeks (Fig. 4.5a). Cellular iron content decreased by approximately
60% per week, which is in agreement with the observation of a population doubling
in the magnetic cell fraction every week (Fig. 4.5b). It dropped below the detection
limit of ICP-OES after four weeks in culture, which is accompanied by a drop in the
number of magnetised cells. This reduction in iron content can be attributed to a
combination of dilution through transfer to daughter cells during cell division [15],
and lysosomal breakdown of the nanoparticles over time [16, 17]. Total iron content
in the magnetised cell fraction is reduced by approximately 9% during the first
week, and drops by 39% between the first and second week (Fig. 4.5b). Five weeks
after labelling the iron content per cell is below the limit of detection for ICP-OES,
however, 7% of the total cell population are still magnetised sufficiently to be
retained in the MACS column. It has previously been shown that SPION-labelled
MSC retained magnetisation up to 12 weeks in vivo [18], and that some SPIONs
sequestered by macrophages remained intact while coexisting with degraded
SPIONs inside lysosomes up to two months in vivo [19]. Therefore, it is possible
that a proportion of cat-MF still remained intact inside hMSCs after 5 weeks,
retaining their magnetic order. The proposed mechanism for SPION biotransfor-
mation suggests that internalised SPIONs are eventually located in lysosomes, in

Fig. 4.5 Retention of cellular magnetisation over five weeks after labelling with 0.5 lM cat-MF
for 30 min. a MACS and ICP-OES analysis of hMSCs over five weeks. b Total cell number, cell
number in the magnetised fraction and total iron content in the magnetised fraction over five
weeks. Note that the overall cell number appears decreased after three weeks, because cells had
reached confluency and were sub-cultured after three weeks. Average and standard deviation of
three biological replicates are shown
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which they are degraded. The released iron is then stored in intracellular ferritin
[19]. Whether this mechanism is the same for a SPION already encapsulated in
ferritin, as is the case here, is unknown. Equally, it would be interesting to study
whether the introduced ferritin cages would be “recycled” as iron-storage vessels by
hMSCs, seeing that the ferritin used here stems from a different species (horse).

Another interesting point concerns the loss of magnetisation due to dilution of
cat-MF through transfer to daughter cells during cell division, as was apparent in
the increase in the number of cells in the magnetised fraction over the first two
weeks (Fig. 4.5b). It is possible that magnetisation could have been retained for
longer if hMSCs had been kept from dividing, e.g. by exposing them to cat-MF
when they had already grown to confluency. In fact, it has been shown that con-
fluent hMSC labelled with SPIONs retained approximately 80% of the cellular iron
content and the ability to significantly shorten T2 up to six weeks after labelling
[20]. This would suggest that the primary cause of magnetisation loss observed here
may have been due to dilution of cat-MF as a result of cell proliferation.

MRI on hMSCs labelled with cat-MF showed that contrast enhancement per-
sisted for at least one week (Fig. 4.6). Although T2−1 was decreased by 30%
compared to the first day of labelling, it was still almost twice as high compared to
regions containing unlabelled hMSCs. This indicates that cat-MF could be used to
track stem cells over time using MRI. As shown above, cellular iron content likely
decreased over time because of cat-MF dilution as a result of cell division. It is
difficult to predict how long cat-MF labelled hMSCs would stay magnetised after
in vivo injection, because the cell proliferation rate may be different compared to
in vitro culture.

Fig. 4.6 MRI of 750,000 hMSCs up to one week after labelling with cat-MF. a Little effect on
T1−1 is observed over time, whilst T2−1 is decreased by 30% after one week. b Gradient echo
image (TR = 100 ms, TE = 10 ms, flip angle 30°) of hMSC labelled with cat-MF up to 7 days
after labelling
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4.4 TEM and Light Microscopy of hMSCs Labelled
with cat-MF

TEM of magnetised hMSCs revealed widespread coverage of the cell surface with
cat-MF immediately after 30 min of labelling (Fig. 4.7a), but not after the mag-
netised hMSCs had been cultured for one week (Fig. 4.7b).

Given that the majority of cells was still magnetised at this time point, internali-
sation of cat-MF must have occurred. However, intracellular cat-MF could not be
confirmed with confidence using TEM imaging, and no endocytotic vesicles, such as
clathrin-coated or uncoated vesicles could be identified. The difficulty in observing
such cellular ultrastructure in Fig. 4.7 may have been a result of the excessively heavy
stain, which limited the conclusions that could be drawn from the TEM images.
Therefore, the uptake mechanism is unknown. However, Prussian Blue staining of
sectioned hMSC 48 h after exposure to 0.5 lM cat-MF showed that the stain was
present inside the cells, providing evidence that cat-MF had indeed been internalised
(Fig. 4.8a). The blue stain was not visible in sections of untreated hMSCs (Fig. 4.8b).

Previous TEM-based studies investigating the internalisation of cationised ferritin
have indicated that internalisation occurs within the first 10 min of exposure, with
cationised ferritin being localised in coated vesicles [21, 22]. This indicates either
clathrin- or caveolin-dependent endocytosis. These studies also reported that after
30 min incubation, cationised ferritin was still present on the cell surface and could
also be localised in multivesicular bodies, some of them resembling lysosomes.

4.5 Elucidating the Mechanism Underlying Rapid
Labelling

The incubation conditions were systematically varied to understand the different
contributions of electrostatic interaction and internalisation in cat-MF labelling
(Fig. 4.9). Labelling at 37 and 4 °C for 5 min resulted in similar cellular iron

Fig. 4.7 TEM of hMSCs exposed to cat-MF. a Immediately after exposure to 0.5 lM cat-MF for
30 min. The arrow indicates cat-MF particles densely packed on the cell surface. b One week after
exposure. No cat-MF is present on the cell surface any more. Scale bar 200 nm
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content, however, after 30 min the iron content was significantly higher in cells
labelled at 37 °C compared to cells labelled at 4 °C. Low temperatures are an
efficient method of non-invasively inhibiting many active internalisation pathways
[23]. Thus, the iron content measured at 4 °C is likely to represent cat-MF bound to
the cell surface rather than internalised nanoparticles, and iron content measured at
37° represents the adsorbed as well as the internalised fraction of cat-MF. These
results demonstrate that active internalisation pathways contribute to increased
cellular iron content as labelling time progresses.

Culturing hMSCs in medium supplemented with 80 mM sodium chlorate
(NaClO3) significantly reduced the cellular iron content after a 5 min incubation
with cat-MF (Fig. 4.9). NaClO3 inhibits the synthesis of anionic functional groups
on proteoglycans [25], which suggests that these glycocalyx species act as binding
sites for cat-MF during the initial labelling period, as has been demonstrated for
other cationic ligands [26]. The observation that NaClO3-treated cells still contained
a relatively large amount of iron suggests that other anionic moieties, such as
phospholipid head groups, may also contribute to electrostatic binding. After
30 min, the cellular iron content in cells cultured in NaClO3 was still much reduced
compared to cells cultured in untreated medium. This indicates that initial elec-
trostatic adsorption of cat-MF to the cell surface is important for high internalisation
rates, which is in agreement with previously calculated models that predict a higher
rate of endocytosis with increased ligand-receptor interactions [27]. These results
are also consistent with models showing that non-specific interactions are as
important as specific interactions during endocytosis, and favour nanoparticle
uptake [28].

Additionally, previous studies have shown that anionised and cationised ferritin
could be used as a TEM stain for charged functional groups on the cell surface [29].
It was shown that cationised ferritin attached uniformly to the plasma membrane of
cells, demonstrating that the cell surface possesses a similarly uniform distribution

Fig. 4.8 Prussian Blue staining of sectioned hMSCs. a 48 h after exposure to cat-MF. The blue
stain is localised inside the cells and indicates that cat-MF has been internalised. Cell nuclei were
counter-stained with Nuclear Fast Red and appear pink. b Untreated hMSCs. No blue stain is
visible. Scale bar 20 lm
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of anionic domains to which the cationised protein can bind [29, 30]. Native or
anionic ferritin on the other hand attached much more scarcely and in patches to the
cell membrane, and was also internalised less efficiently [10, 30].

4.6 Conclusions and Future Directions

Efficient magnetisation of hMSCs was achieved with cat-MF using incubation
times as short as 1 min with an extracellular iron concentration of only 10 lg mL−1

(0.2 mM). This result represents the first report of effective cell labelling using
incubation times well below 30 min in conjunction with low dose magnetic
nanoparticle exposure. Un-functionalised MF did not achieve efficient magnetisa-
tion within a 30 min incubation period even at elevated extracellular concentra-
tions, demonstrating the significance of cationisation for rapid and efficient
magnetic labelling. Furthermore, hMSCs labelled with cat-MF were retained in
MACS columns, and induced significant signal intensity loss in gradient echo MR
images for at least one week after labelling. Finally, it was shown that rapid
magnetic labelling was mediated by adsorption of cat-MF to anionic functional
groups in the glycocalyx.

The exact uptake mechanism was not elucidated in this work, but two facts could
be established: cat-MF uptake was saturable (Fig. 4.1b) and cat-MF binds to sur-
face proteoglycans during the first few minutes of labelling (Fig. 4.9). The obser-
vation that cat-MF uptake was saturable indicates that the uptake mechanism is

Fig. 4.9 Mechanistic study of cat-MF uptake. ICP-OES was used to analyse the cellular iron
content of hMSCs incubated with 0.5 lM cat-MF for either 5 or 30 min at 37, 4, or 37 °C after
NaClO3 treatment. Average and standard deviation of three biological replicates are shown. For
each incubation period, cellular iron content values were compared using the Kruskal-Wallis test
and post hoc paired comparison, with significant differences indicated with an asterisk (p < 0.05).
Image re-printed with permission from Correia Carreira et al. [24]
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dependent on ligands or auxiliary proteins that enable the internalisation of cat-MF.
Payne et al. [26]. have shown that cationic polypeptides were internalised after
binding to cell surface proteoglycans via a clathrin- and caveolin-independent, but
flotillin- and dynamin-dependent internalisation pathway. The authors showed that
proteoglycan-bound ligands associated with flotillin-1-positive vesicles and were
trafficked to late endosomes. Early TEM-based studies showed that cationised
ferritin was internalised via coated pits [21, 22, 30], and given the results from
Payne et al. those pits could have been coated with flotillin proteins. Detailed
studies, in which the cellular iron content is measured after administration of
endocytotic blockers could help elucidate the uptake mechanism. Furthermore, the
fate of cat-MF, once internalised in hMSCs, could be explored by fluorescently
labelling cat-MF and incubation of exposed cells with fluorescent dyes that stain the
acidic compartment of lysososmes. Thus, co-localisation of both fluorescent signals
would indicate if and when cat-MF is present in lysosomes. There has been some
evidence that cationic nanoparticles can escape lysosomes due to the so-called
proton sponge effect [31]. Unsaturated amine groups on the cationic particle surface
can sequester the protons that are supplied through the lysosomal proton pump. As
a consequence, chloride ions are retained in the lysosome and lead to an influx of
water, which ultimately causes swelling and rupture of the vesicle. It is unclear if

Fig. 4.10 Conclusions and directions for future work. Magnetic labelling with cat-MF has shown
to be very rapid and mediated by electrostatic adsorption of the cationised nanoparticle to anionic
domains on the cell surface, such as proteoglycans (1). The exact internalisation mechanism is
unknown (2), as well as the fate of cat-MF in the cell. If cat-MF reaches the lysosomal
compartment (3), several scenarios are possible. The nanoparticles could escape the lysosome due
to the proton-sponge effect (4), or the iron core could be degraded by lysosomal hydrolases (5).
Finally, the fate of the protein cage is unknown, and it would be interesting to investigate whether
it is recycled for iron storage (6)
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cat-MF could have the same effect, seeing that the zeta potential (and therefore the
cationic charge density) is relatively low compared to, for example, polycationic
polymers that are used to induce the proton-sponge effect to aid the escape of DNA
from the lysosome in gene transfection experiments [32, 33].

Finally, it would be interesting to study the fate of the introduced ferritin protein
cage. Amino acid sequences of ferritin vary between species but the structure and
function are highly conserved [34]. Will the protein be recycled and used for iron
storage or will it be excreted from the cell as a foreign body? Radio-labelling of the
ferritin by attaching [14] C-methyl groups to amino residues on the protein surface
could be a way to track the fate of the protein cage [35]. A graphic summary of
conclusions and directions for future work can be found in Fig. 4.10.
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Chapter 5
Toxicological Profiling of Cationised
Magnetoferritin

Toxicity of a drug or a material is a major concern in the context of any biomedical
application. Nanoparticles have come under particular scrutiny, because toxic
effects may become apparent when an otherwise non-toxic material is fabricated on
the nanoscale [1]. In the context of regenerative medicine, exposure to harmful
nanoparticles may significantly diminish the therapeutic efficiency of stem
cell-based therapy. Therefore, careful toxicological evaluation is necessary.
Magnetic nanoparticles can act on a variety of parameters that affect normal stem
cell function, from interactions with the outer membrane of the cells to impacts on
the DNA in the nucleus [2]. To assess toxicity, it is therefore important to perform a
variety of toxicological tests that evaluate the impact of nanoparticle exposure on
different cell functions [3, 4]. To date, the general consensus is that labelling stem
cells with SPIONs is safe. This has been based on measurements of cell viability,
proliferation and differentiation capacity, which have been shown to remain largely
unaffected by SPION exposure (see Table 5.1). However, some MSC differentia-
tion pathways seem to be more sensitive to SPION exposure than others, resulting
in limited differentiation capacities [5, 6].

Although MF has previously been explored as a cellular contrast agent [12, 13],
no detailed toxicological evaluation of this nanoparticle has been undertaken. In this
chapter potential adverse effects of MF and cat-MF on a variety of hMSC functions
are investigated. First, acute effects on cell viability and membrane integrity after
cat-MF and MF exposure are presented. Acute toxic effects are defined as adverse
outcomes of finite duration occurring up to 14 days after exposure to a single dose
of a test substance [14]. Here, acute effects were investigated up to 48 h after
exposure to MF and cat-MF. Next, results of a three week study investigating the
impact of cat-MF exposure on cell proliferation and monolayer differentiation into
adipocytes and osteoblasts are shown. Additionally, engineering of a cartilage
tissue construct was undertaken using hMSCs labelled with cat-MF, as well as
unlabelled hMSCs. Cartilage differentiation has been shown to be particularly
affected by SPION exposure, even when other differentiation pathways were not
[5]. Therefore, effects on cartilage differentiation following cat-MF exposure were
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assessed qualitatively using histochemical staining and quantitatively using bio-
chemical protein assays.

5.1 Acute Toxicity After MF and cat-MF Labelling

In this work, effects on cell viability 24 h after exposure to MF and cat-MF were
investigated using the MTS and the Alamar Blue assay. Additionally, the Alamar
Blue assay was also used to measure cell viability 4 and 48 h after exposure. Effects
on cell membrane integrity were tested using an LDH assay conducted 24 h after
exposure to MF and cat-MF. Details on the mechanism of these assays can be found
in Sects. 2.12 and 2.13. Briefly, the MTS and the Alamar Blue assay give an
indication of cell viability by measuring the formation of a coloured product as a
result of electron transport reactions occurring during cell metabolism. The Alamar
Blue assays offers the added benefit of repeated measurements on the same cell
culture over time, which enables the identification of transient effects. The LDH
assay gives an indication of cytotoxicity by measuring the amount of LDH enzyme
in the cell culture supernatant. LDH is only present inside the cell and leaks out
when the cell membrane integrity is compromised. The adequate cell numbers for
the individual assays were determined prior to undertaking MF and cat-MF toxicity
assessment, and results of the optimisation experiments can be found in
Sects. 2.12.1 and 2.13.1.

Table 5.1 A selection of previously reported toxicity outcomes in SPION-labelled MSCs

Particle Size Exposure
dose

Result Reference

Dextran
coated iron
oxide

80-150 nm 25 lg mL−1,
100 lg mL−1

No effect on cell viability after
12 h or 7 d

Kim et al.
[7],
Gasparetto
et al. [8].

PLLa-coated
Feridexb

Not stated 25 lg mL−1 No effect on adipo- and
osteogenesis, but chondorgenes is
inhibited after a 24 h exposure

Kostura
et al. [5].

PLL-coated
iron oxide

15 nm 20 lg mL−1 No effect on cell viability and
proliferation after 1 and 24 h
exposure

Ju et al. [9]

Citrate
coated iron
oxide

30 nm 2-10 mM No effect on cell proliferation or
membrane protein expression after
a 2 h exposure

Wilhelm
et al. [10]

Silica
coated iron
oxide

50 nm 30 lg mL−1 No effect of cell proliferation after
1 h exposure

Lu et al. [11]

aPLL: Poly-(L-lysine)
bFeridex: commercially available dextran coated iron oxide
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5.1.1 Cell Viability and Cytotoxicity After MF and cat-MF
Exposure

Effects on cell viability and membrane integrity were explored 24 h after exposure
to 0.01 to 3 lM solutions of MF or cat-MF. The MTS assay, which uses cellular
respiration as a measure of viability, showed no significant effects on cell viability
after exposure to both MF and cat-MF across this concentration range (F = 2.028, p
= 0.068), as well as no effect of surface functionalisation on the outcome of the
MTS assay (F = 0.079, p = 0.779) (Fig. 5.1a). This was confirmed by an LDH
assay, which showed that neither MF nor cat-MF led to cytotoxic effects affecting
cell membrane integrity (F = 0.951, p = 0.461) and that surface functionalisation did
not impact on the outcome of the assay (F = 2.228, p = 0.138) (Fig. 5.1b). The
observation that similar viability levels were measured for MF and cat-MF indicates
that cationisation did not confer additional cytotoxicity. This is a promising result,
because cationic nanoparticles are often more cytotoxic than their anionic or neutral
counterparts [15, 16]. This can be attributed to the relatively low zeta potential of
cat-MF, which should avoid the hole formation observed in membranes exposed to
nanoparticles with excessively high cationic charge density [17], e.g. with a zeta
potential in excess of 20 mV [18].

The Alamar Blue assay was used to complement results of the MTS assay and
extend viability monitoring to 4 and 48 h after exposure. Two-Way ANOVA
indicated that surface functionalisation had an impact on how cell viability changed

Fig. 5.1 Effects on hMSC viability and cytotoxicity 24 h after exposure to MF and cat-MF.
a Viability and b cytotoxicity were assessed using an MTS and LDH assay, respectively, 24 h after
exposure to MF and cat-MF for 30 min. Average and standard deviation of three biological
replicates (i.e. hMSCs derived from three patients) tested in quadruplicate are shown (total n = 12
per group). All values were normalised to an untreated hMSC control. No significant effects of
concentration or surface functionalisation on cell viability or cytotoxicity were found using
Two-Way ANOVA. LB: lysis buffer used to disrupt the cell membrane and release intracellular
LDH into the media (positive control). Image re-printed with permission from Correia Carreira
et al. [19]
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as a function of nanoparticle concentration 48 h (F = 4.1, p = 0.001), but not 4 h (F
= 1.474, p = 0.191) or 24 h (F = 1.153, p = 0.335) after treatment. This was
analysed in detail for each time point separately using a one-sided Dunnett t post
hoc test. After 4 h, no reduction in cell viability was detected across the concen-
tration range tested (Fig. 5.2a). However, 24 h after exposure to 3 lM MF and
cat-MF, the test revealed a significant, 20% reduction in cell viability compared to
untreated cells (Fig. 5.2b) (note that post hoc analysis also indicated that exposure
to 0.5 lM MF had an effect, which is an improbable outcome seeing that 1 lM MF
was measured to have no effect). After 48 h, cell viability remained reduced by
20% only in hMSCs that had been exposed to 3 lM cat-MF, whilst the
MF-exposed hMSCs had recovered to 92% of the untreated control (Fig. 5.2c).
This indicates that exposure to an elevated MF concentration had a transient effect,
while a mild but significant effect of elevated cat-MF persisted over 48 h.

Taken together, these results indicate that both MF and cat-MF had only mild, if
not no toxic effects on hMSCs 4, 24 and 48 h after exposure. These mild effects
could be linked to elevated intracellular iron concentration. MF exposure led to
transient effects, after which cell viability recovered to normal (unexposed) levels.
This could be due to the fact that cells exposed to MF are likely to have internalised
fewer nanoparticles compared to cell exposed to cat-MF (see Sect. 4.1), and
therefore their total exposure burden was lower. A control experiment using ApoF
and cat-ApoF could help elucidate whether this effect was actually mediated by the
iron core or the cationic protein surface.

At the cat-MF concentration used for the previously presented hMSC mag-
netisation experiments (0.5 lM) no acute toxicity was observed. Additionally, the
rapidity of cat-MF labelling means that short incubation times (less than 30 min)

Fig. 5.2 Effects on cell viability 4, 24 and 48 h after exposure to MF and cat-MF. The Alamar
Blue solution was added after a 30 min exposure, and subsequently fluorescence intensity was
measured after a 4 h, b 24 h and c 48 h. Average and standard deviation of three biological
replicates tested in quadruplicate are shown (total n = 12 per group). Values were normalised to an
untreated hMSC control. Significant effects of exposure concentration were found using Two-Way
Analysis of Variance and Dunnett t one-tailed post hoc test (p < 0.05), and indicated with an
asterisk. Note: post hoc analysis indicated that exposure to 0.5 lM MF significantly reduced cell
viability, however, this is an improbable outcome seeing that 1 lM MF was found to have no
effect according to the same statistical analysis
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can be used, which avoids cytotoxic effects associated with prolonged incubation
time [20]. Furthermore, the nanoparticle concentration used in cat-MF labelling was
several orders of magnitude lower than many competing SPION systems [21, 22],
and the biocompatible protein shell of cat-MF is likely to circumvent cytotoxic
effects that can arise from coating agents used to synthesise functionalised SPIONs
[23].

The Alamar Blue assay proved to be more sensitive than the MTS assay, seeing
that effects of high exposure concentrations were not detected using the latter
method. Although both methods rely on very similar mechanisms, the detection of
the assay product is different: in the MTS assay, the formation of a formazan
product is monitored measuring absorbance, whereas in the Alamar Blue assay the
formed resorufin molecule is detected using its fluorescence. Detecting a fluorescent
signal can be more sensitive than absorbance measurements [24], which would
explain the higher sensitivity of the Alamar Blue assay.

5.2 Long-Term Effects of cat-MF Labelling

The long-term effects of magnetising hMSCs with cat-MF were assessed over three
and five weeks using a cell proliferation assay, as well as two differentiation assays.
These parameters were tested because cell proliferation and differentiation capacity
are two hallmarks of healthy MSCs [25].

5.2.1 Effects on Cell Proliferation

To evaluate the effect of cat-MF labelling on cell proliferation, the number of
hMSCs grown in 75 cm [2] culture flasks after a 30 min exposure to 0.5 lM
cat-MF or PBS (as an untreated control) was determined weekly up to three weeks.
It was found that the cell number of both treated and untreated hMSCs increased to
similar degrees from approximately 1.8 � 10 [5] to 1.1 � 10 [6] cells (Fig. 5.3a),
and consequently no significant difference between the number of population
doublings was found between treated and untreated groups (Fig. 5.3b) using the
Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test (p = 0.285 for week 1 and 2, p = 0.109 for week 3).
This result confirms that no toxicity is conferred on hMSCs exposed to 0.5 lM
cat-MF.

5.2.2 Effects on Adipo- and Osteogenesis

Apart from the capacity for self-renewal, healthy stem cells have the capacity to
differentiate into particular cell types (see Sect. 1.4). To assess whether
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differentiation onto adipocytes (fat cells) and osteoblasts (bone cells) was affected, a
monolayer differentiation assay was used. hMSCs were either exposed to PBS or
1 lM of cat-MF for 30 min, and then either cultured in regular medium or medium
containing differentiation factors that induce formation of adipocytes or osteoblasts
for three weeks. It was found that hMSCs treated with cat-MF differentiated into
adipocytes and osteoblasts upon culture in differentiation medium (Fig. 5.4a, c), but

Fig. 5.3 Effect of cat-MF labelling on cell proliferation over three weeks. Proliferation of hMSCs
was determined with a weekly cell counting assay after exposure to 0.5 lM cat-MF for 30 min,
and found to be similar to proliferation of untreated cells. a Total number of cells counted each
week. b Calculated population doublings (PD) normalised to the untreated hMSC control. Average
and standard deviation of three biological replicates are shown

Fig. 5.4 Effect of cat-MF exposure on monolayer differentiation of hMSCs. Representative bright
field microscopy images of a hMSC-derived adipocytes with fatty acid vacuoles stained using Oil
Red. b Undifferentiated hMSCs stained with Oil Red. No fatty vacuoles are visible.
c hMSC-derived osteoblasts with visible calcium phosphate deposits stained using Alizarin
Red. d Undifferentiated hMSCs stained with Alizarin Red; no calcium phosphate deposits are
visible. All scale bars 100 lm
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remained undifferentiated when cultured in regular medium (Fig. 5.4b, d). The
same was true for untreated hMSCs (see Appendix C).

This result is in line with previously reported effects of magnetic nanoparticles
on hMSC differentiation into fat and bone cells [5]. However, the same study also
found that cartilage differentiation (chondrogenesis) was inhibited after nanoparticle
exposure. Therefore, in the final step of toxicological profiling it was investigated
whether cartilage differentiation was affected after cat-MF exposure.

5.2.3 Effects on Chondrogenesis

Effects on cartilage formation were compared between untreated hMSCs and
hMSCs exposed to 0.5 lM cat-MF for 30 min. Treated and untreated hMSCs were
seeded onto fibronectin-coated PGA scaffolds and cultured for five weeks in
medium containing the appropriate supplements to promote cartilage differentia-
tion. Histochemical and immunohistochemical staining revealed the presence of
proteoglycans (Fig. 5.5a) and collagen type II (Fig. 5.5b) in hMSCs labelled with
cat-MF, as well as in the untreated control (Fig. 5.5c, d). (Note: unstained and H&E
stained sections of both treatment groups can be found in Appendix D).

The development of cartilage is accompanied by the differentiation of MSCs into
chondrocytes, which produce collagen type II and secrete proteoglycans. The
expression of proteoglycans and collagen type II is therefore indicative of cartilage
differentiation [26, 27].

To quantify the content of proteoglycans and collagen type II, biochemical
analysis was performed on the engineered cartilage samples. Proteoglycans consist
of a protein core, to which linear sulphated glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) are
attached, most of them being chondroitin sulphate and keratin sulphate. The sul-
phated GAGs carry negative charges, which can interact with cationic dyes such as
Safranin O or DMMB [28]. Therefore, GAG content in the engineered cartilage
sample were quantified using a DMMB assay, whilst collagen type II was measured
with an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (see Sects. 2.9.2 and 2.9.3). Cartilage
samples were first freeze-dried and weighed, which revealed no significant differ-
ence in the dry mass of cartilage constructs engineered from untreated hMSCs
compared to cartilage engineered from hMSCs treated with cat-MF (Mann-Whitney
U test, p = 1.0; Fig. 5.6a). After that, cartilage constructs were enzymatically
digested and the extracts were used to quantify GAG and collagen type II. Both
were expressed as a percentage of the matrix dry weights and found to be similar in
the two treatment groups (Fig. 5.6b; Mann-Whitney U Test, p = 0.7 for GAG, and p
= 1.0 for collagen type II). GAG and collagen type II content was approximately 20
and 10% of the dry weight, respectively. These values are similar to previously
reported GAG and collagen type II contents in engineered cartilage [29]. Taken
together, these findings show that cat-MF exposure did not inhibit chondrogenesis.

Finally, cartilage sections were also stained with Prussian Blue to investigate
whether cat-MF was still present as intact nanoparticles in the labelled cells after
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five weeks in culture. Blue staining indicative of the presence of iron-rich
nanoparticles was found in cartilage sections engineered from hMSC labelled with
cat-MF (Fig. 5.7a), but not in cartilage grown from untreated hMSCs (Fig. 5.7c).
Higher magnification imaging revealed that the blue stain was co-localised with the
cell matrix and nuclei stained with Nuclear Fast Red (Fig. 5.7b), indicating that
cat-MF could still be present in some cells. This is in agreement with the results
reported in Sect. 4.3, which showed that 10% of hMSCs still contained sufficient
amounts of cat-MF to be retained in a MACS column after five weeks in culture.

The finding that cat-MF labelling did not inhibit chondrogenesis is very sig-
nificant, seeing that previous studies have shown that this differentiation pathway is
affected by SPION exposure [5, 6]. In the study by Kostura et al. [5], inhibition of
cartilage formation occurred in MSCs with similar cellular iron levels compared to
the study presented here (approximately 13 pg per cell) [5]. In the study by
Henning et al. [6], intracellular iron concentrations of approximately 5 pg per cell
significantly reduced cartilage formation. Several parameters distinguish the work

Fig. 5.5 Effect of cat-MF exposure on chondrogenesis. Representative bright field microscopy
images of histological sections of engineered cartilage tissue constructs (a, c) stained for
proteoglycans with Safranin O and (b, d) stained for collagen type II. Panels A and B show
cartilage sections engineered from hMSCs exposed to 0.5 lM cat-MF for 30 min and panels C
and D show cartilage sections grown from untreated hMSCs. All scale bars: 100 lm
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presented here from the exposure scenarios of the previous two studies: (1) The
exposure concentration in this work was lower, namely 10 lg mL− [1] iron,
compared to 25 lg mL− [1] used by Kostura et al. and 100 lg mL− [1] used by
Henning et al. [2] The exposure duration was shorter, namely 30 min in this work
compared to 24 h used by Kostura et al. and 18 h used by Henning et al. [3]. The
surface chemistry of the magnetic nanoparticle was different, cat-MF being
encapsulated in a cationised protein coating, whereas Kostura et al. used cationic,
poly-L-lysine functionalised SPIONs, and Henning et al. used anionic,
carboxy-dextran functionalised SPIONs. It should be noted that Kostura et al.
performed control experiments, in which MSCs were exposed to the poly-L-lysine
coating only. This treatment did not inhibit chondrogenesis and thus the authors
concluded that the iron core must have mediated toxicity. The authors also high-
lighted a study, which indicated that regulation of the iron metabolism is linked to
chondrogenesis [30]. If iron homeostasis is important, and even 5 pg of iron per cell
affect chondrogenesis, how is it possible that almost 15 pg of iron delivered to each
cell inside cat-MF did not inhibit chondrogenesis? One possibility could be that the
additional intracellular iron was not responsible for the inhibition but rather the
prolonged exposure mediated the detrimental effects, e.g. by affecting cell sig-
nalling pathways. Alternatively, if the iron burden was to be considered the cause
for inhibited chondrogenesis, the surface coatings may have played a role. In the
work presented here, the magnetic nanoparticle was introduced in an iron storage
protein, which may have been able to withstand acidic environments in the lyso-
some better than the coatings of the other two SPIONs. Thus, iron ions might have

Fig. 5.6 Biochemical analysis of cartilage tissue constructs. a The dry weights of engineered
cartilage tissue constructs derived from untreated hMSCs and hMCSc treated with 0.5 lM cat-MF.
Average and standard deviation of three biological replicates are shown. b Quantification of
glycosaminoglycans (GAG) and collagen II extracted from the dried cartilage tissue constructs.
Average and standard deviation of three biological replicates are shown (with exception of the
cat-MF treated collagen II value, which was determined from extracts of two cat-MF treated
cartilage constructs due to insufficient sample volume to conduct the assay)
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been released more slowly, avoiding sudden disruption of the iron homeostasis.
Either way, this result highlights that changes in exposure scenario dramatically
influence toxicity outcomes.

5.3 Conclusions and Future Directions

Toxicological evaluation found that exposure to cat-MF at the concentrations used
in the magnetic labelling experiments (see Chap. 4) had no detrimental effects on
cell viability, membrane integrity, proliferation and differentiation of hMSCs.
Significantly, chondrogenesis- a differentiation pathway that has previously been
shown to be inhibited by exposure to magnetic nanoparticles- was not affected by
cat-MF labelling.

Although cat-MF was found to have no significant adverse effects, there are a
few points that remain unclear. For example, a mild reduction of cell viability was

Fig. 5.7 Prussian Blue staining of cartilage tissue constructs. Representative bright field
microscopy images of histological sections of cartilage constructs derived from (a, b) cat-MF
labelled hMSCs and (c, d) untreated hMSCs. Sections were imaged using a (a, c) 20� objective,
scale bar 50 lm and (B, D) 40� objective, scale bar 20 lm
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observed 24 h after exposure to elevated concentrations of cat-MF and MF. After
48 h, normal levels of cell viability had been restored in MF-exposed hMSCs, but
not in cells exposed to cat-MF. It remained unclear whether this was due to dif-
ferences in cellular iron content, or mediated by the cationised protein shell.
A control experiment using ApoF and cat-ApoF could help elucidate this point.

It is also not clear why cat-MF exposure did not inhibit chondrogenesis although
intracellular iron levels were as high as previously reported values that inhibited this
differentiation route. One hypothesis is that the delivery of the magnetic nanopar-
ticle in the ferritin cage may have altered the kinetics of iron release. This could be
tested in a simple experiment, in which the lysosomal environment is simulated and
the release of iron from cat-MF and dextran-coated SPIONs in monitored over time.
A previous study has shown the feasibility of this approach to investigate lysosomal
breakdown of SPIONs [31].

Fig. 5.8 Conclusions and directions for future work. Using the MTS assay, cell viability was
found to be uncompromised after exposure to cat-MF. However, the Alamar Blue indicted a
reduction in cell viability after exposure to elevated concentrations of cat-MF, but not MF. Control
experiments are needed to elucidate whether this was mediated by the cationised surface or the iron
core (1). Using the LDH assay, no cytotoxicity was detected after cat-MF exposure. Cell
proliferation was also not compromised. The differentiation capacity of cat-MF-exposed hMSCs
was unaffected, significantly, chondrogenesis was not inhibited. Whether this was a result of
altered iron release kinetics, remains to be investigated (2). Further toxicological evaluation should
examine if cat-MF exposure promotes the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) (3), impacts
on cytokine expression (4) or leads to DNA damage (5)
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Prussian Blue staining revealed that cat-MF particles could still be found in the
engineered cartilage constructs five weeks after labelling. However, the Prussian
Blue method relies on dissociation of iron ions in low pH, such that one cannot be
absolutely sure that the Prussian Blue complex was formed due to the presence of
nanoparticles or free iron ions. TEM imaging could reveal whether the cat-MF
particles remained intact, although this method did not yield satisfactory results
when hMSCs were observed one week after cat-MF labelling. Rather, it would be
possible to measure the magnetic moment of the whole cartilage construct using
SQUID magnetometry, which would give an indication of the number of intact
magnetic nanoparticles present in the sample. A similar approach was taken to
investigate long-term SPION degradation in tissues of a mouse model [32].

Further toxicological evaluation of MF and cat-MF should investigate the
potential to promote the production of reactive oxygen species, which is a common
pathway of metal and metal oxide nanoparticle toxicity that can adversely affect
many cell functions [33]. Furthermore, the impact on cytokine expression and DNA
damage should also be explored, the latter being of particular importance regarding
potential detrimental outcomes in daughter cells [34]. A graphic summary of
conclusions and directions for future work can be found in Fig. 5.8.
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Chapter 6
Escherichia coli Labelling with Cationised
Magnetoferritin

Infectious diseases are among the world’s most pressing health challenges [1], and
developing strategies for fast identification of pathogens is particularly important
for effective treatment. However, current methodologies rely on culture-based
microbiological methods that take several days. Rapid identification of pathogens
can be achieved based on the detection of specific genes [2] or by antibody binding
of pathogens on a sensor surface [3]. Microfluidic devices have shown to be
excellent platforms for cheap and high-throughput implementation of these methods
[3, 4]. Microfluidic devices typically handle volumes of 50–200 lL, but clinical
blood or urine samples usually range between 5 and 20 mL in volume. Therefore,
concentration of pathogens from large into small volumes represents an important
processing step in microfluidics- based diagnostics. Magnetic labelling of bacteria
in suspension enables their extraction from aqueous samples using a magnetic field,
such that low numbers of bacteria can be concentrated [5].

In this chapter, the potential of cat-MF to magnetise Escherichia coli (E. coli)
cells in water samples and immobilising them in MACS columns is explored. The
use of MACS columns has traditionally been restricted to the capture of magneti-
cally labelled mammalian cells, and extension of this method to the capture of
bacteria has not yet been reported. E. coli has been identified as the most adequate
indicator for drinking water quality [6], it is therefore important to detect even low
numbers of these bacteria in water samples. E. coli is a gram negative bacterium
and its outer membrane contains lipopolysaccharides, which impart a negative
surface charge to the bacterium [7]. Therefore, electrostatic interactions between the
cat-MF surface and the anionic bacterial cell wall should facilitate rapid magneti-
sation, as observed in hMSCs (see Chap. 4). First, results on the rapidity and
concentration dependence of magnetic labelling with cat-MF using a MACS col-
umn are presented. Subsequently, capture efficiency of the MACS column is
explored using various concentrations of cat-MF labelled E. coli, as well as the
potential to magnetically concentrate low numbers of E. coli. In addition, magnetic
labelling of Staphylococcus aureus with cat-MF and subsequent immobilisation in
MACS columns is compared to the capture efficiency of magnetised E. coli.
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Finally, results on the effect of exposure to a variety of cat-MF concentrations on
E. coli growth are presented.

6.1 Time and Concentration-Dependence of Magnetising
E. coli with cat-MF

Magnetic capture was investigated by incubating 0.6 mL water samples inoculated
with E. coli for 1 to 30 min with 0.5 lM cat-MF and passing the water samples
through a MACS column. Samples from the initial bacterial suspension (contam-
inated water) and from the flow-through of the column (decontaminated water)
were collected and absorbance was measured at 600 nm. 100 lL of these samples
were also plated out in triplicate onto LB agar to assess the number of colony
forming units still present in the decontaminated water and to calculate the per-
centage of bacteria removed by magnetic separation. The absorbance of the
decontaminated water samples shows a dramatic decrease compared to the absor-
bance of the contaminated sample after an incubation period of only 1 min
(Fig. 6.1a). Similarly, it was found that 99.968 ± 0.006% of E. coli were removed
from the water sample by magnetic capture after a 1 min incubation with cat-MF
(Fig. 6.1b). After 30 min, 99.995 ± 0.001% were removed.

This result represents an improvement in bacterial capture efficiency compared
to conventional setups that consist of a permanent magnet placed against a vial. In
these setups, the magnetically labelled bacteria agglomerate in the applied magnetic

Fig. 6.1 Magnetic capture of E. coli after different incubation intervals with cat-MF.
a Absorbance at 600 nm of water samples inoculated with E. coli and incubated with 0.5 lM
cat-MF for 1 to 30 min. Average and standard deviation of three UV/Vis measurements are shown.
b Percentage removal of E. coli from the contaminated water sample and number of E. coli still
present in the water after MACS determined with the plate count method. The “0” time point
shows values measured in the contaminated water sample prior to magnetic separation, whereas
the time points “1” to “30” represent values measured in water samples passed through the MACS
column at various time points after incubation with cat-MF. Average and standard deviation of
three plate counts are shown
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field, such that the supernatant can be removed and analysed for any residual
bacteria. In Table 6.1 results from studies using this setup are compared to the
results presented here using MACS. The improvement of capture efficiency may be
due to the generation of strong local magnetic fields by the steel beads in the MACS
column. In a setup that consists of a permanent magnet placed against a vial, the
magnetic field decays rapidly with the distance from the magnet. Therefore, the
magnetic field may not be strong enough to agglomerate magnetised bacteria from
the entire volume. The advantage of this simpler setup over the use of MACS
columns is that large volumes can be handled in relatively short amounts of time.
Processing of larger volumes in the MACS columns is restricted by the flow rate of
about 0.5 mL min−1. However, MACS column could be scaled up, such that larger
samples may also be processed.

It must be noted that removal of E. coli from inoculated water samples was not
complete, approximately 104 cfu mL−1 were still present in the water sample after
MACS. This is a relatively high bacterial concentration and water contaminated to
such a degree would not be fit for drinking. Faecal indicator bacteria such as E. coli
are present at high concentrations in wastewater (106–1010 organisms per litre), and
using E. coli as an indicator for faecal contamination is common practice in the
assessment of drinking-water quality [11]. Water intended for drinking should
contain no faecal indicator organisms. Furthermore, water-borne infections by
pathogens such as E. coli O157 and other enterohaemorrhagic strains of E. coli can
be life threatening. The infective dose is as low as 100 organisms [11], highlighting
the need for complete removal of faecal indicator bacteria from water intended for
human consumption.

TEM imaging of E. coli eluted from the magnetic column after 1 min incubation
with cat-MF revealed the presence of electron-dense nanoparticles of approximately
5 to 6 nm diameter on the surface of the bacterium (Fig. 6.2a). It was concluded
that these particles were cat-MF, because no nanoparticles were visible in untreated
E. coli samples (Fig. 6.2b).

Table 6.1 Comparison of presented E. coli capture efficiency with previously reported results

SPION
surface

Exposure
dose

Exposure
time

Capture
efficiency

E. coli
detection

References

Amine 10 lg mL−1 1 min 99.97% Plate
counting

This work

Amine 1 mg mL−1 1 min 97% A600nm
a Huang et al.

[8]

Carboxyl 2 mg mL−1 12 h 35% A600nm Singh et al.
[9]

Mannose 2 mg mL−1 45 min 88% Microscopy Boubbou
et al. [10]

Vancomycin 0.2 lg mL−1 60 min 83% Plate
counting

Kell et al. [5]

aA600nm: absorbance measured at 600 nm
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Cationised ferritin has been used as a TEM “stain” in a variety of studies
investigating the distribution of anionic domains on the surface of bacteria,
including E. coli [13, 14]. Similarly, electrostatic interactions are likely to have
mediated the adsorption of cat-MF onto anionic domains on the bacterial surface as
observed here. These domains could be negatively charged polysaccharides in the
lipopolysaccharide layer of E. coli, such as hexuronic acid and other acidic sugars
[14, 15].

Next, the concentration dependent decontamination efficiency was investigated
by incubating water samples inoculated with E. coli with cat-MF concentrations
ranging from 0.01 to 1 lM for 15 min. The surface area of E. coli is 1.6 � 10−4

mm [2, 7] therefore, it can bind approximately 107 cat-MF particles. The number of
cat-MF particles per cell required to overcome the drag force in the column under
flow is 7.8 � 104 (see Sects. 2.11.2 and 4.1), therefore, the bacterial surface has
ample space to accommodate the number of cat-MF particles required to magnetise
the cell sufficiently for immobilisation in the MACS column. The maximum
removal efficiency was 99.99%, which was achieved using 0.1 lM cat-MF
(Fig. 6.3a). Higher cat-MF concentrations did not improve capture efficiency,
which could be due to saturation of the MACS column with bacteria (see Sect. 6.2
for a further investigation of this hypothesis). Interestingly, cat-MF concentrations
as low as 0.01 lM resulted in the capture of 98% of E. coli. Given that each E. coli
cell only needs to bind 7.8 � 104 particles to be magnetised sufficiently, and that
4 � 108 cells are present in the inoculated sample, a total of 3.1 � 1013 particles
would be needed label each cell sufficiently. A solution of 0.01 lM contains
6 � 1015 cat-MF particles, which should be sufficient to achieve labelling of all
bacteria. However, TEM images of E. coli exposed to 0.01 lM cat-MF reveal that
the distribution of nanoparticles on the cell surface appears patchy (Fig. 6.3b),
whilst incubation with 0.1 lM cat-MF resulted in a relatively even distribution of
cat-MF all over the cell surface (Fig. 6.3c).

Fig. 6.2 TEM of E. coli. a E. coli exposed to 0.5 lM cat-MF for 1 min, immobilised and then
eluted from the MACS column. Electron-dense nanoparticles with a diameter matching cat-MF
uniformly cover the surface of the bacterium. b Untreated E. coli. No nanoparticles are visible on
the surface. Scale bars 200 nm. Image re-printed with permission from Correia Carreira et al. [12]
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Similar observations have been made previously, for example incubating
mycoplasma cells with low concentrations of cationised ferritin (35 lg per mg of
mycoplasma protein) showed irregular binding on small regions of the cell surface,
whereas incubation with higher concentrations (140 lg per mg of mycoplasma
protein) resulted in a uniform distribution of the particles on the cell surface. [16] It
has been suggested that this behaviour is a result of affinity differences of the
various anionic sites present on the bacterial surface. Regions with high affinity for
cations are more effective at binding low concentrations of cationic particles, and
thus, cationic affinity distributions on the cell surface could be assessed using
decreasing amounts of cationised ferritin [13]. This “patchy” affinity binding at low
cat-MF concentrations may explain the lower capture efficiency.

6.2 Magnetic Capture of Various Concentrations of E. coli

In Fig. 6.3 it was shown that cat-MF could be used to magnetise E. coli such that
over 99.9% of the bacteria could be removed from the water sample by passing it
through a MACS column. However, 100% capture was not achieved, even when
incubating E. coli with higher concentrations of cat-MF. Therefore, it was
hypothesised that the MACS column may have been saturated with bacteria. To test
this hypothesis, removal efficiency was investigated as a function of bacterial
contamination. Water samples were inoculated with 1 � 102 to 2 � 108 cfu mL−1

E. coli, incubated with 0.5 lM cat-MF for 15 min, and passed through a MACS
column. It was observed that the number of E. coli removed from the contaminated
water sample was proportional to the amount of bacteria present in the sample

Fig. 6.3 Magnetic labelling of E. coli using a range of cat-MF concentrations. a Percentage
removal of E. coli from the contaminated water sample (grey bars) and number of E. coli still
present in the water after MACS (red lines and markers). Average and standard deviation of three
plate counts are shown. b TEM image of E. coli exposed to 0.01 lM cat-MF. Arrows point to
patches of nanoparticles on the cell surface. c TEM image of E. coli exposed to 0.1 lM cat-MF.
Nanoparticles are distributed evenly over the cell surface. Scale bars 200 nm
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(Fig. 6.4a). Removal efficiency remained constant at approximately 99.9% and was
only complete in water samples inoculated with 102 cfu mL−1 E. coli (Fig. 6.4b).

Given these results, it is unlikely that saturation of binding sites on the steel
beads of the MACS column is the cause for incomplete immobilisation of the
E. coli population. Another factor to consider is the size and shape of E. coli, which
is very different from the size and shape of mammalian cells for which the column
design was originally optimised. The stem cells used in this work were round in
suspension, with a diameter of approximately 10 lm. However, E. coli are much
smaller, rod shaped cells, approximately 1 lm long and 0.5 lm wide. They are also
more mobile than stem cells because they possess flagella (Fig. 6.5). Therefore, it is
possible that a small proportion of cat-MF labelled E. coli was able to overcome the
magnetic force acting on them in the MACS column (see Sect. 6.3 for an experi-
ment using a non-flagellated bacterium). Several samples of the flow-through from
the MACS columns were investigated in TEM to verify whether the residual E. coli
had bound any cat-MF on their surface. However, no bacteria could be found,
presumably because the concentration of E. coli was very low. Thus, the reason for
incomplete capture of the magnetised bacterial population remain unclear.

Next, it was investigated if low bacterial numbers (under 102 cfu mL−1) could
still be completely removed from a water sample and concentrated using immo-
bilisation in the MACS column and elution into a small volume. Detection of
bacteria at concentrations of less than 102 cfu mL−1 is notoriously difficult without
pre-enriching bacteria through a culture process [17]. Therefore, capture of low
amounts of bacteria and their immediate concentration represents a significant step
towards rapid detection and identification of pathogens. A 2 mL water sample

Fig. 6.4 Magnetic capture of various numbers of E. coli from water samples. Water samples were
inoculated with 1 � 102 to 2 � 108 cfu mL−1 E. coli and subsequently incubated with 0.5 lM
cat-MF for 15 min. a The number of E. coli removed by MACS as a function of bacteria initially
present in the water sample before MACS. b The number of residual E. coli still present in water
samples after MACS as a function of bacteria initially present in the water before MACS. Removal
efficiency remained constant at approximately 99.9% and was only complete in water samples
inoculated with 102 cfu mL−1 E. coli
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containing approximately 50 cfu mL−1 E. coli was incubated with 0.5 lM cat-MF
for 15 min and passed through a MACS column. No bacteria could be detected in
the flow-through after MACS (Fig. 6.6). When the column was removed from the
magnet and the immobilised bacteria eluted using 0.4 mL sterile water, approxi-
mately 320 cfu mL−1 E. coli were detected, which represents an almost sevenfold
concentration increase of the bacteria.

Previously, SPIONs have been functionalised with vancomycin to bind to the
surface of a variety of bacteria. Vancomycin is a glycopeptide molecule that
interacts strongly with the cell surface of gram-positive bacteria through hydrogen

Fig. 6.5 TEM of E. coli
stained with 2%
phosphotungstic acid. Arrows
indicate the flagella of the
bacteria. Scale bar 2 lm

Fig. 6.6 Removal and concentration of dilute E. coli. A 2 mL water sample containing
46 cfu mL−1 E. coli (labelled “before”) was incubated with 0.5 lM cat-MF for 15 min.
After MACS, no bacteria were detected in the flow-through (labelled “after”). E. coli immobilised
in the MACS column were eluted with 0.4 mL sterile water, through which a sevenfold
concentration increase of bacteria was achieved (labelled “column”). Average and standard
deviation from three plate counts are shown. Image re-printed with permission from Correia
Carreira et al. [12]
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bonding but has also been found to bind to gram-negative bacteria, presumably due
to unspecific binding [18]. It has to be noted that vancomycin conjugation onto
SPIONs is not trivial, and capture efficiency depends strongly on the orientation of
the molecule on the SPION [5]. Using vancomycin-functionalised SPIONs, the
lowest concentration of E. coli that could be captured was 10 cfu mL−1. This is of
the same order of magnitude as the lowest concentration of E. coli captured here
(*50 cfu mL−1), which was achieved using a much more facile surface
functionalisation.

6.3 Comparing Magnetic Capture of E. coli and S. aureus
Using cat-MF

The capacity for cat-MF to label other bacteria for capture in MACS columns was
explored using S. aureus. S. aureus is a gram-positive bacterium, which is a class of
bacteria that lack the outer lipopolysaccharide layer that is characteristic for gram
negative bacteria. Thus, they possess a thick outer peptidoglycan layer to stabilise
their shape and protect them from the environment [19]. S. aureus has been shown
to have a negative zeta potential [20], therefore, negative charges should be
available for electrostatic binding of cat-MF to domains on the peptidoglycan
surface.

Water samples inoculated with approximately 108 cfu mL−1 E. coli and S.
aureus were incubated with 0.5 lM cat-MF for 15 min and passed through MACS
columns. Capture efficiency was higher for S. aureus than for E. coli (Fig. 6.7). It
was found that 99.99% of cat-MF labelled E. coli could be captured using MACS,
compared to 99.9999% of cat-MF labelled S. aureus. This is a significant finding
given that it was previously claimed that magnetic capture of S. aureus was not
possible using amine-functionalised (i.e. cationised) SPIONs and that small mole-
cule probes were required to achieve this [21].

There are a number of characteristics that distinguish S. aureus from E. coli and
that could have influenced capture efficiency. Firstly, S. aureus is a gram positive
bacterium and therefore the make-up of its cell surface is different [19]. Secondly,
the surface area of E. coli is approximately 163 � 10−6 mm2 whereas S. aureus has
a surface area of 33 � 10−6 mm2 [7]. Thirdly, E. coli is a rod-shaped bacterium
while S. aureus is spherical (Fig. 6.8). Finally, the E. coli strain used here is
flagellated (Fig. 6.5) and therefore mobile in aqueous environments, but S. aureus
has no such structure and is therefore less mobile. Considering the cell surface, it
has been shown that both E. coli and S. aureus possess a very similar zeta potential
[20], so the affinity for binding cat-MF may be similar in both species. However,
E. coli has a much greater surface area, therefore more cat-MF particles are able to
bind, imparting a larger magnetisation to the cell. Given that fewer E. coli could be
immobilised in the MACS column compared to S. aureus, this potentially larger
magnetisation didn’t seem to play a role in improving capture efficiency.
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Considering the size and shape of both species, S. aureus has a spherical shape and
a diameter of 0.6 lm, whilst E. coli is rod-shaped, approximately 1 lm long and
0.5 lm wide [22]. This may influence the drag force acting on the two species, with
the smaller S. aureus experiencing less drag. Finally and possibly most importantly,
E. coli has the ability to actively move using its flagella whereas S. aureus has no
such means of autonomous locomotion. It may therefore be possible for some
E. coli to escape the magnetic field, whereas S. aureus remain immobilised.

Fig. 6.8 Scanning electron micrograph of (A) E. coli and (B) S. aureus. Scale bar 500 nm. Image
adapted with permission from Otto et al. [23]

Fig. 6.7 Magnetic capture of E. coli and S. aureus labelled with cat-MF. Water samples were
inoculated with approximately 108 cfu mL−1 and incubated with 0.5 lM cat-MF for 15 min before
MACS. After MACS, approximately 104 cfu mL−1 of E. coli were still present in the sample after
MACS, compared to only 4 � 102 cfu mL−1 of S. aureus. Average and standard deviation from
three plate counts are shown
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6.4 The Effect of cat-MF Exposure on E. coli Growth

In Fig. 6.3 it was shown that E. coli incubated with 0.1 lM or more of cat-MF
resulted in the even coverage of the bacterial outer membrane with the nanoparti-
cles. To investigate whether the presence of cat-MF in the outer membrane had an
effect on bacterial growth, the absorbance of E. coli suspensions in LB broth
containing 0.01 to 1 lM cat-MF was recorded over 4 h at 37 °C. As discussed in
Sect. 2.2.2, increased absorbance in a culture is a good indicator for bacterial
growth. Given that E. coli has a generation time of 20 min at 37 °C [24], moni-
toring the absorbance over 4 h should yield reliable results regarding bacterial
growth. After 4 h, suspensions of E. coli grown in the presence of 0.5 and 1 lM
had an absorbance of 0.27 compared to an absorbance of approximately 0.35 in the
untreated control and E. coli treated with lower concentrations of cat-MF (Fig. 6.9).
Therefore, bacterial growth was only mildly affected by elevated cat-MF exposure
after 4 h.

It is possible that longer incubation periods or higher cat-MF concentrations
would result in a more pronounced effect on growth inhibition. Previously, incu-
bation of S. aureus with 3 mg mL−1 SPIONs (100 nm diameter) for 12 h resulted
in a decrease in the number of live bacteria [25], and carboxyl-functionalised
SPIONs (25 nm diameter) have been shown to penetrate the outer membrane of
E. coli and disrupt its structural integrity after a 12 h exposure [9]. Similarly,
exposure to silica-coated iron oxide nanoparticles resulted in growth inhibition of
both E. coli and S. aureus during a 6 h incubation period [26]. Furthermore, the
small size of cat-MF (12 nm) may also facilitate penetration of the outer membrane
of E. coli. For example, 10 to 80 nm iron nanoparticles have been shown to
penetrate the outer membrane of E. coli leading to growth inhibition [27].

Fig. 6.9 Growth curve of E. coli incubated with a range of cat-MF concentrations. Absorbance at
600 nm was slightly reduced in E. coli grown in the presence of 0.5 and 1 lM cat-MF compared
to untreated cells. Average and standard deviation from two replicates are shown
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6.5 Conclusions and Future Directions

It was demonstrated that cat-MF can be used to magnetise E. coli within a 1 min
incubation period, such that 99.9% of the magnetically labelled bacteria were
removed using MACS. It is the first time that MACS columns have been used to
capture magnetically labelled bacteria, and it was found that this method resulted in
higher capture efficiency compared to conventional setups. Growth of E. coli in the
presence of 0.5 and 1 lM cat-MF was mildly reduced after a 4 h incubation period.
It remains to be investigated if higher incubation concentrations or longer exposure
times could result in more significant growth inhibition, and whether this effect is
mediated by cationisation of MF or the metal oxide core of the nanoparticle.

Although capture efficiency of the MACS columns was over 99.9%, complete
capture of E. coli was only achieved when samples contained low numbers of
bacteria (102 cfu mL−1 and less). Increasing the labelling time or the concentration
of cat-MF did not improve capture efficiency. Interestingly, immobilisation of
cat-MF labelled S. aureus was found to be more efficient, and it remains to be
clarified whether this was due to differences in size or cellular motility. Further
experiments using non-flagellated strains of E. coli could help elucidate this point.
In addition, it could be explored whether a “second pass” would improve capture
efficiency, i.e. passing the flow-through over the column a second time, or whether
using a longer column would result in complete capture.
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Chapter 7
Overall Conclusions and Future
Opportunities

The primary aim of this work was to develop a facile surface functionalisation for
magnetoferritin (MF) that would enable rapid and versatile magnetic cell labelling.
Previously reported labelling protocols require long incubation periods and some-
times laborious surface functionalisations. Here, it was shown for the first time that
efficient magnetic labelling could be achieved within a one minute incubation
period using low SPION concentrations (*10 lg mL−1 iron). This was accom-
plished by cationising acidic amino acid residues on the MF surface, which gen-
erated a novel, cationic SPION that readily adsorbed to anionic domains on the cell
surface, such as proteoglycans. This non-specific labelling mechanism was suc-
cessful in rapidly and efficiently magnetising hMSCs, as well as gram-positive and
gram-negative bacteria, demonstrating the versatility of this approach.

The magnetised hMSCs exhibited lasting MRI contrast, and exposure to catio-
nised MF (cat-MF) did not adversely affect cell viability, membrane integrity or
differentiation capacity. Therefore, this novel SPION system represents an attractive
candidate for tracking stem cell therapy using MRI without impairing the regen-
erative capacity of the labelled cells. Significantly, chondrogenesis was not inhib-
ited, which is usually affected by SPION exposure. The underlying reason for this
result is an interesting subject for future study. One hypothesis is that the admin-
istration of SPIONs in an iron storage protein affects intracellular processing,
possibly leading to a slower release of iron ions over time. In this context, the fate
of the protein cage after internalisation is also unclear and remains to be elucidated.

The non-specific labelling mechanism should enable cat-MF to rapidly mag-
netise a range of different cell types. Indeed, a 15 min incubation with cat-MF
achieved magnetisation of both E. coli and S. aureus, such that these bacteria could
be immobilised in MACS columns with an efficiency of up to 99.9999%. These
capture efficiencies are unprecedented and are likely due to the use of the MACS
column setup, which has not yet been explored in the context of bacterial capture.
Furthermore, this method was used to concentrate labelled E. coli from a dilute cell
suspension (<102 cfu mL−1), demonstrating its suitability as a pre-processing step
for rapid, microfluidics-based pathogen detection.
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It should be noted, however, that the upscaling of MF synthesis and function-
alisation may be more costly than conventional SPION synthesis protocols, because
protein preparation and purification methods require lengthy procedures and a
variety of specialised pieces of equipment. Furthermore, approval for clinical use
may also be hard to obtain due to the protein’s animal origin. Thus, ApoF samples
are subject to individual variation, and during the course of this study variations in
mineralisation efficiencies were indeed observed. This represents a problem,
because in order to obtain approval for clinical use, a high degree of reproducibility
needs to be demonstrated. However, with the rapid progress made in synthetic
biology, it may be possible to fabricate artificial ApoF cages that yield reproducibly
high mineralisation efficiencies.

Finally, ApoF is a highly flexible vector that can be loaded with alternative
functional molecules, thereby extending the presented concepts to applications
beyond magnetic labelling. For example, radioisotopes [1], quantum dots [2] and
anti-cancer drugs [3, 4] have been loaded into ApoF. Cationisation could enhance
the delivery efficiency of these cargoes, for example when they are directly injected
into the tissue. Furthermore, not only the ApoF cavity, but also the protein’s surface
could be loaded with other functional molecules. For example, bioactive molecules
could be linked to the MF surface, such that spatial gradients of these “chemical
signals” could be created using an external magnetic field. This would be of great
interest in tissue engineering, because spatially patterned signals can influence cell
migration and alignment. For example, it has been shown that nerve regeneration
benefitted from spatial gradients of nerve growth factor created in a hydrogel
scaffold [5]. In a preliminary experiment, a spatial gradient was created by
immersing a collagen scaffold in a solution of fluorescein-conjugated MF and
applying an external magnetic field (generated by a permanent magnet). The
fluorophore acted as a model signal molecule and the gradient could be visualised
using confocal microscopy. Image analysis revealed that a spatial gradient could
indeed be created, however, it was not very pronounced (Fig. 7.1). Applying
stronger magnetic fields could improve gradient formation. Ultimately, using such a
“magnetic patterning” approach would enable the customisation of commercially
available scaffolds with chemical gradients.
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Fig. 7.1 Creating spatial gradients with MF. Carboxy-fluorescein was covalently linked via a
peptide bond to amine groups on the MF surface. A collagen scaffold was immersed in a solution
of fluorescent MF and a permanent magnet (*0.7 T) was placed against the dish over night.
Confocal microscopy and image analysis revealed that a spatial gradient could be generated
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Appendix A
List of Naturally Occurring Amino Acids
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Appendix B
Background Subtraction with the MPMS

To measure the magnetic moment of MF and cat-MF with the MPMS, a voltage
curve is recorded as the sample is passed through the detection coils. The ideal
voltage response curve of a point-source magnetic dipole moving through a
second-order gradiometer (i.e. the configuration in which the detection coils are set
up) is shown in Fig. B.1.

However, this ideal signal is only observed when the sample is much smaller
than the detection coils and if it is uniformly magnetised. Non-uniform magneti-
sation and the size and shape of the sample can lead to deviation from this ideal
shape. Furthermore, when the sample signal is comparable to the signal produced
by the sample holder, the response function will not have the ideal shape either.
This can be seen in Fig. B.2, in which the voltage curve for an MF sample and the
voltage curve for the sample holder alone are shown for an applied field of 0.5 T.

To subtract the sample holder background, the sample and the empty sample
holder were measured separately but under identical conditions (i.e. the sample
holder was mounted in the exact same location for both measurements). The data
sets of the two voltage curves were then subtracted point by point to yield a

Fig. B.1 Ideal SQUID voltage curve. Adapted from Quantum Design Application Note 1014-213
(http://www.qdusa.com/sitedocs/appNotes/mpms/1014-213.pdf)
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background-corrected voltage curve (see Fig. B.2). Thus, the background sub-
traction procedure removed the contribution of the sample holder and produced a
response, to which the following equation was fitted:

f Zð Þ ¼ X1 þX2ZþX3f2 R2 þ ZþX4ð Þ2
h i�3=2

�½R2 þðKþ ZþX4ð Þ2��3=2

�½R2 þð�Kþ Z þX4ð Þ2��3=2g

where f(Z) is the SQUID voltage as a function of the sample position Z. The
constants in this equation are the longitudinal radius, R (0.97 cm), and the longi-
tudinal coil separation, K (1.519 cm), of the detection coils. The fit parameter X1 is
a constant offset voltage, X2 takes into account the linear electronic SQUID drift
during data collection, and X4 is the shift of the sample along the magnet axis
during the measurement. The magnetic moment, M, was calculated from the
amplitude X3 by applying the following equation:

M emu½ � ¼ X3=0:9125

The value 0.9125 is a constant correction factor supplied by the manufacturer.
The resulting unit for the magnetic moment was given as the cgs unit emu. This was
converted to the SI unit of the magnetic moment (Am2) using the appropriate
conversion factor: 1 Am2 = 103 emu.

Fig. B.2 Representative SQUID voltage curves recorded at 0.5 T. The contribution of the sample
holder alone to the total voltage curve (“MF+sample holder”) was measured separately for all
applied magnetic field strength and subsequently subtracted from the total signal to yield the
corrected MF voltage curve.
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Appendix C
Adipo- and Osteogenesis of Untreated
hMSCs

Untreated hMSCs differentiated into adipocytes and osteoblasts upon culture in
differentiation medium (Fig. C.1a, c), but remained undifferentiated when cultured
in regular medium (Fig. C.1b, d).

Fig. C.1 Monolayer differentiation of untreated hMSCs. Representative bright field microscopy
images of a hMSC-derived adipocytes with fatty acid vacuoles stained using Oil Red.
b Undifferentiated hMSCs stained with Oil Red. No fatty vacuoles are visible. c hMSC-derived
osteoblasts with visible calcium phosphate deposits stained using Alizarin Red. d Undifferentiated
hMSCs stained with Alizarin Red; no calcium phosphate deposits are visible. All scale bars: 100 lm
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Appendix D
Unstained and H&E Stained Cartilage
Sections

Unstained sectionsofcartilage constructs engineered fromuntreatedandcat-MF-treated
hMSCs are shown in Fig. D.1a, c. H&E stain revealed an even distribution of cells
throughout the cartilage construct in both treatment groups (Fig. D.1b, d).

FIg. D.1 Histological sections of engineered cartilage. Representative bright field microscopy
images of unstained sections of a cartilage engineered from untreated hMSCs and c engineered
from hMSCs exposed to 0.5 lM cat-MF for 30 min. H&E stained sections of cartilage grown from
b untreated hMSC show that cells were evenly distributed throughout the tissue. d The same was
the case in cartilage grown from cat-MF-treated hMSCs. All scale bars 100 lm
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